
Product Code Item Description Price Qty Total

KB5988 Pansy Matrix Mixed 36 Plugs £10.99 £8.99

KB5989 Pansy Matrix Mixed 72 Plugs £21.98 £9.99

KB6035 Polyanthus Firecracker 12 Plugs £9.99

KB6036 Polyanthus Firecracker 24 Plugs £19.98 £15.99

47551 Incredibloom 100g £5.99

KA2524 Maxicrop Plant Treatment £1.00

P&P
Grand

Total

£4.99

Cardholder’s name Expiry Date /

Please debit my: Visa Mastercard Maestro

Please turn your card over and write the last 3 numbers from the signature strip.CSV
Offer subject to availability. We reserve the right to substitute varieties if necessary *Please note that savings are
based on the equivalent of multiples of the cheapest pack size. © 2020 Thompson & Morgan. † For full T & C’s,
please visit www.thompson morgan.com. Regretfully we are unable to ship live plants to the following postcode
areas: HS, IV41 IV56, KW15 KW17, PA34, PA41 48, PA60 PA78, PA80, PH40 PH44, TR21 TR24, ZE1 ZE3.

Staying in touch with T&M
Please read each statement carefully

By providing us with your email address, you'll be able to:

✓Access your order information online ✓Receive delivery date updates

✓Receive despatch notifications ✓ View order tracking 24/7

•By placing an order with us, you become a T&M
customer, so we would like to continue sending our
catalogue to you, giving you first sight of our new
varieties. Please tick the box if you do not want to
receive them .

•As a T&M customer we would like to send you new
variety previews, newsletters & exclusive special offers
& discounts via email. Please tick the box if you do not

want to receive them .

• We would like to send you gardening related offers by
SMS. Tick here if you do not want to receive them .

•If you do not want us to share your data with other
carefully selected companies in the collectables, food
& wine, gardening, gadgets & entertainment, health
& beauty, household goods, travel, financial services,
charities and home interiors categories who will contact
you by post, please tick this box .

•By sharing your email address and mobile with us, you 
can track the progress of your order online and receive 
progress updates on your orders. Please note that we 
may print your telephone number on the despatch 
label which will ensure the carrier can contact you 
if they need to. We will not pass on email or phone 
numbers to any other 3rd parties. Thompson & Morgan 
take your privacy very seriously. You can change your 
communications preferences with us at any time by 
calling our customer service team on 0333 400 0033 
or emailing us at ccare@thompson-morgan.com. To fi nd 
out exactly how we store and use the data you give us 
please visit www.thompson-morgan.com/privacy.

cost 7p per minute plus your phone cess charge.
Please send to:

Thompson & Morgan,
Dept TM_TS2596, Poplar Lane,

Ipswich, Suff olk, IP8 3BU.

YOUR SATISFACTION GUARANTEED or your money back
We want you to be 100% satisfied with any product you buy from us.

If you’re not 100% happy then neither are we, so let us know and
we’ll replace your product or give you your money back.†

100%
HAPPY

I enclose a cheque/postal order made

payable to ‘Thompson & organ’ for £                

Name                                                                                                

Address                                                                                                                                                                               

                                                                                                                                                                                             

                                                           Postcode                                                                                                   

Telephone                                                                                                                                             

Email                                                                                                                                                

ORDER CODE

TM_TS2596

Pansy ‘Matrix™ Mixed’
36 plants £10.99 £8.99

72 plants 21.98

ONLY

£9.99
URRY OFFER ENDS AUGUST 26th

EXTRA SPECIAL BONUS OFFER

“As always
quality plants
from T&M”

Easy to grow

Flowering from January to May

 Bigger, better and stronger 
than other pansies

 Hardy perennial, a favourite 
with customers

Polyanthus Firecracker
Eye-catching polyanthus bearing yellow blooms
with a fiery orange-red edge.

Super Size Winter 
Flowering Pansies
provide rich, vibrant colour

for pots and borders

Pansy ‘Matrix™ Mixed’
This marvellous mix of colours and patterns 
has been specially bred for their excellent 
branching habit and super size fl owers; and 
the results speak for themselves! The compact 
sturdy stems hold their vibrant fl ower heads 
high, whatever the weather brings to ensure 
your garden is fi lled with colour. Easy to grow, 
Pansy ‘Matrix Mixed’ is the perfect plant for all 
your containers and bedding displays. Height 
and spread: 23cm (9”). 

August despatch.

12 plug plants Only £9.99

MAXICROP Plant Treatment
For ONLY £1 we will treat your

whole order with MAXICROP

to give your plants:

• Strong, healthy root system -

More energy for growth • Greener,

healthier leaves – Great nutrient a

vailability • Reduced stress during

transit • Better establishment and

improved root growth

ONLY

£1

DOUBLE 
UP FOR 

£1

www.thompson-morgan.com/TM_TS2596
When ordering online please use order code TM_TS2596 to access our special off ers.

Tel: 0844 573 7414
Phone lines 10am-4pm, Monday - Friday

Calls cost 7p per minute plus your phone company’s access charge.



REE HOUSEPLANTS FOR EVERY READER WORTH £19.99!*
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£3.99!

BIG  
IDEAS
N A SMALL 
BUDGET 

“NOW IT’S SO EASY TO  
INVITE FRIENDS OVER!”

PINT-SIZED PROJECTS TO  
ADD A FINISHING TOUCH

SUMMER UPDATES  
FOR YOUR
OUTSIDE SPACE 

22 
FAST  IDEAS 

FOR FABULOUS

AL FRESCO 
MEALS



Peony Coral Charm

HUGE, DEEP SALMON goblets appear in spring to tantalise your senses by revealing each petal one by one by until fully opened when the blooms take 
on their full, ruffled romantic appeal. Truly magical to watch as the blooms change colour through shades of salmon, apricot and vanilla. Incredibly 

sought-after by florists due to the unique interest they create in the home whilst lasting for up to 14 days in a vase.

The long red stems are also a sight to behold as they push through the soil in early spring. This fully hardy herbaceous perennial is best planted in 
autumn to settle into the new environment before the plant starts to flower. Supplied as large 3-5 eye bare roots which means you will have at least three 
flowers per plant in the first season and many more for years to come. Plant the bare root directly into the garden on arrival in a sunny spot ensuring 
the eyes are no more than 2.5cm below the ground. Coral Charm will reach a height and spread of 80–90cm (30–36") in maturity 
and lives for generations. Your order is covered by our No Quibble Guarantee and will be confirmed together with a copy of our latest 
catalogue. Supplied as fully mature bare rooted plants in early October to guarantee success.

Award-Winning

INCREDIBLE COLOUR- 
CHANGING BLOOMS

HAYLOFT PLANTS, MANOR FARM NURSERY, PENSHAM, PERSHORE, WORCESTERSHIRE WR10 3HB

I enclose Cheque/PO made payable to Hayloft Plants Ltd or please debit my Mastercard/Visa/Maestro

TOTAL DUE

Send the coupon to: Hayloft Plants, FREEPOST RTGR-JAGJ-JETG, Pensham, Pershore WR10 3HB

Expiry date Start date Issue no

Please enter the last 3 digits of your
security code (CV2)

Card no. CV2

EMAIL

Order confirmation will be sent by email along with any future special offers and you may unsubscribe at any time.

Calls cost 7p per minute plus your telephone company’s network access
charge. We may send Hayloft gardening catalogues in the future, if you
prefer not to receive them, please call 01386 562999. Occasionally
the advertised delivery date may change, however, this will be
clearly stated on your order confirmation.

NAME & ADDRESS PLEASE SEND ITEM CODE PRICE QTY TOTAL

3 × CORAL CHARM BRPCC03-MG0820 £15

5 × CORAL CHARM BRPCC05-MG0820 £18

 P&P (UK ONLY) £4.95

Postcode          Tel

M
G

0
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2
0

• BY PHONE 0844 335 1088 – QUOTE MG0820 •ORDER ONLINE hayloft.co.uk

£15
£18

BUY 3 
FOR

OR 5 FOR

JUST £3.60 
PER PLANT



Simplepleasuresin August

Editor Emma Kendell

You can find us on
www.moderngardensmagazine.co.uk

Facebook Modern Gardens Magazine

Twitter @Modern_Gardens and you
can post us your modern garden pics on

Instagram @ModernGardens
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Bumble bees buzzing 
Collecting seeds in brown paper bags 

Putting your feet up  and enjoying the view
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I can’t even begin to relate how excited I am to be sitting in the garden 

with friends again, with a backdrop of birdsong and agreeable sizzles 

from the barbecue. We’re over the awkward social-distance  

shuffle-dance now and give way to one another around the patio table 

with professional ease. New traditions have sprung up: wine glasses 

now sport wire rings (Glass Charm Rings, £3.99/6, amazon.co.uk) 

around their stems, and we each pluck a little bloom or herb sprig 

to tuck through them so we can identify which drink is ours. Food has 

evolved into a tapas-style affair, with bowls of grilled nibbles that we snare with 

wooden skewers so we can do away with cutlery. And we’re all being a little less 

polite – whether it’s dragging a chair into the shade or dropping ice cubes into sun-warmed rosé, the 

new rules of life-with-coronavirus have swept away stuffy protocols and we’re doing whatever makes 

us happy. Coupled with the joy of seeing everyone again, and the heady scent of star jasmine flooding 

my plot, it’s making for fun evenings. Blooms now fill my newly built raised beds, and butterflies 

have found the tangle of echinops, echinacea, astrantia and verbena. I’ve levelled and seeded the 

mudbath, and it’s slowly but surely turning into a lawn. The patio is yet to be paved but, now there are 

flowerheads to distract me, I mind the mess less. And so, my life is gently finding its new normal. 

We’ve filled the August issue with affordable ideas that will help you enjoy your outside space 

more this summer, even if the purse strings are a little tighter than usual. I hope they bring you 

some happy moments in your garden, too.

Switch up your look in a flash 
with all-new lounge sets, p30

Enjoy the taste sensation of freshly 
made pizza in your garden, p116



       

Inside this

Our pick of the best superhero
plants to buy and grow now.

Get

the look

FOR
LESS

We love  
summer

82

Add extra loveliness  
to everyday meals.66

Pep up your salads with juicy, 
crunchy home-grown radishes.122

Garden makeovers
20 “We don’t need to extend
the house now”
An outdoor living space to use day and
night is created on a tiny budget.

38 “We can’t wait to invite
friends over” ON THE COVER

A new layout with sleek lines and lush
foliage has transformed this plot.

50 “Everything is
second-hand or salvaged!”
Creative, cost-conscious ideas have
turned a lifeless space into a stylish one.

104 I’m in the garden
We take a peek over a reader’s fence.

130 Our garden crush
It’s where we’d like to be this month!

Simple projects
34 Cactus stones

You’ll never have to water these cute
painted rocks in pots!

64 Open-air chandelier
Suspend this circle of blooms in your
garden and let your worries drift away.

88 Underplanted bench
Add a seat to your patio with a sea of
stylish grass beneath.

93 Industrial chic ON THE COVER

Upcycle wooden pallets into fabulous
stay-at-home summer furniture.

98 We love to make
Put a glut of herbs to use with these recipes.

108 Project paint ON THE COVER

Transform your plot for very little outlay
with these all-new effects.

Outdoor living
25 Savvy solar

New tech lets you light your garden into
the evening using the power of the sun.

29 Fiona’s patch
A small, town garden in Lincolnshire is
brought back to life.

48 Selina’s garden style
Go day to night with these on-trend
styling ideas and garden buys.

116 Pizza pizza! ON THE COVER

Enjoy quick and easy al fresco feasts in
the sun, whatever your budget is.

FREE*

12 BABY CACTI  

& SUCCULENT 

HOUSEPLANTS

TURN TO P126 

NOW!
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Make your own quick and 
easy pallet bike rack.

Over to you...
100 Q&A
Got a question about your garden?
We’ve got the answer.

102 Ask the designer
Your problem garden solved.

107 Paws & whiskers
Enjoying your garden with your pets.

114 We love outdoor living
Your garden highlights.

128 Summer sparkle
Save money on agapanthus

93

We

LOVE

this!

Turn your patio from drab 
to fab with a lick of paint!108

 
Easy ideas

6  Earthy pleasures
What to buy, make and do this month.

14 Contemporary
cottage garden ON THE COVER

Pair sleek landscaping with soft planting.

44  Fabulous foliage
Create colour and texture with lush leaves.

54 Finishing touch ON THE COVER

Add the perfect summer flourish to your 
garden with these planting projects.

60  Capture the moment
Preserve the beauty of long, hot summer 
days by drying your favourite blooms.

66 Al fresco dining ON THE COVER

Make garden get-togethers more lovely.

74  Share the love
Make your own sweet seed bombs.

 78  What to do in your garden
Keep your plot looking good this month.

90  Plant a corner
Enjoy our pick of picture-perfect combos.

122  Summer radishes
Enjoy these little red gems pickled, with 
dip or blitz the leaves to make fresh pesto.

72 SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

✽ Subscribe to Modern Gardens now 
and receive a welcome gift of a stylish 
bamboo planter worth £29.99.

 
buys

 12  Blooming lov
Plants and shrubs to bu     
our mosquito repellent container a try.

30  Conversation sets
These easy-to-arrange combos are 
perfect for laid-back garden living.

36  Upgrade barbecue feasts
10 grilling gadgets for every budget.

82  Treat your garden to...
The best plants to buy now, and how  
to make sure they survive.

What to grow, pick, make 
and buy this month.6



DREAM    PLANT    GROW    PICK    MAKE    BUY

Get

the look

 FOR  
LESS
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EASY IDEAS

MAKE  
LIFE 

LOVELY

GLORIOUS 
GLADIOLI
They can’t help but make a striking statement 
with their stems of trumpet-shaped blooms 
growing up to soaring heights of 1.8m. Because 
of these statuesque proportions, they’re best 
grown at the back of borders so they can easily 
be staked against a fence. They come in an 
array of joyful shades, but for a thoroughly 
modern but minimalistic take, you can’t beat 
bright white (try Gladiolus ‘Bangladesh’, 
£4.95/15 corms, sarahraven.co.uk). Display with 
gusto by going as tall as you can and keeping 
your vessel pure and simple. Popping in a few 
smaller gladioli in pale peach or lemon-yellow 
will add a romantic flourish.

From bench 

to bistro
This clever set transforms from bijou 
bistro set to bench in a finger-snap! We 
love this nifty route to bigging up a small 
space – just fold down the tabletop and 
push the stools together and back to 
form the bench. Made from durable, 
weather-resistant acacia wood, it creates 
an extra spot for sunny lunches and  
pre-dinner drinks. Wooden Bench to 
Bistro Set, £80 argos.co.uk

➣

PATIO PRETTY

Festoon decking railings with this Solvinden
LED Lighting Chain for an instant injection
of loveliness. £17 ikea.com/uk

 WIRE WORKS

Sweetie shades and brassy gold is an unlikely 
colour combo, but it works a treat on this wire 
lantern. Summer Lantern Candler Holder,  
H26cm, £35 johnlewis.com

PERKY PARROTS

Dot these bright clips on tree branches
to bring the colours of summer to your
outdoor space. Carnival Fiesta Tropical
Birds, £12/6 talkingtables.co.uk

ROSE HOSE

Proof that a hosepipe can be
pretty! It resists UV
light, so there’ll
be no fading.
Garden Hose in
Rusty Rose, £78
royaldesign.
co.uk

We  

LOVE  

this!
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STYLISH

SELF-CATERING
If your summer hols this year will 
feature a spot of staycationing at
home instead of your usual beach
retreat, indulge in some nautical 
glamour. The new melamine range
from M&S comprises pasta and 
cereal bowls, dinner and side plates,
platter, tumblers and tray. From £7.50

marksandspencer.com
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INSTAGRAM 
INSPIRATION 
Lockdown blurred the lines between the indoors 
and outdoors more than ever, and we’re sure 
we’re not the only ones who fantasised of ditching 
our busy lives for something more Barbara Good. 
But Rachel from @thegoodlifeainteasy actually 
did it. We’ve been following her journey starting 
an allotment from scratch, chickens included, and 
can’t help but sigh wistfully at the wholesome, 
simple but oh-so-wantable life she’s living. The 
pictures are pretty wonderful, too.

Rocket
Trendy rocket isn’t just for millennials! The peppery leaves are high in 
vitamin C, so great for helping to keep your immune system healthy, 
and they are quick and easy to grow. Sow the seeds shallowly in rich, 
well-drained soil in borders or a large container in a sunny spot and 
they’ll be ready to harvest around four weeks later. Regular picking 
encourages growth and keeps the leaves tender and tasty. Younger 
leaves are milder (try Salad Rocket ‘Serrata’, £1.95/500 seeds, 
sarahraven.com), or use older leaves by stir-frying in a little oil or 
butter to add to fresh pasta – yum! The flowering buds are edible, 
too, and make pretty garnishes for salads, cakes and cocktails.

WHAT 

TO PLANT 

NOW!

 HOOTIN’ THE BREEZE

 a few among your 
erry and tomato 

 to ward off 
h birds, and 

  some cheery 
 too. Stripe 
ill, H54cm,  

 lewis.com

TOP TABLE

Introduce some fun into your
garden with this UV-resistant
statement stool that doubles up
as a side table. Tea Cup Stool,
H41cm, £155 redcandy.co.uk

 STEM SNIPPERS

Now’s the time to deadhead 
bedding plants to encourage 
new growth, and these nifty 
snippers ease the chore, plus 
they come in their own pouch. 
£5.50 sarahraven.com 
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EASY IDEAS

➣

A LITTLE

OF WHAT

YOU FANCY
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SWEET SOCKS

The screech of chair legs scraping on composite 
decking isn’t music to anyone’s ears. These kooky 
felted socks will silence the problem, and give 
your chairs oodles of character, too. Chair Leg 
Protector, £24.95/4 theletteroom.com

Peaches and raspberries are both at their finest
this month – combine with sweet pastry for a
mouth-watering treat.

YOU WILL NEED

✽ 1 Jus-Rol Puff Pastry Sheet (320g)

✽ 50g butter

✽ 50g demerara sugar

✽ 1 free-range egg, beaten

✽ 100g ground almonds

✽ 4-5 ripe peaches, stoned & sliced

✽ 100-150g fresh raspberries

✽ 2 tbsp milk

✽ Sprinkling of caster sugar

✽ 2 tbsp peach or apricot jam

WHAT TO DO

1 Lay out the pastry sheet and fold in the edges
by about 3cm so you’re left with a circle shape.
2 Beat together the butter and demerara sugar,
then whisk in the egg. Add the ground almonds
and mix until you have a paste consistency.
3 Spread this frangipane paste all over the
centre of the pastry, then arrange the peach
slices and raspberries on top. Brush the folded
edges of the pasty with a little milk and sprinkle
over the caster sugar.
4 Bake for 30-35 minutes until the pastry is
golden and the fruit has softened.
5 Microwave the jam with a little water and
brush over the fruit to glaze it. Serve with vanilla
or raspberry ice-cream.

MAKE IT!Peach, raspberry 
and frangipane 
galette

3 DECORATIVE DOOR CURTAINS

 TIP No peaches or raspberries? This also  

 works well with nectarines, apricots and  

 cherries, all in season in August 

 BAMBOO COOL

Give your back door a 
Moroccan vibe and keep 
out flies with this Zanzibar 
Bamboo Curtain, £29.99 
coopersofstortford.co.uk

 SCREEN STEAL

Light and dark beads intertwine 
to form a chevron pattern on 
this easy-to-hang bargain buy. 
Bamboo Beaded Door Curtain, 
£9.99 cherry-lane.co.uk

 SEASIDE CHIC

The shells on this give it a beachy,
boho feel, while weighty ones at
the bottom keep it neat. Shell Door
Curtain, £85 rockettstgeorge.co.uk
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Quick
make!

Petite patio pond
Wildlife and water are synonymous with 
tranquillity and you can introduce both into your 
outdoor space with this easy project.

YOU WILL NEED

✽ Container – the wider, the better

✽ Gravel

✽ Rough bricks and/or stones

✽ Water (preferably rainwater) 

✽ Pond plants
 

WHAT TO DO

1 Position your container in a partly sunny/partly 
shaded spot and cover the bottom with gravel. 
On one side, build stepping stones using the 
rough bricks/large pebbles.
2 Fill with water – rainwater is preferable but  
tap is fine.
3 Pop in your pond plants (try 6x Purifying 
Aquatic Plants Mix, £16.99, bakker.com) and 
wait for the wildlife to arrive!

 TIP Top up with rainwater  

 as and when you need to 

3 GARDEN PET COOLERS
SELF-SERVICE

SPRINKLER

Your parched pet is only
a paw away from a cool
drink or a refreshing fur
spritz. Outdoor
Dog Water
Sprinkler,
£22.99
amazon.co.uk

KEEP YOUR COOL

A cheery mat that automatically cools when
your pet lays on it? Genius! Pet Cooling
Fruit Mat Watermelon £5 bmstores co uk

 FRESH AS A DAISY

If your cat likes the finer things in 
life, it’ll appreciate this charming 
fountain that dispenses cool, filtered 
water. Catit Flower Cat’s Drinking 
Fountain, £24.99 argos.co.uk

YOU’VE

GOT MAIL

Delight a nature-loving
friend by sending them
a gorgeous, ready to
plant Plantabloomer
Seed Paper Gift,
£5.50 etsy.com

 F IS FOR FLOWER

A personalised present 
is always a 
thoughtful one 
and this vase in  
on-trend concrete 
and copper is stylish 
too. Personalised 

Concrete Planter, 
H12.5cm, £23 
johnlewis.com
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 GLOVE LOVE

These get a thumbs up for their 
pretty print, functionality and 
price tag. Briers Thorn Resistant 
Flamboya Flamingo Tuff Rigger 
Gloves, £6.99 barnitts.co.uk



MOORISH PALACE
Intricately carved furniture, plush textures in a rich colour
palette and lavish patterns are the characteristics of 
Moorish decor, but this summer’s trend blends that 
tradition with a twist of modernity. Combining it with
blonde rattan furniture and classic jute rugs gives this
opulent look a fresh, streamlined feel.

MODERN MOORISH

Calamus Rattan Garden

Bench, £399, Calamus 

Round Rattan Garden Chair,

£285, both laredoute.co.uk

 TIP Protect velvet cushions by misting them   with Scotchgard (£5.99, viking-direct.co.uk)   and putting them away overnight 

EASY IDEAS

 GRAPHIC FANTASTIC

This Scatter Box Koi Fringed Velvet 
Cushion, 45cm, brings instant 
opulence. £24.95 linenslimited.com

 GET YOUR GLOW ON

This Moroccan Solar Lantern 
has a gleaming gold interior, 
which will glow beautifully. 
£24.99 lights4fun.co.uk

  NATURAL WEAVE

Handmade in 
natural bamboo 
and rattan, this is 
lightweight, so 
easy to move 
and rearrange. 
Mastholmen 
Outdoor 
Coffee Table, 
68cm, £50 
ikea.com/uk

 A LA MODE MAT

This handcrafted Round Jute Doormat is 
the perfect size to stand a statement pot 
on. £70 anthropologie.com

 TACTILE TOUCH

The texture of this 
cushion is as decadent 
as its pattern. Oasis 
Renaissance Cushion, 
43cm, £22 dotmaison.com

Trend 

alert!

 ARABIAN 

NIGHTS

It’s a plant stand, but 
we think it could also 
be used to hold a 
slim ice bucket. 
Sahara Faux 
Rattan Planter, 
£18 argos.co.uk



£9.50/

3L pot £14.99/

3L pot £8.99/

2L pot

3
DAZZLING

LATE-FLOWERING

ematis

Three shrubs for fail-safe flowering

‘BURKWOODII’ 

Glossy green leaves provide 
the perfect backdrop for the 
bright blue flowers of this 
Californian lilac, which blooms 
until October. Height 1.5m 
Spread 2m. classicroses.co.uk 

‘MISS RUBY’ 
The fragrant, magenta-red 
flower spikes of this buddleja 
will attract a bevy of butterflies. 
Cut to the ground in late 
winter. Height and Spread 
2m. plantsgaloreonline.co.uk

‘BARNSLEY’ 
This tree mallow produces 
masses of red-eyed, white 
flowers that age to soft pink  
over a long suammer period. 
Height and Spread 2m. 
jacksonsnurseries.co.uk 

NEEDLE PALM £11.99/2L pot
Evoke the style of a Mediterranean villa in 

b d ith t ll ik  
   

  
  

 
 

 
 

 

‘JACKMANII’

£11.99/2L pot
The stunning, deep purple, velvety
flowers are a perfect companion to
climbing roses. It flowers from June 
to September and can tolerate a
shady spot. Height 3m Spread 1m. 
jacksonsnurseries.co.uk

  

‘NEW LOV

£13/2L pot
These hyacinth-like,
royal-blue flowers have
a lovely sweet fragrance.
Unlike most clematis, it
grows into a low bush,
so is fab for filling gaps
in a border. Height
50cm Spread 90cm.
taylorsclematis.co.uk

‘PRINCESS DIANA’ £15/2L pot
With small, luminous pink, tulip-shaped flowers with  
pale yellow centres, it flowers abundantly from August  
to October. Cut back to the lowest pair of buds 
in February or March. Height 2.5m Spread 1m. 
taylorsclematis.co.uk
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IN AUGUST
Blooming lovely

Try our pick of the most beautiful plants you can buy now 

ADD A HOLIDAY VIBE

Just  
add 

unshine



CATNIP

£5.99/9cm pot
Research shows
the essential oil in
catmint is 10 times
more effective at
repelling mozzies
than the compound
in most commercial
repellents. Crush a
sprig and tuck it into
clothes, being careful
as it can stain. Height
60cm Spread 45cm.
rhsplants.co.uk

LAVENDER

‘LITTLE LADY’

£6.99/9cm pot
Rub the pale blue,
fragrant flowers on
your skin to release
their bug-repelling
oils. Warm parts of
your body, such as
behind your ears, will
circulate the scent
best. Height and
Spread 40cm.
crocus.co.uk

MEXICAN

MARIGOLD

‘TANGERINE

GEM’

£1.95/250 seeds
These dainty
orange-yellow flowers
give off a chemical
that many insects,
including mosquitos,
hate! Leave it growing
and mozzies won’t
come near. Height
30cm Spread 15cm.
sarahraven.com

MOSQUITO
REPELLENT
Mosquitos really can ruin your plans to relax
outdoors, especially if you’re a mozzie magnet!
Plant up this gorgeous container that will not only
reward you with masses of pretty flowers and
delicious scent, but has bug-busting superpowers.
Enjoy experimenting with natural ingredients, but
don’t forget to spot test for allergic reactions first.
What are the plants? Vibrant, tangerine tones of
marigolds work effortlessly with the pale purple
hues of lavender, thyme and catnip. Combined
with the varied foliage of lemongrass, peppermint
and rosemary, it will look great, smell sensational
and keep irritating assailants at bay!
Where do they thrive? Position in a sunny spot,
ensure it is well-drained but kept well-watered, and
your plants will thrive all summer long. Turning
your container every few days and cutting little
and often will keep it looking its best.

Grow your own
        GIVE IT A TRY
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BEST BUYS
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GARDEN
Pairing sleek landscaping with soft planting  

is a huge trend this summer

PERFECT MATCH

Old and new come together to 
create a beautiful mix of strong 
lines and sprawling blooms.  
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THAT’S CLEVER!

Creating a smooth white backdrop 
behind the tumble of blooms 

highlights the subtle shapes and 
colours of the flowerheads

Contemporary 

   
‘The Generous Gardener’

 



Trending
now

ixing blousy cottage garden
blooms, towering spires
and frothy umbels with

dern square shapes
angular styl

‘Butterfly Blue’

   

EASY IDEAS

➣
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T
he romantic cottage garden border 
harks back to simpler days when a
garden had to provide food, herbs,
medicine and flowers in abundance.

Back in those days, the garden offered a solution
to all sorts of ailments: if you had a headache
you chewed a leaf of feverfew or achillea, and
toothache was soothed by sucking on a clove.
Food crops, vital for family survival, jostled
among easily grown flowers, and paths were
lined by fragrant pinks, primroses, violets and
lavender. Even the old outdoor privy, its path
illuminated by snowdrops on a chilly winter’s
night, had a fragrant rose framing the doorway.

So, perhaps it’s no surprise that we’re seeing a
surge in the popularity of cottage garden plants
this summer. We’ve all needed to be more
self-sufficient, making do and mending in
lockdown. And as the pace of life slowed, style
trends of vintage nostalgia rose, as we sought
comfort with reminders of earlier, easier times.
But there’s nothing old-fashioned about the way
cottage garden plants are being used in modern
gardens. Now, they soften the sleek, straight
lines of very angular garden designs, the fragrant
froth of flowers bringing a relaxed, homely feel
to cutting-edge style. So, the look isn’t exclusive
to cottage owners any more: it’s increasingly a
part of modern garden design. And while this
trend looks stunning in a big space, it also works
brilliantly in a compact plot.

Cottage gardens evolved during an age when
space was at a premium, so the plants were
packed in tightly. Cottage gardeners were also
more likely to recycle and turn an old wicker
basket, or colander, into a planter. Edibles are
mixed in among the blooms, so there are herbs
to be snipped for the kitchen and veggies to go
from plot to plate in a trice. Sound like your kind
of garden? Us too!

HOW TO GET THE LOOK
It’s easy to create your own contemporary
cottage garden by using a mixture of edibles,
quintessential cottage garden plants, and some
self-seeding flowers that will pop up all over
your plot, unannounced. With this fail-safe
combination, you’ll get a swathe of flowers that
completely covers the soil, and that requires
very little looking after – the whole area can
simply be cut down in early spring.

The traditional colour palette for a cottage
garden is full of soft blues, pinks and whites. But
this modern twist is seeing cheery yellows and
oranges, and all-white blooms coming to the

fore. The great thing about this trend is that 
cottage garden plants have been around for
a long time, and over the years lots of new
varieties have been introduced, so there’s a huge
choice of suitable blooms. This means you can
pare down your palette as far as you like.

If you’re thinking of going down this route,
then start by seeing which colours look best
against your chosen paving. The modern trend
is all about the mix of soft blooms against
modern materials, so get this combination right
from the get-go and your garden is guaranteed
to look great.

START WITH THE CLASSICS
Your first step to creating this sea of loveliness
should be to create a skeleton of flowering
plants that will reliably return to bloom year in,
year out. Roses are a must and planting several
of the same one creates a spectacle. ‘Bonica’ is
a modern rose that produces large clusters of
semi-double, clear-pink flowers, and it’s tough,
and hardly ever out of flower.

English lavender is another essential, and its
silvery foliage is a foil for brighter blooms. Other
silvers could include a well-behaved catmint
such as ‘Walker’s Low’, soft-white rock rose
Helianthemum ‘The Bride’, and highly scented
old-fashioned pink ‘Mrs Sinkins’, a white and
rather ragged pink, fits the bill perfectly. In
shadier places, an edging of London pride will
produce rosettes of handsome foliage topped
by dainty white and pink flowers. Winged
horned pansy is another great addition, and add
the most refined form of meadow cranesbill,
Geranium pratense ‘Mrs Kendall Clark’, and
you’ll get white-veined, grey-toned flowers that
reflect the summer sky above.

For a natural look, plant in ribbons and
drifts rather than blocky sections,
aiming for wider swathes as opposed to
narrow strips. A good technique is to
create a ribbon but place one of the
plants a little bit further away from the
main drift to act as an eye-catcher.

Try this
designer trick!

TEXTURE TREAT

The angular edges of these 
granite cubes are a great foil 
to swaying swathes of Mexican 
feather grass and spires of 
catmint ‘Walker’s Low’.

ZONE A PATIO

Use tall, airy blooms to
bring a sense of seclusion to
a raised deck. By creating
‘walls’ of flowers, it feels
separate to the rest of the
garden, but not enclosed.

Live  
ife in full 

bloom
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THAT’S CLEVER!

A cottage garden looks better if 
one softly toned plant is threaded 
through the whole area to unify the 

planting. Try sweet rocket,  
love-in-a-mist or ponytail grass

Catmint 
 

 

Plume thistle 

 TIP Planting drifts of grass among 

 the blooms instantly brings the cottage 

 garden look bang up to date 
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Sea hollies add some steely structure and 
Eryngium bourgatii ‘Picos Blue’ produces lots  
of medium-sized blue flowers. It’s perfect with 
the white ‘cup and saucer’ plant Campanula 
persicifolia ‘Alba’. Spires also add height and 
lupins, which flower in May, are cottage garden 
stalwarts. Verbascums are vital and  
July-flowering Verbascum chaixii ‘Album’ 
produces narrow tapers of white flowers 
blotched in blueberry.

ADD A FEW SELF-SEEDERS
These are plants which, if you leave a few 
blooms to develop into seedheads, rather than 
snipping off all the fading flowers, will sow 
themselves here, there and everywhere. Popping 
up where they please, they add a random note, 
and mean your garden is ever-changing. Many 
are too generous in their wish to bring you new 
blooms though so, as a rule of thumb, it’s a good 
policy to leave one in 10 heads to self-seed and 
cut the others off. Candidates for this treatment 
include easy-going aquilegias, tall opium 
poppies, and scented sweet rocket. 

Common valerian, which has clusters of white 
flowers, fern-like foliage and a lily-like fragrance, 
also self-seeds willingly. Try love-in-a-mist, too, 
for its feathery foliage and wispy blue flowers 

that curl through a border like smoke. The trick
to growing all of these is simply to let them get
on with it – hooray!

SQUEEZE IN TASTY TREATS
If you really want to embrace this trend, then
your garden will need an edible element too, no
matter how small. And there are lots of pretty
ways to give your garden a productive twist.
A tripod of climbing beans is an excellent idea,
and decorative varieties include the  
red-flowered, hybrid bean ‘Firestorm’ and the
apricot-flowered ‘Moonlight’. Even prettier is the
violet-flowered, dark-leaved ‘Blauhilde’. 
Surround these with loose-leaf lettuces, plus
nasturtiums and calendulas to add colour to
your salad as well as your plot.

Choose herbs for their appearance as well as
their taste. So, as well as chives, thyme and 
parsley, add marjoram, which provides a pink
haze of nectar-rich flowers. Culinary sage, the
herb for pork, can be really decorative, too: try
the large-leaved ‘Berggarten’, which produces a
mound of grey-green foliage and huge flower
spikes, and the dusky ‘Purpurascens’, which 
darkens to faded damson in hot summers. And
borage is worth growing just to float its blue
starry flowers in a cool drink.

EDGE A PATH

Let plants creep into
the edges of a gravel
and paving stone path.

ADD SOME EDIBLES

Find a spot to tuck in some 
tasty herbs, such as parsley and 
cress, as well as edible blooms.

Plant 
omethin  

lovely
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9 blooms to bring a modern airy edge

WHITE LACEFLOWER
Orlaya grandiflora combines silver-grey, filigree 
foliage and white lacecap flowers. Sow the 
seeds in autumn for stronger plants next 
summer. Height 1m Spread 50cm. 

COW PARSLEY ‘RAVEN’S WING’
This dark Anthriscus sylvestris has deliciously 
dark stems and leaves. To keep the colour, only 
leave the seedheads on the darkest plants. 
Height 1.5m Spread 50cm. 

BALTIC PARSLEY
Cenolophium denudatum is a designer favourite 
because its lacy-white flowerheads have a hint 
of spring-green in summer and autumn.  
Height 1.5m Spread 50cm. 

✽ These umbrellas of small flowers held on a spray of short stalks are
the go-to choice of garden designers right now.

On-trend umbellifers

FLOWERING SEA-KALE
The magnificent Crambe cordifolia produces  
a branching tangle of stems covered in tiny 
white flowers, and it can grow to great heights. 
Height 2.5m Spread 1.5cm. 

VERBENA ‘BAMPTON’
The little pink flowers will be familiar, but the 
leaves and stems of this unusual verbena have 
a purple sheen that will stop everyone in their 
tracks. Height and Spread 1m. 

BEEBLOSSOM ‘THE BRIDE’
The profusion of frothy blooms on this 
variety of Gaura lindheimeri last from May to 
November and raise incredulous eyebrows from 
garden visitors. Height 90cm Spread 60cm. 

✽ Love a plant that wows without even trying? These stunners won’t
disappoint, we promise!

Easy-grow showstoppers

BABY’S BREATH
Gypsophila, once the scourge of supermarket 
bouquets, is now hugely popular again. Try the 
compact ‘Rosenschleier’ with tiny, soft-pink 
pom-pom blooms. Height and Spread 50cm. 

CHINESE MEADOW RUE 
Most thalictrums flower early but ‘Hewitt’s Double’ 
produces sprays of tiny lilac flowers in August. It 
needs fertile soil and takes time to establish, but 
it’s worth it! Height 1.5m Spread 50cm. 

GREAT BURNET
The tiny wine-red bobbles of Sanguisorba 
officinalis ‘Martin’s Mulberry’ last from summer 
into autumn. It’s happy in pretty much any spot, 
as long as it’s sunny. Height 2.5m Spread 50cm. 

✽ Create a haze with hundreds of teeny-tiny blooms held aloft on
slim stems.

Airy clouds of loveliness

The big difference between traditional cottage gardens and the current  
on-trend take is the addition of FROTHY PLANTS with lots of tiny flowers
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Get

the look

 FOR  
LESS
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On a tiny budget, Natalia Rowe has 
created an OUTDOOR LIVING SPACE 

to use day and night

W
ith its contrasting zones, eclectic 
style and versatile decor, Natalia 
Rowe’s garden revamp has been 
so successful that she’s now 

reconsidering her plans for a house extension. 
With the help of her husband Jason, she’s 
transformed the overgrown plot into a space for 
eating, relaxing and entertaining for a fraction 
over her £1,000 budget.

The finished result is a perfect match for 
Natalia’s personality. As a part-time teaching 
assistant and occasional stylist with varied tastes 
and influences, the Polish-born Mancunian 
draws inspiration from sources galore. “I’m 
definitely not ‘one size fits all’ when it comes  
to style,” she says. “I like to faff, and my garden 
reflects that! I love its contrasting colours and 
textures, and the fact there are distinct zones. 
Every piece of furniture or accessory is 
lightweight enough to be moved around for 
different looks and purposes. My husband 
Jason never knows what set-up to expect when 
he goes outside!”

That ‘mix and match’ approach was at the 
forefront of Natalia’s mind when the couple 
bought the Victorian cottage semi in 2011. With 
its traditional long and narrow dimensions, the 
garden lacked the eclecticism Natalia loves.  
“It was a great size and had a lot of potential,” 
she explains, “but I knew straight away I wanted 
to break it up visually. There was an old patio, 
scruffy decking and an overgrown pergola, 
which was a start. But I wanted to create 
separate areas for relaxing, dining and 
entertaining. I love combining different styles, 
like Victorian and minimalist modern, and even 
Eastern and fairytale. I couldn’t wait to bring 
everything together.”

TAMING THE GARDEN

Although the foundations for Natalia’s eclectic 
space were in place, there was no denying the 
task ahead was large. With overgrown bushes 
and trees, rickety fencing and tatty flooring, 
there was serious work to be done. 

First on Natalia’s list was tackling the 
overgrown lawn area beyond the patio and 
decking. Despite its mature shrubs and pretty 
cottage features, the area lacked visual interest. 
“It needed cutting back and a couple of huge 
trees needed to go,” says Natalia. “I never 
wanted it to look too neat or perfect, though, 
there was a risk it would look boring.”

As an inexperienced gardener, Natalia called 
in a favour from a green-fingered friend who 
advised which mature shrubs to cut back and 
keep. Creating clearly defined S-shaped 
borders broke up the space and, once it had 
been chopped back under control, Natalia was 
happy with the existing plants. “I love all that 
dense greenery and the mix of different colours 
and textures, like delicate maroon leaves and 
lush shrubs,” says Natalia. “I still don’t know the 
names of them all, but that hasn’t stopped me 
from looking after them well!”

ADDING A MODERN EDGE

To offset the traditional shrubbery, Natalia 
planted clashing modern grasses in a reclaimed 
Victorian chimney brought from a previous 
house. Two striking six-foot wooden statues 
brought further attitude to the end of the 
garden. “Jason’s a construction engineer and 
came across a pair of quirky statues in a car park 
that was about to be demolished,” she says.  
“I persuaded him to rescue them from the skip! 
Transporting them was a logistical nightmare, 

“We don’t need 
to extend the 
house now!”



MY BUDGET
Furniture £400
Cushions £18

Firepit £40
Paper lanterns £4

Mirror £10
Paint £48

Paint sprayer £50
Pergola roof £180

Pergola beams £300
TOTAL: £1,050

HOW LONG IT TOOK
Cutting back 1 month

Repairing & painting  
decking/fence panels 3 days
Repairing pergola 1 weekend

TOTAL: 3 MONTHS

MY GARDEN

PL AN
LOCATION

Manchester

THE LOOK
Victorian meets boho chic 

SITE & SOIL
Size 90 x 6m

You can find Natalia on Instagram @marks_and_rowe_interiors 

A WEATHERPROOF ROOF 
added to the pergola creates a 
shady space beneath that can 
be used come rain or shine.

Candlesticks, from 
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LANTERNS AND A FIREPIT

provide soft lighting and warmth
after the sun goes down.

ART FRAMES ARE

temporarily fixed to
the fence to make an
‘inside out’ space.
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but I love the surreal contrast and ‘Alice in
Wonderland’ feel they add.”

The deck was next on Natalia’s to-do list. And
although the worn flooring had seen better days,
the couple decided to make do and mend, with
Natalia rolling up her sleeves and painting it
black. “The decking had an old-fashioned brown
finish, which had to change,” she says. “We were
considering a house extension, though, so
decided it made sense to repair it and paint it
using Cuprinol Gardens Shades in Black Ash.
That shade contrasted well with the greenery
and gave a brilliant density of colour,” she says.
“It’s also practical, as it hides a multitude of sins!
And despite our reservations about recycling
the old material, it’s lasting well.”

A MOVEABLE FEAST
When it came to decorating the deck, Natalia
let her eclectic style shine through, creating
a rich look on a tight budget. Modern
monochrome cushions and rugs from eBay
clash with a rustic rattan table. A sleek,
minimalist sofa from B&Q offsets the traditional
antique-style charity shop mirror. And the
boho-style parasol ordered from very.co.uk
contrasts with the modern firepit.

When shopping, Natalia was keen to find
items that were easily portable. “It’s important
for me to be able to move everything around
to create different looks,” Natalia says. “I can pick
up the armchair with one hand, and even the
firepit’s transportable. The cushions and plants
regularly move between iff r t
even house and garden.
nothing’s fixed, and swap
brings an ‘inside out’ fee

HIDDEN TREASURE
While husband Jason was happy for Natalia to
forge ahead with styling, he tackled the pergola.
Weighed down by old grapevines, the beams
were dangerously worn, so Jason replaced old
parts with sturdy new ones. The addition of
plastic roofing meant the space could be used
come rain or shine. “We were lucky enough to
have an electricity supply already installed, so it
was an easy job for Jason to hook up overhead
lights,” says Natalia. “I decided to leave the
natural wood unpainted as a contrast to the dark
decking, and I styled the beams using paper
lanterns from Amazon.”

Cutting the overgrowth back around the
pergola revealed Natalia’s favourite flowering
plant – a wisteria. “I love it so much!” she says.
“It was such a nice surprise to find it hiding
beneath the overgrowth and it finally flowered
last year – although this spring Jason got carried
away with the pruning, which set it back again.
I’ve forgiven him now!”

Minor setback aside, Natalia’s conclusion on
the garden remains 100% positive. “I’m so proud
of what we’ve achieved,” she says. “It ticks every
box. I’m a sun lover and really enjoy sitting
outside with a coffee. It’s a real suntrap – even in
Manchester! The garden’s versatile enough for
us to sit with the firepit at night, eat al fresco
under the pergola when it’s rainy or host a party.
We had 60 guests over before lockdown, and
they were so impressed with the space.

“We love the garden so much, we’ve even had
second thoughts about the extension The

MOVE IT!

Portable furniture means 
you can mix and match to 

create different moods

See the 
best new 

solar lights  
on page 25

1 Havana Black Rattan Relax
Chair, £217.99 clanbay.com
2 Shanghai Parasol, £49.99 very.co.uk
3 White Paper Hanging Lantern,
£1.20 thepaperlanterncompany.co.uk 
4 Bamboo Lantern 49cm, £59.95 
grandillusions.co.uk
5 Geo Jewel Black and White  
Cushion Cover, £10 dunelm.com

1

Get the
look!

2

3

5

4

A GOOD-AS-NEW 

mattress from a 
broken Z bed frame is 
put to use as a stylish 
lounger to create the 
perfect spot for an 
afternoon snooze.



CHOOSE LIGHT,
PORTABLE GARDEN
FURNITURE so you can

easily swap everything around
for a new look.

 CREATE YOUR OWN
ECLECTIC STYLE

by collecting photos from
Instagram and Pinterest – save

what you love and a look will
soon start to emerge.

 ADD PLASTIC
SHEETING TO YOUR
PERGOLA to create an

undercover garden room that
still feels open and airy.

SMART IDEAS

TO STEAL

BLACK DECKING 

can heat up quickly 
in warmer months, 
but layered rugs 
keep things cool and 
comfy underfoot.

GARDEN MAKEOVER

➣

Small
gardens,
big ideas

 
Love this

conversation  
set? Turn to 

page 30

 

THE LIGHTWEIGHT SEATING 

is postioned to form a snug lounge 
area for cosy family drinks.





SAVVY
SOLAR

T
hese wonderfully warm evenings mean
we all want to be outside for as long as
possible, relaxing and socialising in our
gardens during this stay-at-home

summer. But now midsummer is behind us, it’s
getting darker, earlier, so some good lighting is
needed to create that lovely into-the-evening
space. And the good news is that it’s now
super-easy to do! A new generation of savvy
solar-powered lights means you don’t need to

install an expensive electrically wired system to
transform your night garden.

If you’re still using a set of solar stake lights
you bought a few years ago, that flicker on and
off when they feel like it and give up just as
you’re about to sit down to an al fresco dinner
on the patio, then you’re really missing out!
Solar-powered lighting has finally come of age.
These super solars now provide a practical
amount of light, rather than just an ambient

glow, and the new technology in the solar panels 
means, as long as they’re positioned correctly,
they work for longer, even on overcast days.

You can choose from solar lights with
dawn-to-dusk sensors, controllable via Bluetooth 
or your smart phone, along with motion sensors 
and timers. And there are lots of new types on
the market, so you can combine different effects 
to bring your garden to life at night. Turn the
page to find our pick of the best.

New tech lets you light your garden long into the evening 
using just the POWER OF THE SUN
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LUXE LANTERN
Every modern garden needs
a super-stylish lantern that 
can be moved to where the 
action is. The larger the solar 
panel on the lantern, the 
better as it will absorb more 
sunlight. Once fully charged, 
you can expect your lantern 
to run for around eight
hours from dusk into the 
early hours. Ray Buffed Teak 
LED Lantern with Leather 
Handle, solar or mains
operated, H68 x Dia39cm, 
£1,150 each worm.co.uk
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FOCAL POINT PENDANT
The latest take on the inside-outside 
trend is pendant lighting, and no 
modern pergola is complete this 
summer without one (or three!) of 
these hanging from its beams. This 
rustic metal design with its oversized 
bulb is a pretty way to light up your
outdoor table. The daylight sensor is
located on the top of the pendant, so
make sure when you hang it up that
the panel is clear of any obstructions.
Pendant Solar Light, Diameter
24cm, £21.99 lights4fun.co.uk

TIP Position the solar panel so it’s

south-facing during sunlight hours and

keep it clear from any shadows especially

from late morning to early afternoon

EDGING LIGHTS
Solar-powered path lights have been in our 
gardens for years now, but there are lots
of modern new takes on the idea. These
unusual light sticks would mark out border
edges equally well, and the six arched tubes
are connected by a cable and linked to a
solar panel on a stake. Just pop the panel
in a sunny position and then line up the
tubes in the ground. Hardison Arched Tube
Solar Powered 8-Light LED Decorative and
Accent Light, each tube measures L40cm,
£29.99/6 wayfair.com

STYLISH POST LIGHTS
Installing post lights along a dark path to
your greenhouse or on your driveway will
instantly eradicate those irrational
late-evening moments of anxiety! These
lights are wire-free so all you need to do is
stake them in the ground where you want
them, allow to charge via daylight and they’ll
light up at dusk. They come with an override
on/off switch and the brightness can be
reduced to double the runtime each night.
The solar panels are located on the top of
the posts and are designed to work
year-round, even in dull winter months.
London Solar Posts, H40cm tall, 57.8cm
including spike, £29.99/2 glow.co.uk

Low
effort,
igh styl

Get
the look

 FOR  
LESS
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TRY THIS!
If your solar lights come on during 

the day, wipe the solar panel or 
sensor using a barely damp cloth 

and dry with a paper towel

FABULOUS FESTOONS
Light strings used to give off
the palest of glows but now
some designs emit a useable
amount of light. Hang this
group of mismatched bulbs in
a cluster in a pergola to create
a central pool of light. Solar
Vintage Style 7-Bulb String
Lights, £35 coxandcox.co.uk

✽ SOLAR PANEL Most standard solar
lights have a crystalline panel and work well in
summer, but not so well in winter. The latest
type to look for are lights with an amorphous
panel, which has a much higher rate of light
absorption and will help the lights to run
brighter and for longer even when it’s cloudy.

✽ RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES
All good solar lights have these, and the
panel recharges them during daylight hours.
To keep your lights working at optimal level,
replace them every one to two years.

✽ USB PORT Some lights now have this
back-up option, so you can top up the
batteries during long periods without much
sunlight. It's really useful if you're planning a
get-together in your garden and want to be
sure there's plenty of light.

✽ IP RATING This is a measure of how
well electrical devices are sealed and, for
outside lights, effectively lets you know how
waterproof they are. Solar lights that have
an IP44 rating will be able to withstand most
weather conditions.

Essential know-how

MOVEABLE DECK LIGHTS
The joy of having solar deck lights instead
of electrically powered ones is that you can
easily replace them without having to pull
up the deck, plus you can put them exactly
where you want as there are no restrictions
with wire lengths. Use them to light the
edges of your deck or steps or to highlight
any statement furniture. Stainless Steel Solar
Deck Lights, £14.99/4 festive-lights.com

 SIMPLE SPOTLIGHTS
These individual solar lights are a versatile
option as you can fix them at any height and
use anywhere you want either singly or in a
row. Position low to highlight your fave pots
or shrubs or place higher up for a wider arc
of light such as on the patio. Wall, Fence &
Post Light Pack, £12.99/4 yougarden.com

HANGING PAGODA SHADE
We’ve always loved a stylish but
oh-so-affordable paper shade in the garden,
and these elongated designs are the latest
take. This pretty light-up shade will bring
a boho festival look to your garden, and its
length means it’s ideal to hang from a high
tree branch to bring a glow to an otherwise
dark spot. Or hang one each side of the
patio or back door to create a laid-back
ambience. Although it looks like a traditional
paper lantern, it’s made of water-resistant
polyester, so it won’t go soggy and fall apart.
Solar Long Pagoda Light, H90cm, £16.95
sarahraven.com

Simply 
stylish
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www.gardennewsshop.co.uk

Treat
your

garden
now!

Use code GNS10H at checkout to receive 10% off *

* excludes items in outdoor or home living categories
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Plant, vintage and craft lover
FIONA CUMBERPATCH has a
small, town garden in Lincolnshire
that she’s bringing back to life with
easy projects and planting ideas

Fiona
 Instagram @fionacumberpatch

 blog www.fionacumberpatch.com

Growing crops in pots

Dahlias for hot colour

W
ith fewer
of us
able to
take a

holiday this year, our
gardens are proving
to be more precious
than ever before.
By early evening,
the smell of
barbecues drifts
appetisingly over
the streets where

I live. Neighbours are sitting out in their front
gardens having a glass of wine, chatting over
the fence and they seem to have settled into
a slower, socially distanced way of life.

I’ve had more time to cook and I’m loving
finding ways to use the plants that are growing
in my patch. Whether it is a sprig of rosemary
added to an orange polenta cake for a

delicious twist on an old favourite, some fresh
sage and a chopped red chilli rubbed into
grilled chicken pieces, or sweet, freshly picked
tomatoes sliced into a salad, I’ve appreciated 
the simple crops that I’m now harvesting. One 
favourite recipe is a syrup made by simmering 
a cup of honeysuckle flowers with two cups 
of water and half a cup of caster sugar. After 
cooling, I add a teaspoonful of lemon juice 
and, miraculously, the dark green brew turns 
into the prettiest blush pink cordial. Mix with 
Prosecco and garnish with a few honeysuckle 
flowers for a truly delicious drink. 

As I’m spending so much more time in my 
tiny space, I want my garden to look good for 
as long as possible. Plants can become scrappy 
and past their peak by late summer, so I have 

a few tricks to keep them fresh and healthy.
Watering and deadheading are essential to
keep the flowers coming. I will be feeding my
colourful pots with an all-purpose liquid feed
every week, as by this stage of the growing
year, there are less nutrients in the compost.
Every fortnight, I treat my two small olive
trees to a couple of watering cans-full, with a
capful of Tomorite feed mixed in, and they look
brighter and bushier as a result.

Where there are any gaps or dull areas, I add
pops of colour with dahlias from the garden
centre. There is such a range of colours to
choose from, from the spiky-petalled hot pink
‘Ambition’, to the rich purple of ‘Jowey Mirella.’
The best name award has to go to the soft
peachy pom-poms of ‘Wine Eyed Jill.’ I put
mine in a long zinc tub against my shed wall,
where the shapely silhouettes can be clearly
seen, but they should do well in any pot and
they will come back year after year.

As many car boot sales and flea markets
have been cancelled, I’ve missed sourcing
quirky vintage pots. But I’ve found that
Facebook Marketplace can yield the occasional 
gem, and I was delighted to find a box full 
of weathered clay flowerpots from a seller 
who was having a shed clear-out. It gave me 
so much pleasure to pot these up with some 
candy-pink, daisy-shaped brachyscome, which 
I put by the front door. I’m hoping this display 
will cheer anyone who is walking past. 

Fiona’s

“The smell of barbecues drifts appetisingly 
over the streets where I live”

The  
taste of 
ummer

Honeysuckle 
cocktails, and cake!

Creating a warm welco



P
erhaps it’s because we’re all using our
gardens as outdoor lounges this summer,
now that outdoor get-togethers have
become the staple socialising choice.

Or maybe it’s because having separate chairs
makes social distancing so much less awkward
than sitting at opposite ends of an L-shaped
sofa. Or, could it simply be that these sets are
uber-stylish and far more affordable than you
might think? Whatever! Outdoor lounge sets
are a huge trend this summer.

Consisting of a two-seater sofa, a couple
of matching chairs and possibly a coffee table
too, conversation sets are the perfect way to
take indoor living outside. Ideal for a relaxed
family brunch, a feet-up coffee, a catch-up
with friends or post-dinner drinks, they’re an
invaluable addition that will transform how you
use your outside space.

Most of us with modern gardens like to keep
adding a little something, or swapping planters
around, to subtly switch up the look. And a
conversation set will allow you to take this fun to
a whole new level. Unlike heavy modular seating,
most conversation sets are light and easy to
carry, so you can alter the furniture layout to suit
your space as well as the occasion.

MIX IT UP!
Position the two armchairs directly facing the
sofa, with the coffee table taking centre stage,
for a real sense-of-occasion, or arrange them
in a loose L-shape for a more laid-back vibe.
Group furniture around an outdoor rug and
add in large container plants for a secluded
feel, or just use the two chairs with an outdoor
lamp or swag of festoon lights if you’re after
instant twilight charm.

These easy-to-rearrange combos are a
big hit this summer, and they’re perfect
for LAID-BACK GARDEN LIVING
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➣

Conversation

SETS

SLEEK LINES
A mix of acacia wood and brushed 
stainless-steel give this set street-smart 
credentials, while high-density foam 
cushions add extra comfort. Thuban 5 
Seater Sofa Set (with coffee table and 
foot rest), £1,629.99 wayfair.co.uk

Love  
your

PATIO

Just add 

unshine
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SCANDI STYLE

Smart but supremely practical,
this chic set features lightweight
aluminium frames and the
hottest rope-style weave in
palest grey – and just look at
that price! Skandi 4 Seater Sofa 
Set with table, £550 argos.co.uk 

 

THAT’S 

CLEVER!

 

 

GOOD IDEA!

Position the sofa in the sun and the chairs 
in the shade, so your garden guests can 
choose where they’re most comfortable
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Take the outdoor room feel one-step further  
by adding a ceiling. A shade sail overhead will 
lend some shelter from sun or a light shower,  
or position the furniture under a pergola 
laden with scented climbers. Add in an ornate 
pendant light and plenty of decorative cushions, 
even an embroidered wall hanging to hide the 
fence or wall, and you’ll create an irresistible and 
intimate garden retreat. 

The real joy of furnishing any space – inside 
or out – lies in discovering pieces that we 
love, so have fun researching before you buy. 
Conversation sets are the hero product for 
most leading home retailers this season so 
there’s a tempting array of styles to choose 
from. Intricate open weaves, elegant rope styles, 
pale woods and painted neutral shades are all
stunningly seductive and make smart  
future-proof purchases. If you’re looking for a
tropically up-tempo number, there are sets in
heart-lifting sunset shades, too.

OPEN-WEAVE CHIC
Furniture with an open-weave design is 
currently top of the trending list and it’s available
in all-weather rattan or bamboo, marine rope 
or colourful poly wicker. These pieces are 
airy, elegant and lend a light, modern feel to 
the space without dominating. Because you 
can see through them, they have the added 
benefit of making small spaces appear just a 
little bigger. Woven across sturdy aluminium or 
wood frames, these tough, synthetic materials 
are waterproof, UV- and tear-resistant and 
designed to be left outside and only packed 
away during prolonged periods of wet weather.

WOODEN WONDERS
There are lots of wooden options too, with pale, 
natural timbers such as acacia and eucalyptus 
offering the most modern look. Fast-growing, 

sustainable and with naturally occurring  
water-repellent oils, the fine grain of these two
species suit the latest modern, linear shapes
as well as the UK’s wet climate. Teak remains a
hugely popular option too: this hardwood with
a high oil content will gently silver over time.
Wooden sets with a painted finish are starting
to make an appearance, too. Made from 
timber coloured with wood paste then sealed,
they tend to be in strictly neutral shades.

MODERN METALS
Although many woven sets have steel or
aluminium frames, all-metal designs are less
common. Those found tend to have mode

 TAPERED SHAPE
Curved lines teamed with neat, angled 
legs give this set a mid-century vibe. Curva 
Conversational Set, £999 dobbies.com

 TIP Weathered-effect  

 composite decking is the  

 perfect partner for coastal  

 inspired furniture 

cube-based designs fitted with large, comfy 
cushions. Perfect for urban-style courtyards, 
these look best as a focal point on an expanse of 
paving, surrounded by large, architectural plants. 
Wrought iron, steel and cast aluminium are the 
most frequently used materials and can be put 
through a series of processes to make them  
rust-resistant. It’s the quality of these treatments 
that often indicates the difference in more 
affordable and high-end products. 

Cast aluminium needs to be sealed, usually 
with a polyester coating, for it to be truly  
weather-resistant – if chipped, this protective 
skin can peel away and lead to rust. Wrought 

         

TACTILE AND TEMPTING
This set is oh-so inviting with
generous curved seats and plenty
of cushions, so it’s perfect for lazy
lunches that go on long into the nig
The concrete tabletop and syntheti
rope weave on a pale acacia frame a
both right on-trend, too. Cradle Ro
Set, £1,999 johnlewis.com

THAT’S CLEVER!

With the wall painted green, 
it’s hard to see where the 
lush foliage ends. Calke 

Green Exterior Matt 
Masonry Paint, £85/5L, 

farrow-ball.com



TREND ALERT!

How about an inflatable take on
this red-hot trend? Yomi Sofa
£596 and Armchair £427,

limelace.co.uk

B b d b
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sometimes even electro-coated as well, to 
create a durable rust-proof barrier.  

SHAPE MATTERS
As well as deciding on material and colour, there 
are a variety of shapes to choose from. Think 
about how you like to relax, as well as what you 
find visually appealing. Retro sunray designs and 
rattan tub-style chairs are made for curling up 
in, while high backs and slim, mid-century-style 
frames are smarter and more supportive.

Besides comfort, think carefully about the 
footprint of each set too. A sprawling, circular 
design will occupy more floorspace than 
furniture with neat, straight sides, plus you will 
need plenty of room if you’re to move them 
around easily, so measure the size of your patio 
before you buy.

Some of the sets come with a coffee table, 
and styles vary from a simple surface for drinks 
and nibbles to those with useful shelves and 
storage niches. Most wood or metal designs 
tend to have a slatted surface to let rainwater 
drain, while woven versions often feature a 
separate toughened glass top. 

Synthetic poly-stone or poly-concrete tables 
are hot news too. Durable and often cast as a 
singular module, they add a raw, urban edge 
and are lighter to move than the real thing.

EASY-CARE CUSHIONS
Fabric technology has come a long way in 
recent years, and a speedy dash to rescue 
cushions from an unexpected rain shower is 
largely a thing of the past. Today’s products 
are discreetly synthetic and able to withstand 
showers and the occasional downpour. There 
are varying grades of cushion inners, seat pads 
and covers, and the quality of performance 
is usually reflected in the pricing. Top-end 
products have a foam-filled core with an 
engineered drainage structure so any rain can 
simply pass through. Covers tend to be made 
from polypropylene, polyethylene or polyester 
canvas and should be resistant to mildew, 
abrasion and UV fading.

FAIR-WEATHER BEAUTY

A smart mix of natural woven wicker 
and slim, dark metalwork strike a 
relaxed and summery note. Ballito 
Lounge Set, £850 coxandcox.co.uk

Mastholmen 4-Seat  
Conversation Set, £415 ikea.com

Rattan Sofa and Table  
Set, £219.99 vonhaus.com

Ipanema 4  
Seater Rattan Effect  
Sofa Set, £180 argos.co.uk

4 Seater Bamboo  
Sofa Set, £250 argos.co.uk



P
ainted pebbles of all 
stripes and shades have 
been on-trend for a 
while, and we love these 

perfect cactus-themed versions. 
They are bulletproof botanics 
that, once created, will never 
need any looking after. To create 

the bold colour, a thick opaque 
paint such as acrylic is best, which 

is waterproof once dry so can be 
safely left outside. Or, use a few tester 

pots of interior emulsion, and spray with 
a clear sealer (try Plasti-Kote Twist & Spray 

Satin Clear Sealer, £5.11 tradingdepot.co.uk) to 
outdoor-proof. They’re a great way to decorate 
indoor or outdoor tables and window sills, and 
make for a gorgeous gift, too.

YOU WILL NEED

✽ Smooth pebbles, try Scottish Cobbles 
Midi Pack, £7 homebase.co.uk 

✽ Acrylic paint, £4/6 hobbycraft.co.uk 

✽ Sponge

✽ Fine paintbrush

✽ UniBond No More Nails, £4.97 diy.com

✽ Old terracotta pots

✽ Sand, try Carousel Let’s Play Outdoor 
Sand, £2.50/10kg tesco.com

WHAT TO DO
1 Choose pebbles with smooth, elongated oval 
shapes for your cacti. Make sure they are clean 
and dry before you start to paint.

2 Place the pebbles on newspaper and paint 
one side using a dark shade of green. Using a 
sponge rather than a brush to apply the paint 
helps create an even finish. Once dry, paint 
another coat, then repeat the coats on the other 

de of the stones so it’s entirely green. 

 Dip the fine paintbrush into a lighter shade 
of green and make stripes or dotted lines along 
the length of each stone. Try alternating colours 
for the stripes and dots. Let the paint dry 
completely before turning over and painting the 
same pattern on the other side. 

4 To make the flowers, paint smaller round 
stones red, giving both sides two coats. When 
all the stones are dry, use waterproof glue to 
attach a flower to the top of each stone. Hold it 
in place with an elastic band until the glue fixes.

5 Once dry, nestle in the terracotta pots filled 
with sand.

You’ll never have to water these cute
PAINTED ROCKS in pots!

60
minutes and
hey’re done!

STONES OUR BUDGET
✽ Pebbles £7 

✽ Paint £4

✽ Waterproof glue £4.97 

✽ Sand £2.50

TOTAL: £18.47
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£18.47



AVAILABLE FROM APPROVED STIHL DEALERS, SELECTED  

GARDEN CENTRES AND BY VISITING SHOP.STIHL.CO.UK

STIHL AI Line cordless products give you the support  

you need for keeping your garden looking its best.  

With built in batteries, they offer light weight and 

straightforward handling, making jobs such as trimming 

hedges, clearing leaves or tidying lawn edges even easier 

to complete.

CORDLESS

TOOLS FOR

SMALLER  

GARDENS 
—

ONLY £109
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GOOD ENOUGH TO EAT!

Using probes, this app-connected
thermometer allows you to monitor 
the doneness of up to four cuts of
meat and notifies you on your smart 
device once your food has reached 
the perfect temperature to serve.  
igrill2, £109 weber.com

TO UPGRADE 

BARBECUE FEASTS

10 buys...
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Grilling   
gadgets  

for every 
budget

1
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SPICE THINGS UP

This barbecue seasoning kit is bursting with
mouth-watering flavours, including Bhuna, Goan,
Korma and Tandoori, plus eight easy-to-
follow recipes. The Ultimate BBQ Spice
Kit, £15.95 notonthehighstreet.com

SECRET INGREDIENT

The Meater is a wireless smart 
thermometer that, along with  
the app on your phone or tablet, 
will help you cook the juiciest 
meat every time! £79
store-uk.meater.com

LIGHT MY FIRE

Use this eco-friendly, flame-free 
USB Electric Firelighter to spark up 
your barbecue. It has a bendable 
extension so it can get into tricky 
places between coals and it 

charges via USB. Plug it in for 
1-2 hours for 500-plus uses. 

£13 menkind.co.uk

ALL FOR ONE!

With free musketeer mask, 
this has to be the must-have 
accessory of the year! 
Musketeer Sword Style BBQ 
Fork, £17.84 amazon.co.uk

CATCH OF THE DAY

Featuring a fish design sitting atop a 
flat stainless-steel blade, these skewers 
are a fun way to display your cuisine. 
Stainless Steel Fish Barbecue Skewer 
Set of Four, £18 oliverbonas.com

CLEAN SWEEP

Use steam, rather than harsh chemicals, to 
clean your grill naturally and remove  
baked-on food effortlessly. Simply preheat 
your grill, go over with the BBQ Vapor 
Cleaner Brush, then toss it in your dishwasher 
when finished. £17.99 labubu.co.uk

9

MATCH MADE IN HEAVEN

Shell out for these Crab Luxury Matches and
light your barbecue in style. The matchsticks
are 100cm long and come in a colourful
vintage design box. £5.95 annabeljames.co.uk

RACK 'EM UP

Let everyone create their own skewers from a 
mix of veggies, meat and seafood, then simply 
place them on the rack and put it
onto your grill for easy turning and
even cooking. Weber Kebab Set,
£33.99 weber.com

3

THE TASTE OF SUCCESS

These BBQ bags will seal in the
flavour of sauces and marinades for
extra yumminess and moisture, plus
they’ll keep your grill clean! What’s not to
love? BBQ Bags, £2.99/10 dunelm.com

7

10

2

That’s  

clever!

8

We  

LOVE  

these!

4

6

5



A CORNER SOFA SET 
gives enough space for 
two to laze in comfort. 
Tosca Grey, £1,395
alexander-francis.co.uk
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A new layout with SLEEK LINES and LUSH FOLIAGE
has transformed Neil and Dawn Harwood’s dated plot

into a modern haven

“We can’t wait to
invite friends over!”

ADD WHITE PEBBLES
to raised beds for a crisp,

clean look.

FIX TRELLIS
over tired fence panels, painted

in the same colour.

 GET THE LOOK  
of a luxe aluminium pergola 

without the expense by asking 
a joiner to build bespoke using 

square wooden posts.

SMART IDEAS 

TO STEAL
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RAISED BED WALLS  
are clad in Stoneface 
Drystack Veneers in Slate 
Dusk, £81.14/m2, and capped 
using Casarta Slate in Black, 
£84.39/lm marshalls.co.uk

READER 
GARDEN
Makeover



Elba Dining 
Table, £699, 

N
eil and Dawn Harwood lived with the frustration of 
having a large garden, but lots of unusable space, for 
years. They inherited the plot 28 years ago, when 
they bought their 1970s house in Blackwell, 

Worcestershire. “The aspect is semi-rural, with a steep bank 
leading to fields,” explains Neil, “but that slope meant there 
was so much space we couldn’t use.” It wasn’t until Neil was due 
to retire in 2018 that the couple decided to use some of their 
pension fund to create a new, easy-to-maintain garden.        ➣ 

The new design utilises every bitof space to its full potential

Want
fabulous 

foliage in your 
plot too? Turn 

to page 44
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GARDEN MAKEOVER

POLISHED TILES 
have been offset with a 
darker border to define 
the different areas. 
Symphony Urban 
Porcelain in Ash,  
£66.21/m2, Symphony 
Plank Porcelain in 
Char, £66.20/m2 
marshalls.co.uk

AFTER

The garden was old fashioned and 
in need of modernising

BEFORE

 



OUR BUDGET
Clearance £1,584

Walling & raised beds, including 
rendering £3,463.08

Paving £6,809.42  
Pergola £637.62

Water feature £288.59
Lighting & electrical  

connections £514.80 
Lawn & plants £912

Labour £11,520
TOTAL: £25,729.51

HOW LONG IT TOOK
Clearance/excavation  

& preparation 2 weeks 
Walling 1 week

Paving 1 week Pergola 2 days
Water feature 1 day

Lawn & planting 2 days
TOTAL: 5 WEEKS

OUR GARDEN
PL AN

LOCATION
Blackwell, Worcestershire

THE LOOK
Modern, stylish, low-maintenance 

SITE & SOIL
Size 196m2 Faces North Soil Clay
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“We looked through several gardening
magazines, including Modern Gardens, because
we wanted something modern,” says Neil. “Our
garden was so old-fashioned!” 

They decided to start again from scratch, 
with a completely fresh layout. “When we sat on
the old terrace, we overlooked other houses, so
we decided it would be better to move the 
seating area to the side, which would offer more
privacy, and go for an L-shaped patio. We also
decided to remove some conifers and a wide
bed, as these made the garden look very narrow
from the house.” 

But the biggest change would be to reclaim 
as much space as possible from the sloping bank 
that ate into the end of the garden. And it was 
huge. “Our plot used to be about 5m shorter 
than it is now!” remembers Neil.

PERFECTING THE PLAN

Realising this wasn’t something they could 
accomplish themselves, Neil and Dawn asked 

friends for recommendations and were soon
chatting through plans with Landscapia
(landscapia.co.uk), a family-run company led by 
garden designer Marc Lane and his brother 
Leigh, the project manager. Marc liked the 
shape of the garden, and that it was bordered by 
lots of greenery. “The clients had a clear idea of 
where they wanted the seating areas and the 
type of porcelain paving they were after,” he 
says. “I added to that, mixing materials to create 
a sleek, crisp design that was practical but also 
visually striking. I wanted to create height by HOW WE DID IT...

A DIGGER GOES IN to take out a steep
bank to create a level plot that will eventually
include three separate seating areas.

RUNNING ACROSS the back, the retaining 
wall shores up the steep bank and creates the 
framework for the steps.

2

3

THE BANK at the back of the garden took 
up a lot of room and gave no hint of the
beautiful views from the top.

1

“Now our garden feels so much 
    

Neil and Dawn’s dream garden 

came together in just five weeks
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GARDEN MAKEOVER

THE WOODEN PERGOLA is a more
economical version of the aluminium one that 
Neil and Dawn originally chose.

PALE GREY PAVING delineated by a
darker grey edge gives a crisp, modern feel  
to the garden.

WITH TURF LAID, Neil and Dawn can begin
to add planting, including year-round foliage and 
trees for privacy.

4

5

6

adding a chunky pergola and create interest 
with raised, veneered beds and a water wall.”

The Harwoods loved the plan and, although 
initially tweaks were made for budget reasons, 
they soon returned to the original concept as 
those economies had taken some of the wow 
factor away. “The pergola was the last item to 
be added back into the plan, but I built  
it using 150mm square posts to replicate the 
aluminium pergola the clients had found online,” 
explains Marc. “This came in at a much lower 
cost but the look is just as amazing.”

THE WATERWALL FEATURE 
bubbles up through a bed of white 
pebbles. 600mm Stainless Steel 
Water Blade, ST8000 Water 
Feature Pump, hose and accessories, 
£288.59 water-garden.co.uk

SKIPS OF SOIL
When work began last July, the first job was to 
tackle the enormous slope. “Our main challenge 
was to carve away the bank to create more 
space and square off the garden,” says Marc. 
“You never quite know what the soil is going to 
be like, and we found ourselves fighting with 
hard clay, which held up our schedule. And then 
we found concrete buried deep beneath it!” 

In the end, it took 11 skips to take away all the 
earth and concrete, before the retaining wall was 
built, with a wide set of steps to allow easy 

access to the view over the open fields. The 
next step was to ship in 15 tons of soil to fill the 
beds and create a new, level lawn.

All this extra space meant there was plenty of 
room for three separate seating areas. As well as 
a corner sofa under the pergola, a shady dining 
area was planned near the house. A bijou patio 
makes a spot near the steps, where the sun hits 
towards the end of the day, a glorious space for 
evening drinks.

SHADES OF GREY
Once the sleek paving started to go down, the 
new garden began to emerge from the mudpit 
left from the excavations. Neil and Dawn chose 
to use a mix of greys. “Using less vibrant colours 
in the structure benefits the soft landscaping,” 
explains Marc. “The plants stand out more and 
the blend between the cool colours of the hard 
landscaping and the vibrancy of the plants is a 
match made in heaven.” 

The polished finish of the porcelain tiles is on 
trend but also timeless, the sheen highlighted by 
a border made of darker tiles. The luxe finish of 
the paving does make for a little more 
maintenance but the couple are happy with 
their choice. “We get a lot of footprints on the 
ceramic paving from the lawn,” says Neil, “but I 
just mop them off – the mud doesn’t sink in like 
it does with natural stone and concrete, so it 
takes seconds. It’s beautiful to look at, though, 
so it’s well worth the effort.”

A bespoke water wall was made using a 
cascading water blade. “This is a modern way of 
creating the sound of running water in a limited 
space,” says Marc. Slate cladding was added to 
this and the raised beds, bringing texture and 
further grey tones to the garden design. 

Fences were painted in Cuprinol Garden 
Shades in Urban Slate to make the green 
foliage stand out. ➣



A TREE FOR ALL SEASONS 
brings colourful foliage and a 
sense of seclusion.
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inc and Stone
Lights, H68cm,
uk

 ,  
us.co.uk

9 kettler.co.uk

GOLDEN-
LEAVED
JAPANESE
MAPLE
produces red 
winged fruit 
in summer.
£29.99/2L pot 
crocus.co.uk

LEAFY HAVEN
Deciding what to plant amid these sleek straight 
lines posed a challenge. “Our soil is very wet, 
heavy clay, so we really had to do our research,” 
says Neil. Year-round foliage was the primary 
goal, with pops of bright colour from photinia 
‘Pink Crispy’, cordyline ‘Pink Star’, Verbena 
rigida, Gaura lindheimeri ‘Crimson Butterflies’ 
and fountain grass ‘Fireworks’. “In the back 
border, we’ve planted three acers, two 
phormiums, phlox ‘Twinkle Cerise’, a lantern tree 
and a mahonia,” adds Neil. “The border under 
the new wall is very much work in progress but 
so far we’ve put in a sweet gum tree, a couple of 
phormiums and two slimline Italian cypress trees 
to give height and structure.” Trellis has also 
been added to the fence to increase privacy.

LED strip lights were added under the water 
blade and spotlights were put into the beds to 
highlight the structure and shape of the plants 
from below. And there is still work to be done. 
“Our next project is to finish the planting, which 
has been held up due to the coronavirus 
pandemic,” says Neil. “We also want to put 
steps up the bank into the field – the dream is a 
further seating area built at the top of the steps, 
giving views over the fields behind.” 

But the couple are delighted with their 
garden so far. “We are so pleased with it,” says 
Neil. “Taking the conifers out and pushing back 
the bank has made the garden much more light 
and airy. We love being outside anyway, but our 
new garden is so much more user-friendly than 
it was – we had nowhere to eat before, but now 
we can’t wait to entertain friends.”

ITALIAN
CYPRESS is an 
easy-to-grow
evergreen tree 
that can grow up 
to 12m tall.
£7.99/14cm pot 
j.parkers.co.uk

1

2

3

5

4

Get the
look!



Home & Garden Essentials

Advertisement Feature 

www.rockartisansigns.co.uk
or phone 01327 351561 for a brochure

Personalised 
cast metal, 

designed and 
hand made 
by master 

craftsmen, to 
order for you in 
our UK foundry. 

For inspiration 
browse

ARTISAN POSTBOXES & SIGNS

A pond is a finely balanced eco-system, much
less stable than the terrestrial environment.
When chemicals are added to kill algae or
blanketweed they also kill the benefi cial 
inhabitants of your pond.  For this reason,
more and more people are turning to friendlier,
kinder alternatives.  One such alternative is
Aquaplancton, a naturally occurring mineral,
extracted from alluvial deposits laid down many
thousands of years ago. It has been found to
provide a perfect environment for the beneficial
aerobic bacteria that promote the natural
process of cleaning, thus doing away with the
need to clean your pond out manually.

For more information
phone 01298 214003
or visit www.aquaplancton.co.uk

YOUR POND
GETTING THE RIGHT BALANCE

Ongley-Snook Designs
Each piece is handmade on the  
Sussex Coast 
Individually made to order
Designed specifically for the garden.

www.ongley-snookdesigns.com
07989 074641 • 01243 573411



 
‘Globemaster’
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FABULOUS

F
eel that flowers are too much of a fuss? Then
use leaves to create a garden that’s packed
with a myriad of hues and that’s just as swanky
as neighbours’ bloom-filled plots. Foliage

always used to play second fiddle to flowers but, with
more and more dramatic varieties available, lots of
people are waking up to the fact that leaves are just
fine on their own, thank you very much! Without
the bright splashes of blooms turning our heads, the
shape, tones and textures of the leaves step into the
limelight and steal the show. The look is perfect for a
minimalist modern garden, and it’s low-maintenance

too. Just as with flowers, though, you need to stick
to a look, and limit the varieties used. But daring or
demure, there’s a dreamy scheme you’ll love!

KEEP THAT COLOUR

Most plants with colourful foliage, particularly
purples and blues, do best in a sunny spot. In shadier 
positions, they can become greener, and less vivid.
Sometimes a plant with coloured foliage reverts back 
to green. This often happens with variegated plants, 
or coloured phormiums. It’s easy to sort out – just
chop out the affected parts as soon as you spot them.

Who needs flowers when you can create 
all the colour and texture you need with 

LUSCIOUS LEAVES?
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Rosemary
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Lad  mantle

 

Feathery
ferns

Create a tropical look the
easy way with a forest of

unfurling fronds.

EASY IDEAS
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➣

Copper shield fern
The fronds of easy evergreen
Dryopteris erythrosora unfurl 
to a burnished copper, then 
deepen to a vibrant green. 
It’s best in dappled shade 
but will cope with sun if you 
water it regularly. Height 
and Spread 1m.

 Soft tree fern  
No modern fern-filled garden 
should be without the giant 
Dicksonia antarctica with its 
filigree fronds, even though it 
needs protecting through the 
winter. Height 6m Spread 4m.

 Hard fern
The handsome, almost  
prehistoric-looking, waxy-
leaved Blechnum spicant fern 
is evergreen and has upright 
as well as arching fronds. 
It lasts well in a vase, too. 
Height and Spread 50cm.

 Ostrich fern 
The large, bright 
green, lacy fronds 
of Matteuccia 
struthiopteris die back 
in autumn, then grow 
back fresh in spring. 
It likes dappled shade 
and moist soil. Height 
1.5m Spread 2.5m.



 Fatsia japonica
Easy-going evergreen 
Japanese aralia brings 
tropical leaves without 
any faff. Just give it a 
spot out of the wind 
and moist but well-
draining soil. Height 
and Spread 2m.

 Hosta ‘Sum and 
Substance’
This plantain lily’s huge,  
heart-shaped leaves are 
a bright lime-green hue, 
softening to a golden 
glow throughout summer. 
Height 75cm Spread 1.2m.

Lamb’s ear ‘Silver Carpet’
This evergreen Stachys byzantina will 
save you hours of weeding, covering 
bare soil with thick, soft, woolly 
leaves that cry out to be touched. 
Height 20cm Spread 45cm.

Siberian bugloss
‘Jack Frost’

There aren’t many
silver-leaved plants that love 
shade, and this Brunnera 
macrophylla is the most 
gorgeous with beautifully 
veined, heart-shaped foliage. 
Height 40cm Spread 50cm.

 Liquorice plant
Add the trailing silvery-green 
stems and velvety leaves of 
Helichrysum petiolare to hanging 
baskets and windowboxes as it 
needs very little water. Height 
20cm Spread 60cm.

Heather
‘Wickwar Flame’
This is the chameleon of 
the Calluna vulgaris family, 
its leaves transforming from 
golden yellow in summer,  
to orange in autumn and 
deep red in winter. Height 
30cm Spread 1m.

 Mexican orange ‘Sundance’
Evergreen shrub Choisya ternata 
makes for a fabulous hedge with 
bright yellow young leaves that 
glow in the sun, and it needs very 
little looking after. Height 1.5m 
Spread 2m.

 Spindle ‘Emerald  
’n’ Gold’
The leaves of compact, 
low- and slow-growing 
shrub Euonymus fortunei are 
splashed with golden yell  
and take on a red   
winter  H   

 Japanese banana 
A fast-grower with beautiful  
paddle-shaped leaves, Musa basjoo 
adds a real tropical vibe. Just wrap in 
horticultural fleece over winter until 
they’re big enough to cope with the 
cold. Height 5m Spread 4m.

Mammoth 
leaves

Make a statement with 
supersized foliage in 

stunning shapes. 

Silver  
service

If you’ve got a sunny garden, 
let these silver and  

lue-hued beauties shine.

 Blue fescue ‘Elijah Blue’
The ice-blue leaves of Festuca glauca grow 
in a compact mound, so they’re great for a 
small garden. The sunnier the spot, the bluer 
the leaves. Height 30cm Spread 25cm.

 Golden hakonechloa 
Edge paths in eye-catching 
grass Hakonechloa macra 
‘Aureola’, which grows in 
tight hummocks of striped 
yellow and green leaves 
that take on a copper 
colour in autumn. Height 
35cm Spread 40cm.

Fiery  
brights

Make your garden glow with 
sunrise tones that’ll brighten 

your plot year-round.

 Phormium 
‘Sundowner’
This flax lily needs 
a mild, sheltered 
spot, but you’ll love 
its dramatic, green, 
sword-shaped leaves 
with sunset-coloured 
edges of rose-pink 
and apricot. Height 
and Spread 1.5m.



EASY IDEAS
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Purple
haze

Take a walk on the dark side
with these easy-grow
plants in moody hues.

 Heuchera ‘Berry Smoothie’
Add a splash of colour to a border 
or bed in part shade with this 
alum root, loved for its claret red 
veins and rose purple leaves, with 
creamy white flowers in summer. 
Height 1m Spread 50cm.

 Canna ‘Phasion’
Lush, rainbow-striped leaves, 
with bright orange blooms 
that erupt June to September, 
add an exotic touch to a
sunny, well-drained spot.
Height 1.5m Spread 1m.

Elder ‘Eva’
A favourite with
garden designers,
the lacy, rich purple
foliage of this
Sambucus nigra
porphyrophylla are
the perfect foil for its
pink flowers in early 
summer. Height and 
Spread 4m.

 Smoke tree ‘Royal Purple’
The rounded leaves of this 
Cotinus coggygria shine out 
in deep purple from spring 
to autumn and look almost 
luminous on dull days, far 
outshining its fluffy summer 
flowers. Height and Spread 5m.

 TIP Plant your heuchera at the edge of a 

 white raised bed with a Japanese maple 

 backdrop for dramatic effect 

If you want to mix and match, aim to
keep plants with warm-hued foliage
– think spring greens, golds and pinks or
reds – separate from those with
cold-toned leaves (those with blue or
silver tones). This will give a more
unified look.

Try this
designer trick!
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As night falls, add light, heat 

and scent to your garden.  

It’s the outdoor living equivalent 

of adding earrings, heels and  

a clutch bag to your day 

outfit to make it  

evening-ready!

Trending
now

Bottled hugs
Greet guests with more  
than the slightly awkward 
social distancing dance by 
adding bottles filled with 
freshly picked flowers to 
tables and other surfaces 
dotted around your garden. 
Choose flowers with pale 
petals as these will be 
highlighted more in the low 
evening light. Flowers won’t 
replace hugs, but they will 
create an inviting welcome.

Festival lights
With lots of summer events cancelled, 
you can bring the festival feel into your 
own garden with Festoon String Lights, 
£75, nordichouse.co.uk. They will a add 
a jolliness and light to your garden, 
extending the evening.

J
ust as the fashion magazines offer their 
tips for taking your outfit from day to 
night, I thought it would be fun to share 
my styling ideas for the garden 

equivalent this month. The results of this 
strange year so far have meant that many of us 
with gardens have been spending more time in 
them – setting up garden offices or home 
schooling under the shade of a tree or parasol, 
and using the extra time to simply relax in our 
botanical havens. And with the easing of the 
lockdown, it’s been such a joy to invite a couple 
of friends and family members to socially 
distanced gatherings in our gardens, and show 
off our hard work outside, too.

Whether you have guests visiting or not, you 
might want to make your outside space feel 
different to your daytime hang-out as the 
evening draws in. And it’s easy to do by adding 
heat, light and scent. There are so many 
options for garden lighting now, from solar 
string lights to elegant lanterns for candles, so 
why not treat yourself to some new lights or use 
your old ones in a fresh way? I so enjoy these 
balmy summer evenings when we are lucky 
enough to get them, but on the chillier ones, 
just light up a firepit or throw extra blankets 

onto your garden furniture for snuggling 
under the stars. Finally, scent is  
super-powerful at making a space feel 
inviting. Try beautiful night phlox ‘Star 
Balsam’, which releases its scent in the 

evenings. I hope you enjoy styling your 
garden from day to night this month and you 
enjoy spending time relaxing outside with 
your loved ones. Best wishes,

Selina

Stylist & book author SELINA LAKE shares her  
on-trend styling ideas & glorious garden buys

DAY TO NIGHT
STYLE
Selina’s garden



Instagram
@selinalake
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OUTDOOR LIVING

ram ecres s a r dge casual dining set
(£3,071, bramblecrest.com) includes a
built-in square firepit. Simply remove the
ceramic insert, add the glass fire shield and
light the gas. It’s a great way to take your
outdoor dining space from day to night
and keep you and your guests warm. This
set also includes two movable bench seats
making spaced gatherings feel natural.

Cosy corner 

Plant night-scented phlox
‘Star Balsam’ (also known as
Zaluzianskya ovata) in pots
and dot them around your
outdoor living area to fill the
garden with evening scent.
Height 25cm Spread 30cm.
£5.96/1L pot sarahraven.com

Find inspiration
This is my current pin-up image and it’s from 

The Salt Box, a Surrey-based woodland dining 

and events cookery school that celebrates cooking 

seasonal food over an open fire. It’s on my ‘places 

to visit when this is over’ list. In the meantime, I’m 

taking inspiration from them and decorating my 

garden table with fern leaves. Have a look and be 

inspired yourself at wearethesaltbox.co.uk

Evening scent

@�NEXT MONTH: 
SCANDI BOHO
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Limited funds didn’t deter
Nicole Deutsch from transforming a

lifeless space into a stylish garden with
CREATIVE, COST-CONSCIOUS IDEAS

W
hen Nicole Deutsch and her
husband Brett Tomsett chose
their Surrey home four years ago,
the garden was a big draw. “We

were amazed to discover such a brilliant space
in an urban area like this,” says Nicole.
Measuring nearly 50 metres long, the plot
comprised a roomy patio leading to a large
lawn. But that’s where the joy ended: the
garden had precious few plants and was
dominated by an enormous, disused fishpond
on the patio. A paved circle sat in the middle
of the lawn, while a couple of rickety sheds filled
the far end. There was also a small, bare utility
area at the side of the house. And while the
generous space had plenty of potential,
the couple’s finances were firmly earmarked
for work inside their new home.

But Nicole wasn’t deterred. “I wanted a
garden with places to eat, relax and entertain,”
she says. “I’ve got masses of houseplants and I
was keen to take that leafy, tropical feel outside,
along with stylish, interesting accessories and
plenty of things to see. I’m a big upcycler too
– it’s a great way to have something that no-one
else has got, and I like the idea of giving a
redundant item a second life.”

SHABBY CHIC
Nicole started at the far end of the garden,
where the previous owner had left behind a
large double swing. Although the frame was in
good condition, the two green plastic seats were
ugly, so she painted one cream and swapped
the other for a more appealing, hanging rope
chair. She then turned her attention to the two
sheds, refreshing both with a coat of cream paint
and gluing strips of wood onto the windows to
look like glazing bars. “Those small touches
changed the whole look and gave them a lot

The garden was joyless but
bursting with pote l

BEFORE

With a few clever tweaks, the plot is now a stylish living space

Get

the look

 FOR  
LESS
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AFTER

“Everything is
second-hand
or salvaged!”

A TEXTURED RUG 

adds a softening touch 
to the bark underneath.
Pappel Blue Rug, £49 

therugswarehouse.co.uk

TRAILING LEAVES 

stand out against the 
straight lines of this 
salvaged trolley from the 
local recycling centre. 

➣

READER 

GARDEN

Makeover
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GARDEN MAKEOVER

THE SMOOTH CURVES  

of a Buddha wall hanging 
contrast beautifully with spiky 
foliage and flowerheads.

A RAFFIA PARASOL

AND SLEEK CHAIRS

update a foldaway table
from ebay.co.uk. The
legs were painted grey to 
give it an industrial edge.

A WIRE BASKET

instantly transforms
a smooth planter.

THE MODERN FINISH  

of a large planter, bought  
out of season from  
homebase.co.uk for a fraction 
of its summer price, is 
highlighted by the rusty tones 
of an old, upended wine crate.

 

BE CREATIVE 

Layering textures is the key to giving 
upcycled items a stylish edge: pair old 

with new, and smooth with woven

A DECORATIVE FISH NET 

quickly and easily updates  
a worn tabletop.



MY BUDGET
Furniture £450
Swing chair £70

Accessories £200
Mulch/sand/pebbles £50

Paint £50 
TOTAL: £820

HOW LONG IT TOOK
Paint sheds & renovate swing 2 days

Turn old fish tank into  
seating area 2 weeks

Paint & furnish side area 3 days
TOTAL: 3 WEEKS

OVER 2 YEARS

MY GARDEN
PL AN

LOCATION
Worcester Park, Surrey

THE LOOK
Lush foliage and rustic upcycles 

SITE & SOIL
Size 750m2 Faces North Soil Clay
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“I like the i e of giving a
redundant item a second life”

more character,” she says, “Some people might 
have got rid of them, but I always try to see 
potential and reuse whatever I can.”

NEW LOOK
As there was no budget for dismantling the
huge fishpond structure, Nicole knew she had to
find a way to incorporate it into the garden. She
came up with a plan to convert it into an 
enclosed seating area. Brett cut an opening in
the side and Nicole painted the brown timber a
more stylish dark grey. The structure had a sand
base, and planks were laid to divide it into three
areas. One zone was left sandy, one filled with
white pebbles and the last topped with bark

AN OLD SWINGSET
frame now holds a chic 
macramé hammock swing 
chair. Try amazon.co.uk £39.99.

mulch. An outdoor rug and seating turned
it into a sheltered spot for a relaxing drink.  
“I placed leafy plants in interesting containers  
at eye level, along the perimeter, to add to the 
secluded feel,” adds Nicole.

The paved patio in the lawn also called for an 
inventive approach. And when Nicole spotted a 
large, framed garden pool in a sale, she knew she 
had found an answer. “It’s round, so it fits nicely 
on the stone circle, and I’ve made a screen from 
bamboo fencing to hide its bright blue outer.”

MONOCHROME MAGIC
Inspired by the success of the fishpond 
transformation, Nicole decided to make more  
of the small, enclosed area to the side of the 
property, where the house and garage join.  
It was bare, with plain white walls, and was used 
to store outdoor furniture and barbecue 
equipment. “It took me less than an hour to 
paint the walls in the same dark grey, and the 
space felt completely different,” she says.  
“I moved seating and accessories there, most 
of which I already had, along with some potted 
plants, and a dead area has now become an 
outdoor room.” An old door hung on the wall,  
a ladder turned rustic plant display and a 
repurposed kitchen trolley all add to the look. 
“It’s lovely and sheltered, and gets quite warm in 
summer,” adds Nicole. “There’s a chiminea too, 
for evenings when it’s a bit chilly.” 

LUSH LEAVES
Nicole is a big fan of tropical-style greenery but,
while she wanted to give the garden a lush feel,
she didn’t want to add plants that would need
a lot of ongoing care. The solution was ferns,
agaves, palms, phormiums and banana trees
planted in containers, so they can be easily
moved to a more sheltered spot, or brought
inside if necessary, in winter. Trial and error is
proving effective in the beds. “Our clay soil
makes growing tropical plants a challenge, as
they don’t like the waterlogged ground we get in
winter,” Nicole says. “I keep trying, though, and
I’ve found some varieties such as Chusan palms
and red banana plants that seem to do well.”

The result is everything the couple wanted,
made all the more enjoyable by the knowledge
they’ve spent just £820 creating it. And it’s a
triumph of illusion. Your gaze skims past the old
fencing, drawn to rest on the bold leaf shapes.
Lanterns, curios and trailing plants hung at
eye-height distract from the past-its-best paving
underfoot. And the limited colour palette draws
attention from the old-fashioned contours of the
garden layout to its new pockets of striking
texture: logs in suspended wire baskets, a string
of driftwood hung on a vintage door, fern leaves
spilling from knitted baskets and a tasselled
throw on a wicker sofa. “It wouldn’t make sense
to spend a lot of money on the garden at this
point so, for now, it’s perfect,” Nicole smiles.

You can follow Nicole @poetryofdecor 
and @myemeraldgarden



 

 
 
 

THAT’S  
CLEVER!

 

 

Turn
an old item

into a finishing
touch for your
plot, page 54

UNIFY A QUIRKY
COLLECTION of upcycled
items by painting them all the

same colour.

DISGUISE LESS-THAN-
LOVELY PARTS of your plot

with a wow-factor container
hung at eye height.

GLUE WOODEN SLATS
to plain shed windows for a

near-instant upgrade.

SMART IDEAS

TO STEAL

  

 

 

IT DIDN’T COST MUCH 
to make this side space sing. 
Everything is second-hand, 
salvaged or was a budget find 
on eBay or the high street. 

GARDEN MAKEOVER
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Finishing

Add the perfect SUMMER FLOURISH

to your garden with these pint-sized
planting projects

T
hese itsy-bitsy ideas will embellish
your garden with a final dash of 
style and turn already gorgeous into
absolutely glorious! Each project

epitomises summer in a very different way,
so you can choose what will make the perfect
finishing touch to your plot, whether that’s an
elegant and understated terrarium, a miniature
pond filled with lily pads or a basket bursting

with pretty blooms. Or perhaps you’ll be
inspired to make more than one, to suit different
zones of your garden. These projects may be
small and quick to make, but they will garnish
your garden with a designer look that will be the
envy of friends and family. We’ve tried to start
each project with a planter or container that
you’re likely to already have, to keep costs as
low as possible.
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BASKET OF BLOOMS
Hang this woven planter bursting
with frothy blooms over the back
of a chair for fabulous, effortless
style. Wall bellflowers form a mass 
of dazzling blue blooms, need
very little upkeep and the dense
mound of small, rounded leaves
looks good year-round.

Line your basket with plastic
– an old compost bag works well.
Cut a piece big enough so, once
pushed in place, the top edges just 
overlap the container’s rim. Using
a skewer or sharp pair of scissors,
carefully pierce small drainage
holes in the base, then fill with
moisture-retaining compost. Add 
the bellflower and water well. The 
flowers will soon grow to overhang 
the edge and hide the plastic.
Hang in a nonchalant manner!

POND IN A POT
Imagine how much more relaxing your patio
would be with a pond, filled with water lilies,
reflecting the sky! Decide on a sunny spot for
your pond and choose a container with an
opening that’s at least 50cm wide. A ceramic
pot offers more insulation for the roots than
a galvanised or metallic container, but check
it’s frost-proof. Fill the pot with water – ideally
rainwater but tap water is fine – to 10cm below
the rim. Next, add your water lilies – they need
to be miniature varieties as these grow at a 
much slower rate than other types. Most are

WHAT IT COST

✽ 3 water lilies ‘Pygmaea Helvola’,
£49.50/1L pot puddleplants.co.uk

TOTAL: £49.50

(If you need to buy a container, try 
Large Aqua Glazed Low Container, 

£89.99 woodsidegardencentre.co.uk)

 TIP If the pond is too deep for your water lilies, place a brick or two in the base to raise the basket

6 FUN
PROJECTS 

TO TRY THIS 

WEEKEND!

sold in aquatic baskets, ready to pop into the 
pond, so simply soak well before gently lowering 
the basket until the leaves float on the surface.



EASY IDEAS
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WHAT IT COST
✽ Tub and Basket Compost,  

£2/20L wilko.com 
✽ Milky bellflower, £7.99/9cm pot 

waitrosegarden.com
TOTAL: £9.99 

(If you need to buy a basket, try Hanging 
Willow Basket, £9.95 nordichouse.co.uk)

COOL KOKEDAMA
With the Olympics planned to take place
in Tokyo, 2020 was billed to be the year of
all things Japanese. While the Games have
been postponed, we’ve seen a surge of  
Japanese-inspired elements added to UK 
plots, and the most beautiful of all has to be 
the kokedama. A ball of soil covered with moss 
and tied with string, these pot-less beauties are 
an unusual and enchanting way to grow small 
plants. And they’re easy to make! 

Remove a fern from its pot, along with any 
loose soil. Then mix two-parts compost to 
one-part bonsai mix, and add water until it 
starts to stick together. Mould the mix into a 
ball, then twist your hands – it should come 
apart into two semispheres. Sandwich the fern’s 
rootball between the two halves, and squish 
back into a ball shape. Wrap a moss sheet 
around the compost ball: don’t worry if there 
are gaps where you can see compost, these will 
be covered later. Cut a length of waxed thread 
and wrap around the moss to hold everything 
in place, wrapping in different directions and 
adding extra moss where needed. Once the 
ball feels secure, tie the two ends of the thread 
securely. Use more thread to make a hanging 
loop. Place in a container and water thoroughly, 
allowing to drain for 10 minutes before hanging 
in the shade. Mist regularly.

WHAT IT COST
✽ Indoor and Outdoor Potting Compost, 

£1.50/8L wilko.com 
✽ Westland Bonsai Potting Mix,  

£4.75/4L homebase.co.uk
✽ Soft Shield Fern,  

£6.99/9cm pot crocus.co.uk
✽ Sheet Moss 38cm2, £5.99 amazon.co.uk
✽ Trimits Black Waxed Linen Thread, 

£3.50 hobbycraft.co.uk
TOTAL: £22.73

 TIP To water your kokedama,   submerge the ball in water for  15 minutes every two to three weeks 
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 ON-TREND TERRARIUM
Miniature garden-in-a-bottle terrariums are a
fast-growing trend this summer, and creating
one in an old metal lantern makes for a really
modern look. Choose a carriage-style lantern
that has a side that opens outwards. Cover the
base with a 3cm layer of houseplant compost
before adding a fern. Take the plant out of its
pot and carefully loosen the soil around the 
roots. Tease out the roots before settling it into
the compost. Press down firmly and cover with
moss before adding feathers and bark chips,
or whatever bits and bobs you can find in your
garden. Spray with water, close the door and
marvel at your own mini paradise.

LIVING P
Tactile and effortlessly stylish, this dreamboat
of a succulent display will squeeze into the
smallest garden. Packed with whorls of green
and red leaves, it’s made from closely planted
houseleeks, also known as sempervivums. These
tough little beauties demand little care apart
from the occasional water and will regularly
throw out small baby rosettes, so your picture
will be ever-changing.

Use a chunky, wooden frame – the deeper
the better, as this will create more room for your
plants. Stretch a piece of chicken wire with a
5cm mesh across the back of the frame and fix
in place using a staple gun. Next, staple a sheet
of tough plastic over the wire mesh. Turn the
frame over so it lays flat, then push succulent
compost through the mesh and spray with 
water. Tip each houseleek out of its pot and 
gently separate the individual plantlets, ensuring
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TIP Once a month, lay your livingpicture flat and water, leaving it for a dayto dry out before hanging back up

 
 

 

GOOD IDEA!

 

each has a stem with roots that can be carefully 
threaded through the wire mesh into the 
compost. A chopstick is the perfect poking tool. 
Repeat the process until all the mesh is covered. 
Spray with water again and leave flat for two 
weeks, out of direct sunlight, before hanging.

WHAT IT COST

✽ Houseplant Potting Mix,
£5/8L homebase.co.uk
✽ Hart’s tongue fern,  

£7.99/9cm pot rhsplants.co.uk
TOTAL: £17.99

(If you need to buy one, try Metal and 
Glass Lantern, £8 dunelm.com)

WHAT IT COST

✽ Westland Cacti and Succulents Plant 
Potting Mix, £4.17/4L diy.com
✽ Houseleeks, £9.99/10  
gardeningexpress.co.uk

✽ Whites 90 x 5cm Chicken Netting, 
£6.95/5m homebase.co.uk

TOTAL: £21.11

(If you don’t have one to upcycle, try 
Succulent Frame, from £12 etsy.com)

 TIP Weather-proof an interior lantern using 

 Rust-Oleum Protective Coat, £5.85, sprayster.com   

aximum 
JOY, 

minimum 
FUSS
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COLOUR CAPSULE
This beautiful froth of foliage is a confetti bush,
and its lime-green leaves look even zingier when
planted in a purple pot. If it’s happy, it’ll grow 
tiny red or pink flowers in summer, adding to the 
knockout dazzle of lustrous hues. Drill holes in 
the base of your wooden container and give it 
two coats of paint, inside and out. Add lime-free 
ericaceous compost, pop in the plant, firm the 
compost round and water thoroughly.

 TIP Line the box with an old compost

 bag, pierced with holes at the base 

 
 

 

GOOD IDEA!

 
 

WHAT IT COST

✽ Ronseal Garden Paint in Purple Berry, 
£5/250ml homebase.co.uk

✽ Confetti bush, £3.95/9cm pot 
coastalhedging.co.uk

✽ Verve Ericaceous Pots and Planters 
Compost, £3.27/20L diy.com

TOTAL: £12.22

(If you need to buy one, try Wooden 
Organiser Box, £19.99 wayfair.co.uk)
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BRITAIN’S 
BEST LAWN?

Do you own Love 
your 
lawn

Enter online at
www.moderngardens 
magazine.co.uk/bestlawn2020
Terms & Conditions: 1 This prize draw opens at 9am on 22 April 2020 and closes at 9am on 15 September 
2020. 2 The prize is open to only amateur gardeners. The garden may be open to the public for charity, but 
not make any profit for the owner. The garden must be maintained by the owner with no more than one 
full-time or two part-time helpers. Our employees (and their family members) or employees of any company 
involved in the competition, including the prize provider, must not enter. 3 One entry per person. 4 The prize 
consists of 1 x STIHL RM 448 TC petrol mower. 5 The winner will be chosen from all valid entries after the 
closing date and notified by email and must agree to having their photos published in Modern Gardens 
Magazine. 6 The prize may be offered in a limited number of other promotions. 7 No purchase is necessary. 
To enter for free, visit www.moderngardensmagazine.co.uk/bestlawn2020 • Full terms and conditions can be 
found at www.bauerlegal.co.uk/competition-general-terms-and-conditions

Enter our competition and you could win a 
STIHL LAWNMOWER worth £539!

D
o you have a lovely lawn? Whether 
your patch of grass is big or small, and 
your garden is blow-the-budget or 
on-a-budget, we want to hear from you! 

Modern Gardens is on the search for Britain’s Best 
Lawn, and it might just be yours! We’re hunting for 
lawn perfection, whether that’s an expanse of lush 

green blades or a simple but smart square of grass 
in a sea of paving. If you love your lawn, enter our 
competition and you could be in with a chance of 
winning a lawnmower worth £539.

WIN A FAB LAWNMOWER!
The winner of Britain’s Best Lawn will win a STIHL 
lawnmower worth £539. The STIHL RM 448 TC is 
packed with clever features to make life easier this 
mowing season. Part of an extensive new range of 
petrol lawnmowers, the RM 448 TC features 
one-speed drive, which self-propels the mower for 
easier cutting of lawns up to 1200m2. 

The robust mono-comfort handlebar improves 
access to the grass catcher box for easy emptying. 
With two handlebar height settings to choose 
from, mowing is more comfortable, and the 
soft-grip handlebar can also easily be folded for 
compact storage.

With an engine that delivers maximum efficiency, 
reduced emissions and fuel costs, ReadyStart 
technology means it can be reliably started up with 
minimal effort, both from cold and during mowing. 
And with six easy-to-adjust height settings, you can 
cut your grass to the perfect height.

WIN A LAWNMOWER!

Once your lawn is looking 
its best, enter our fab 
competition and you could 
win a lawnmower worth £539.



How much water?
There’s a really easy way to know
just how much water to give your
lawn. Find an old jam jar and use a
permanent marker to draw a line
3mm up from the base. When you
next water your lawn, place the jar
on the grass before turning the
sprinkler on. Leave the sprinkler to
run until 3mm of water has collected
in the bottom of the jar. This is the
optimum amount to thoroughly
wet the roots, without wasting
water. New areas of grass will need
extra watering to keep them going
through their first summer.

     TOP TIP!
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COMPETITION

WIN
a STIHL lawnmower, 

 worth £539!



Strawflower

BARE NECESSITIES

If you haven’t already got some, treat 
yourself to lengths of raffia for tying 
up flowers and a small, strong pair of 
scissors for snipping tiny heads.



➣
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EASY IDEAS

T
he best plant material to dry tends to 
have slightly woodier stems that are 
less juicy in feel – think delphiniums 
rather than dandelions. Certain blooms 

respond better to specific methods, and results 
can be inconsistent, so always dry more than you 
think you will need. Be prepared for some 
blooms to lose their colour and turn a soft shade 
of brown. If you don’t mind a bit of vintage 
charm, use these less vibrant blooms as fillers 
among the showstoppers.

WHEN TO PICK
Material should be picked then dried relatively 
quickly, ensuring the flowers start the drying 
process in the best condition. Ensure they’re free 
of any moisture so, if you pick in the morning 
when dew is still on the leaves and petals, give 
them a chance to dry off properly before you 
start preparing them. Excess moisture can lead 

to mould, causing the leaves to turn slimy and
preventing the drying process, so lay them out
to dry on tissue paper or newspaper first.

As a general rule, pick flowers when they’re
at their peak – when the petals have fully
opened but aren’t yet turning. There are
exceptions to this; with tall flowers such as
delphiniums or loosestrife, pick the spires when
approximately half the flowerheads are out with
the top parts remaining in bud.

HANGING OUT TO DRY
The most effective method is air-drying
blooms upside down. It’s the simplest way  
to dry en masse, which is a win if you don’t have 
much time. Begin by stripping all unwanted 
foliage from the stalks. Leave some surrounding 
the flower as it adds an extra bit of texture and 
gives a more natural appearance to your 
arrangements. Gathering a handful of stems 

Preserve the beauty of long, hot SUMMER DAYS

by drying your favourite garden blooms

MOMENT
Capture the

together, wind a length of string or twine around 
them a number of times, securing it with a tight 
knot at the end, and leaving enough string to 
form a loop to hang them with. The stems 
themselves will shrink as they dry, so make sure 
you’ve tied the bunches tightly enough to keep 
them together, but not so tight that the stems 
get crushed. Ideally, you should bunch flowers 
of the same variety together.

While most plants respond well to drying
upside down, there are a few that are better
dried with their heads facing upwards. Do
this with bigger-headed blooms as they’ll
dry with a more open appearance and, if
they have particularly heavy heads, ensures
they don’t droop. Think sunflowers, 
rudbeckia, zinnias, oxeye daisies and fennel.

A reclaimed riddle is the perfect tool, or 
use an upside-down wooden crate, poking 
the stems through the gaps in the wood. 
Strip the stems of all foliage, then slot each 
individually through the small holes until 
the head of the flower rests on the mesh. 
Attach a hook in the centre of the riddle  
or crate, and hang it up. You can also use 
some fine metal mesh or chicken wire 
secured to a frame. A cardboard box with 
holes punched through would do the job, 
just watch in case any mould sets in.

Upright air-drying

WONDER WALL

A few bunches of dry 
flowers hung from a 
foraged piece of silver 
birch branch can look 
stunning. Just make sure 
it’s not in direct sunlight.



WHERE TO DRY
Always try to dry your materials in a dark place.
It doesn’t have to be dark at all times, but the
longer the better as light bleaches colour out of
flowers. The space you use should be normal
room temperature. If your materials are exposed
to too much heat they quickly become brittle,
making them hard to work with later. It’s also
really important to dry your flowers in a space
that’s completely free of moisture in the air.

Drying flowers can take up a lot of space, but
if you’re only drying the odd bunch there are
many ways to do it. Traditionally, people would
have used airing cupboards or well-ventilated
lofts, but these options aren’t available for many
of us. If you have wooden stairs, a good spot is
the cupboard underneath. Clear it out and put
nails into the backs of the stairs, and it provides
a perfect, staggered hanging set-up – dark, with
air circulating through the gaps in the wooden
stairs. Alternatives are the corner of a wardrobe,
garage or even a dry, shady shed. 

If you’re really short of space, you can buy
flower and herb hangers, which can be hung
from hooks in the ceiling. Circular, these 
hangers have spaces for several bunches to be
hung at once.  

HOW TO STORE
Most things will dry within three to five weeks,
and can then either be left hanging where they
are or transferred to storage boxes lined with
newspaper or tissue paper. Avoid placing too
many bunches on top of each other, to prevent
crushing delicate flowerheads, then store them
in a dark, dry space. Materials can last many
years stored in this way, although hopefully you’ll
be inspired to create with them, rather than
leaving them hidden away.
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The lazy way
After stripping the flowers of any 
unwanted foliage, put the flowers in a vase 
and add two inches of water. Ensure that 
the ends of the stalks sit in the water. And 
then wait – it can take quite a few weeks 
for the flowers to dry completely. There is 
no need to top up the water. This method 
works particularly well with hydrangeas, 
gypsophila, spray roses and mimosa.

SUMMER MEMORY

Use a vintage frog pin and 
a glass dome to display a 
selection of the blooms you’re 
most proud of growing this year.

MEADOW TEXTURES

Dry grasses, too, and display 
in short lengths of a branch, 
drilled with 1-2mm holes.

✽ Abridged
extract from
Everlastings by
Bex Partridge,
published by
Hardie Grant,
£14.99.
Photography by
Laura Edwards.

GET THE BOOK



Push flowers in stem first so they 

naturally fold into your
 bottle

 
 

 

GOOD IDEA!
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EASY IDEAS

BOTTLED BEAUTY

Collections of dried flower vessels look lovely on a shelf.
Using a pair of tweezers and tall cocktail sticks or metal
skewers, carefully poke the blooms you want to sit on 
the base of the vessel through the hole at the top. Build
up the display by adding longer stems of blooms and 
grasses. Gently tease stems into place, using the sides
of the vessel to balance the stalks in position.

 TIP Build up your display from the 

 bottom up using soft flowers and grasses  
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Suspend this charming CIRCLE OF BLOOMS in your garden sanctuary and  
let your worries drift away, says renowned floral designer JANE SCOTT

G
ive your outdoor space a little
bit of love and attention and
you will be rewarded with
heaps of green happiness.
I definitely feel my mood lift
when I open the back door

and step outside. It’s one of the first things
I do every morning, even before I put the
kettle on and usually while still in my PJs – I
see it as my precious time to potter, looking
for a new bud on my dahlias, checking for ripe
tomatoes, or just taking a moment to watch and
appreciate the wonderful work of the bees. I
spend evenings here, too, sitting and sipping a
glass or two of wine, and a floral chandelier is a
whimsical finishing touch to nature’s loveliness.
Admittedly, a chandelier in the garden does
sound rather grand, but it’s super simple to
make, wonderful to look at and you can use the
twiggy frame over and over again. It’s great for
drying flowers too.

Create a strong base for your
chandelier so that it will take the weight
of your flowers, and also survive a brisk

breeze. Gather up your branches: I used 10
forsythia stems, approximately 1m long and 1cm
thick. You will also need twine, scissors and 1m
lengths of ribbon for decorating later.

Now for the pretty bit! I’ve chosen
stocks and freesia for their wonderful
fragrance, limonium and trachelium

to add feathery texture, and roses to bring a
classic charm. Colourful aster, alstroemeria and
lisianthus are great for filling any gaps. Cut three
stems of each flower to 30-50cm.

Use a 20cm length of twine to bind 
the end of each flower stem and attach 
it to your frame. Space them 8-10cm 

apart, making sure you have an even spread 
of colours around your circle. For the finishing 
touch, hang strips of ribbon of varying lengths 
in-between your flowers.

Tie three lengths of twine, each 1m
long, equally spaced around the frame.
Hold them up together in your hand

and adjust each one until your circle is level.
Knot together leaving 20cm tails to tie your
frame to a branch, pergola or shepherd’s crook.
It looks lovely over a table or seating area.

Start by carefully bending two branches 
into semi circles. Bind them together 
at each end to make a full circle, 

approximately 50cm across. Weave the other 
branches in and out around your circular frame, 
tying them to the frame as you go, removing any 
leaves. Be gentle, taking care not to snap them.

1

4 53

2

Jane

CHANDELIER

Open-air
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Rose
‘White Athe

 
‘Purple Rain’

 TIP Hang your chandelier over a table and add  a set of battery-powered micro fairy lights  to take your display into the night 

Instagram  
@janescottflowers

blog janescottflowers.com

Jane’s floral faffery looks stylish 
 and is easy and thrifty to create

 
‘Brompton’

 
latifolium

Make  
life  

lovely

SIMPLE PROJECT
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BAMBOO BASICS
If you hate the scrape of cutlery on plastic
or melamine plates, but don’t want the
worry or weight of carrying china ones
outside, try bamboo. It’s durable, doesn’t
break easily, and can be popped straight
into the dishwasher. We love this botanical
range, £24/12-piece set procook.co.uk

SUNNY CANDLEHOLDERS
Pluck the petals from a faded
sunflower head, and use an
apple corer or sharp knife to cut
a hole in the centre. Push in a
candle, and it’s ready to light!

PRETTY PETALS
Lots of flowers that bloom in August are edible and
turn a salad from drab to fab in seconds, including
pansies, cornflowers, borage and dianthus. Fuchsia
flowerheads are also edible, as long as you remove the
stamens and green parts first. Try floating them in a
cocktail, too. Serving Bowl, £4.50 ikea.com

Make EVERYDAY MEALS and 
GARDEN GET-TOGETHERS even 

more lovely with these quick and easy ideas

DINING
Al fresco

Sunshine 
elebration

Keep it 
simple!

1

2

22  
EASY 

IDEAS

3
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REFRESHING DRINK

Add a handful of rinsed 
mint and a sliced lemon 
to a jug of water for 
a fast upgrade when 
you’re entertaining. For 
added flavour, lightly 
bruise the mint with the 
back of a large spoon 
before submerging.

SAIL AWAY

Adding an airy ceiling instantly brings a sense of 
occasion, even to everyday meals. You can easily 
recreate this look using a sheet and four long bamboo 
poles, plunging the stakes into the lawn at an angle, 
or simply tie to pergola corners. Jakta Oblong 
Garden Table in Acacia, £450 laredoute.co.uk

COFFEE  

FOR ONE

Turn your after-
dinner coffee into 
a moment with 
this cafetière and 
nesting mug. La 
Cafetière Barcelona 
Ceramic 400ml 
Coffee for One in 
Mustard, £29.99 
kitchencraft.co.uk

QUICK FIX

Screw hooks into 
corks to make quirky 
tablecloth weights 
that are perfect 
for boozy dos. To 
remove the stain 
from red-wine corks, 
and make the printed 
pattern clearer, first 
wash in warm soapy 
water and leave to 
thoroughly dry. If 
they’re still stained, 
lightly spray with 
white vinegar before 
washing again.

5

 TIP Cut holes in your decking using a  drill for the poles to slot into or stand them  in the holes of upturned plant pots 

4

7

6



  
Bernhardt’
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JUST DESSERTS

Position a couple of chairs at the en
of the garden facing west to enjoy the
sunset, so, even on days where you eat
inside, it’s easy to take pudding on a
tray to finish your meal in the garden.

8

 TIP Add an instant touch of loveliness 

 to your table with a posy of freshly cut 

 blooms and foliage 

We 

 LOVE 

umme



FLOWER POWER

Keep flies and bugs
out of your salad wi
this Silicone Poppy
Bowl Cover 20cm,
£9.99 lakeland.co.uk
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EASY IDEAS

➣

JUST THE TONIC

Finish your meal with a delicious, digestive
tea. Just tear a few lemon verbena, lemon
basil or mint leaves into the central chamber
of a tisaniere (£33.95, sarahraven.com), add
nearly boiling water and leave to infuse for five
minutes. The scented leaves of pelargonium
‘Attar of Roses’ taste fabulous, too.

COSY THROWS

Drape a blanket over the 
back of a chair, and you 
or your guests will linger 
outside as the evening cools. 
You can now buy blankets 
made from recycled plastic 
bottles that feel as soft 
and cosy as wool but are 
stain resistant and machine 
washable, so great for
outdoor use in your garden.
Diamond Cobalt Blanket,
£45 weavergreen.com

MIRROR, MIRROR…

Propping a mirror at the end of your dining area instantly
doubles the loveliness of candlesticks and bottles of
blooms placed on your table. You and your guests will also
be reflected, adding the ambience of a bigger gathering.
For best effect, put the bottom of the mirror at a similar
height to the tabletop – here, a raised bed does the job.

OUTDOOR 

DINING ROOM

A rug underfoot 
and pendant shades 
overhead are all you 
need to turn your 
outdoor table into 
an al fresco dining 
room. Choose natural 
materials for this 
summer’s biggest 
look. Xavier Outdoor/
Indoor Concrete 
Dining Table, £1,790 
rustcollections.co.uk
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me, £9, 
h.net, is as 
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GLOWING CANOPY
If your garden table has a parasol,
creating a glow that’s bright enough 
to see what you’re eating is easy 
with these Battery Operated Parasol 
Lights. Start from the middle of 
your umbrella and entwine each of 
the eight strings along a strut. Each 
string has 10 warm white LEDS 
and is finished with a festoon bulb. 
£19.99 lights4fun.co.uk

BOWLED OVER
You can’t have too
many nibble bowls,
and these are our
favourite for summer
meals outside. Gold
Hammered Palm Lea
Bowls, £14 each ellaja

String of pearls
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PARTY POP!
For a fun centrepiece,
twist stems of any plant
with dainty foliage and
wire together, and pop 
into the neck of an empty 
bottle. Push a cork into 
the end of one of th  
wires for a final tou

DINING ROOM
Use sturdy poles and strings of festoon
bulbs to create ‘walls’ around your 
outdoor dining table and, as dusk falls,
it’ll only get cosier. LED Outdoor Light
Bulb String, £49/9.5m ellajames.co.uk

SWEET SKILLS
If you’ve got a lidded barbecue, then you can bake muffins on
it. The trick is to cook them with indirect heat, so you don’t just
burn the bases but bake the mixture through. If you’re cooking
with charcoal, move the hot coals to one side, and with gas, only
turn on the heaters that won’t be directly beneath the muffin 
tin. Preheat your barbecue to 25°C above the recommended 
temperature in the recipe, as some heat will be lost before you 
reclose the lid. Ceramic BBQ, from £999 amara.com

TABLETOP GARDEN
Spilling over with colour, 
a muffin tin laden with 
just-cut flowers makes
for an easy but stunning
centrepiece, and it’s
guaranteed to match
your garden tones
perfectly! Add a few tea 
light candles if you’re 
having an evening meal.

Simply
stylish

15

16

1

20

17

18

Try 
omething 
different



TRY THIS!

Metallics are set to be a big trend
this autumn, and Wilko’s Copper

Metallic Gloss Spray Paint
(£6.75/400ml) turns pretty much 
anything into gorgeous table decor
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EASY IDEAS

 

 

 

GOOD IDEA!

 
  

LIGHT FANTASTIC

Hang a line of solar-powered light bulbs 
on individual lengths of string from a 
branch or pergola beam for an effortlessly 
stylish touch that’s as practical as it is 
beautiful. Try Argos Home Set of 6 Solar 
Lightbulb Lanterns, £15 argos.co.uk
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GIFT  
WORTH

£29.99

This stylish bamboo planter, worth 
£29.99, features a curved shape, 
two-tone design and smooth finish. 
Tapping into Scandi-style interior 
trends, it’s eco-friendly and whatever 
plant you choose to add, it will make  
a simple, standout statement.  
Choose from colours Teal, Grey, 
White or Red. *Mother-in-Law’s 
Tongue plant not included

Enjo

AND RECEIVE A WELCOME GIFT OF  

A STYLISH BAMBOO PLANTER



SUBSCRIPTION OFFER

Subscribe securely online

www.greatmagazines.co.uk/
moderngardens
or call our order line on  
01858 438884
Lines open Mon-Fri 8am-9.30pm, Sat 8am-4pm

Quote offer code GGAA

Terms & Conditions Subscriptions will start with the next available issue. The minimum term is 12 months. Payments by direct debit will continue to be taken unless you 
tell us otherwise. This offer closes on 25 August 2020. We reserve the right to provide an alternative gift or a 3 issue extension if stocks are exhausted. This offer cannot 
be used in conjunction with any other offer. Cost from landlines for 01 numbers per minute are (approximate) 2p to 10p. Cost from mobiles per minute (approximate) 

10p to 40p. Costs vary depending on the geographical location in the UK. You may get free calls to some numbers as part of your call package  please check with your 
phone provider. Order lines open 8am 9.30pm (Mon Fri), 8am 4pm (Sat). UK orders only. Overseas? Phone +44 1858 438828. Calls may be monitored or recorded for 

training purposes. For full terms and conditions please visit http://www.greatmagazines.co.uk/offer terms and conditions

✽ FREE DELIVERY  
TO YOUR DOOR

✽ RECEIVE A 
COMPLIMENTARY  
23CM BAMBOO 
PLANTER, WORTH  
£29.99

✽ GET INSPIRATION  
FOR A STYLISH & 
MODERN GARDEN

Subscribe today and 
enjoy these benefits:

Welcome
Our mission is to help you create your perfect outside space 

without it costing the earth or requiring green fingers! Every 

issue, we bring you ideas and must-have buys to make your 

garden more stylish. We’re packed with reader gardens, easy 

ideas, simple upcycling projects and shopping trends.

If you want to make the most of your garden this year and 

enjoy it through all the seasons, subscribe today. You’ll get 

each issue delivered to your door for just £2.90 each when you pay 

£34.90 by direct debit for 12 issues. Or, get Modern Gardens on your 

digital device for a budget-savvy £24.90 for 12 issues. Both options 

come with a complimentary 

bamboo planter worth £29.99!

Emma Kendell Editor

IN EVERY ISSUE 
YOU’LL FIND…

FUN WAYS TO ENJOY
YOUR GARDEN MORE

Outdoor living

LOTS OF EASY MAKES AND  
UPCYCLING PROJECTS

Creative makes

SIMPLE ON-TREND  
IDEAS TO PINCH

Stylish trends

THE BEST EASY-GROW 
PLANTS TO BUY NOW
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BS 
from your garden blooms and spread  
the joy among family and friends
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GOOD IDEA!

 
  



M
aking seed bombs is a fun project, 
they’re simple to make and a 
creative handmade gift idea. This 
paper-based recipe creates a 

binding mix that sticks together when wet and 
which hardens to hold the seeds in place until 
water is added later. 

Paper seed bombs open up a world of colour 
options and can be pressed into candy moulds 
or ice-cube trays for unique shapes.

HOW MANY SEEDS?
Seeds come in all shapes and sizes. So how do 
you know how many seeds to add to a seed 
bomb? A pinch! As a general rule of thumb, 
each seed bomb should contain the number of 
seeds you can easily pick up with your thumb 
and forefinger. For larger seeds, this could be 
just two, but for smaller ones it could be ten. 

Press larger seeds right into the middle of the 
seed bomb. Smaller seeds can be mixed into 
the basic recipe, and a few can even be pressed 
onto the outside of the seed bomb. The odds 
are that not all of the seeds will germinate, 
so adding a few extra seeds and a variety of 
different ones ensure that the bomb will have 
the best chance of growing into beautiful plants.

BOMBS AWAY!
If you thought making seed bombs was fun, 
wait until you sow them! Make seed bombs 
with native wildflower seeds and you can 
help reintroduce species where they would 
have grown naturally. Many seed companies 
sell wildflower and pollinator mixes that are 
perfectly suited for seed bombs. 

Seed bombs are ideal for planting in large 
or hard-to-reach spaces such as meadows and 
ditches. Throw them far and try to hit solid 
ground; a catapult can really send them flying!

Ideally, the bomb will break apart upon 
contact, but that’s not necessary for the seeds to
grow. Flat-bottomed seeds will be able to stay 
on a hillside, while round balls can roll into hard 
to reach places. Have fun with planting and be 
sure to visit in a few weeks or months to see the 
fruits (or flowers) of your labour.

3

YOU WILL NEED

@ 8-10 sheets white paper

@ 1-2 sheets dyed tissue paper

@ Stick blender with jar

@ Water

@ Tea towel

@ Bowl

@ Seeds

@ Ice-cube tray or candy mould

Makes 12 ice-cube-sized  
seed bombs 

 
WHAT TO DO 
1 Shred the paper using a paper shredder,
scissors or by hand. A sheet or two of dyed
tissue paper adds colour to the seed bombs.
Avoid using waxy paper, plastic envelope
window or paper with staples.

2 Add the shredded paper to the jar and 
pour in warm water to cover the paper. Allow 
the paper to sit in the water for 10 minutes to 
soften. Use the stick blender to turn the paper 
into pulp until it is the consistency of oatmeal.

3 Set an open tea towel over a bowl large 
enough to capture all the excess water, and 
pour the paper pulp into the centre of the towel. 
Squeeze the towel to remove as much of the 
water as possible.

4 Mix the paper pulp with the seeds,
approximately 1/4 tsp, or 12 pinches of small
seeds, using your hands. Press the pulp and
seeds into an ice-cube tray or candy mould.

5 Remove extra moisture from the pulp by
pressing the moulded mixture with a dry tea
towel. Press firmly. This speeds up drying time
and discourages seed germination.

6 Carefully remove the bombs from the mould
and set on a board to dry.

EASY IDEAS
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TIP Seek permission before throwing 

seed bombs on land you don’t own 

Try these recipes
✽ CHEERY ANNUALS

Cornflower, calendula, Californian poppy, 
cosmos, lupin, marigold, sunflower, sweet 
pea and zinnia.

✽ POLLINATOR PARTY

Anise hyssop, Gypsophila elegans, 
cornflower, borage, butterfly weed, common 
milkweed, Cleome serrulata, Cleome 
hassleriana and bee balm.

✽ BEE BLEND

Bee balm, black-eyed Susan, crimson 
clover, French lavender, lanceleaf coreopsis, 
Echinacea purpurea, sunflower and zinnia.

✽ SWEET NECTAR PLANTS

Anise hyssop, bee balm, butterfly weed, 
cosmos, French lavender, Faassen’s catnip, 
salvia and zinnia.

✽ GOT THE BLUES

Baby blue eyes, cornflower, blue flax, borage, 
forget-me-not and love-in-a-mist.

✽ MEADOW FLOWERS

Cornflower, blue flax, poppy, cosmos, 
hollyhocks, love-in-a-mist, prairie coneflower, 
rocket larkspur, scarlet flax, Siberian 
wallflower, sunflower and sweet alyssum.
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TIP The seed bombs have dried whenthey no longer feel cool to the touchand are quite hard

Little balls  
of blooms
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You can make clay-based bombs, too, using 
just four ingredients – powdered clay, compost, 
water and seeds. Adding a few pretty seeds 
and dried flower petals to the outside makes 
them as decorative as they are functional. 
Calendula seeds are curly, sunflowers have 
stripes, marigold seeds look like little porcupine 
quills and cornflower seeds look like gold and 
grey rockets.

YOU WILL NEED

✽ 5 parts finely screened compost

✽ 1 part bentonite clay – try Fullers Earth 
Fine Powder Calcium Bentonite,  
£4.99/500g amazon.co.uk

✽ Water

✽ Seeds

 
WHAT TO DO 
1 Mix the compost and bentonite clay in a bowl 
or bucket and add just enough water to make 
the mixture hold together.

2 Form into balls and add a pinch of seeds. 
Large seeds can be pushed into the middle of 
the ball, while smaller seeds can be dispersed 
throughout the mix. Roll the ball between the 
palms of your hands to compact it and get a 
nice round shape.

3 If desired, roll the ball in a tray of dried flower 
petals, such as rose, calendula and cornflower, or 
add a few attractive seeds to the outside.

4 Set the seed balls on a tray in a cool, dry place 
out of direct sunlight to harden. 

✽ Abridged
extract from
Garden
Alchemy by
Stephanie Rose,
published by
Cool Springs
Press, £14.99,
quartoknows.com

BUY THE BOOK

COAT WITH COLOUR 
Leaving plucked petals to dry in 
the sun before being rolled into 
the clay ball means they’ll stick 
to the wet mixture more easily.



Simple steps to keep your plot looking good this month

What to do in your

Get more  
bright blooms
Colourful summer flowers 
such as petunias and 
geraniums look fab in 
baskets, but dead flowers 
will spoil your display. 
Whip them off as soon as 
possible and you may get 
another flush of blooms.
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EASY IDEAS

Sow Californian poppy seeds 

now and they’ll flower for 

weeks on end from late 

spring next year. Their 

cheery, glossy petals 

dazzle in full sun, set off 

against tufts of blue-green 

filigree foliage. Grow them 

in very well-drained soil.  

Try ‘Orange King’, £1.95/300 

seeds sarahraven.com

Plan a poppy patch

To create a natural-looking 
shape, prune using secateurs 
rather than shears or hedge 
cutters. Work your way 
around the shrub, shortening 
any long new growth back to  
a bud or sideshoot.

Shape evergreen shrubs

Label your loves
Pick a sunny day and enjoy 

planning next year’s borders. 

Make a note of any plants that 

are overcrowded and need 

splitting up in autumn, any 

you’d like to move and those you 

love the colour of. Black Labels, 

£16.95/10 sarahraven.com

Follow the bees

Step it up
If the route to your summerhouse 
is looking far from lush from 
heavy wear and tear during 
lockdown, lay stepping stones on 
trodden patches for a quick and 
easy fix. Try Primeur’s Recycled 
Rubber Stepping Stones, £9.99 
each primeur.co.uk

Plant autumn crocus now for a  
late-summer display of leafless,  
goblet-shaped blossoms in pink, 
violet and white. Pop them in gaps 
among other low-growing plants in 
moist, well-drained soil in a sunny or 
semi-shaded spot, or in pots for an 
instant splash of vibrant colour. Try  
‘The Giant’, £12/3 bulbs crocus.co.uk

Make summer last

If you want to make your garden 
more wildlife-friendly, visit your 
local garden centre, watch where 
the bees or butterflies land and 
make those your chosen plants!



EASY IDEAS
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10 MINUTE

SORT OUT

Garden notebook
Find your simple guide to all you need to know to get
started outside at moderngardensmagazine.co.uk

✽ STAY VINE WEEVIL-FREE

Stop these laying eggs on 
plants such as heuchera 
and fuchsia using a 
nematode solution.  
Try SuperNemos  
Bio-Insecticide, £14.99 
marshallsgarden.com
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Protect 
blueberries
Fresh home-grown 

blueberries are 

delicious baked in 

tarts and perfect 

for muddling into 

cocktails – that’s if 

the birds don’t get 

to them first! As 

soon as you see fruit 

coming, put a net (try 

harrodhorticultural.

com, from £4.05) over 

them straight away! 

They need an extra glug right 

now, so water every morning 

and evening when it’s hot and 

sunny, adding tomato feed (try 

Levington Tomorite, £3.50/1L, 

wilko.com) to your can once a 

week for long-lasting blooms.

Water hydrangeas

✽ TOP UP BIRD BATHS 
Sources of fresh water 
for drinking and bathing 
can be hard to come by 
at this time of year as the 
sun will quickly evaporate 
any puddles, so fill up in 
the morning and evening.

✽ TIDY ALPINES

Trim off the faded 
flowerheads from rockery 
plants such as sedums, 
dianthus (above) and 
helianthemums to keep 
them neat.



In next month’s issue...
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 Garden makeovers packed  

 with ideas for you to pinch  Late-flowering blooms to

 make summer last longer

 Upcycling projects to 

 style up your storage 
 The best firebowls 

for every budget 
 10 easy ways to make your  

garden get-togethers great! 

✽ ORDER YOUR 

MAGAZINE ONLINE AT 

GREATMAGAZINES.CO.UK 

A D ENJOY FREE DELIVERY 

TO YOUR DOOR!

Do you want Modern Gardens magazine delivered
directly to your home? Just fill in the form, take it
to your local Martin McColl’s store or your local
newsagent, and they will do the rest – it’s that easy. 
You stay at home, and we’ll do the leg work!

Terms and Conditions Availability of home delivery is subject to delivery areas operated by your local store. Most but not all Martin McColl’s stores operate a Home News
Delivery Service. You can check your nearest operating store by visiting www.mccolls.co.uk/in-store-services, scroll down to the ‘Home News Delivery’ segment and enter your
postcode. Other magazines are also available from your local Martin McColl’s store. Visit the website for more details. Delivery charges may by applied by the supplying store.

Name: ..............................................................................................................

Address: ..........................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................................

Postcode: ........................................................................................................

Tel Number: ....................................................................................................

HOME DELIVERY!
Get your favourite magazine

delivered straight to your door

SIMPLY CUT OUT AND TAKE TO 

YOUR LOCAL NEWSAGENT ✁

Plus cocktails, espalier apple trees & outdoor kitchens 
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T
he showy chiffon petals of hardy
hibiscus are a sublime addition to a
gloriously warm summer. They’re an
easy way to bring an exotic feel to

your plot, without the faff of moving plants
inside over the winter – just give them the
warmest, sunniest, most sheltered spot in your
garden, and they’ll be fine! Their bright
blooms come in a kaleidoscope of colours,
from sky-blue to soft pink, rich reds and
purples, and the purest of whites, and some
varieties grow flowers to a jaw-dropping,
neighbour-stopping 30cm across. And, best
of all, hardy hibiscus are at their best just when
other summer flowers are starting to fade.

Some of the best ones for a modern,
low-maintenance garden include ‘Oiseau
Bleu’, which boasts violet-blue flowers up to
8cm across with maroon markings and a
prominent white centre. ‘Red Heart’ has white
blooms with a stain of deep red markings
seeping from their centres to spectacular
effect. If you really want to show off, go for
‘Lavender Chiffon’ with its ruffles of lilac-pink
petals that look incredible against a black
fence. If you’re a foliage fan, the grey-green
leaves of ‘Sugar Tip’ sport a creamy-white
variegation around the edges of the leaves.

...blissful

Bring TROPICAL FLAIR to your 
outdoor space the easy way with these
fantastically flamboyant flowers

Plant your hardy hibiscus at the back of a
border, or as a focal point in a large pot on
your patio. Their upright stems grow 1.8-2m
high in time, but they don’t spread out too far,
so they won’t take up more than their fair
share of space. The secret of success is to
make sure sunlight directly hits their stems, so
don’t grow anything in front of them.

When you’re shopping, make sure you
check your chosen variety is a hardy hibiscus.
There are other types that won’t survive the
winter in the UK, although you can grow
them in your conservatory or a well-lit room,
bringing them out to plump up your patio in
the summer months.

✽ PICK A HEALTHY PLANT
Many varieties of hardy hibiscus are
commonly available from garden centres,
nurseries and sometimes DIY stores. Choose
plants with at least three or four strong,
upright stems, covered in deep green leaves,
and avoid those with a few, thin stems and
sparse or yellowing leaves. You don’t want a
plant that is totally potbound, so, if possible,
carefully turn the plant upside down and ease
off the pot – you want to see a good mix of
compost and roots.

HIBISCUS

Treat yo

✽ KEEP IT ALIVE
Your hibiscus needs a warm, sunny position,
out of cold winds. It must also nestle its roots
into soil that doesn’t stay soggy or wet in
winter, so dig in lots of bulky organic matter,
such as planting compost or Verve Soil
Improver (£4.37, diy.com), plus some sharp
sand, if your soil is heavy clay.

✽ HELP IT THRIVE
Once established, your hibiscus won’t need
much watering, except during long dry
periods or if it’s in a pot. Feed your hibiscus in
spring using a controlled-release fertiliser
such as Miracle-Gro Rose & Shrub
Continuous Release Plant Food (£6.50/1kg,
homebase.co.uk). Add a generous layer of
compost or mulch around the plant in spring
or autumn, too.

EXPECT  

TO PAY

£19.99/2L pot

DELICIOUS ICED TEA
Hibiscus blooms make a fruity,
refreshingly tart tea that’s best served
chilled. Add a cup of freshly picked
blooms to four cups of boiling water, add
one or two tablespoons each of honey and
lime juice, leave to steep for 15 minutes,
then strain and chill in the fridge.

The taste  
f smmer
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PATIO POWER
These showstoppers make perfect patio plants,
as they’re more than happy in a pot. Choose
containers with a minimum diameter of
38-45cm and fill with Multi-Purpose Compost
With Added John Innes, £5.50/50L wickes.co.uk

DID YOU KNOW?

Hibiscus are commonly 
known as rose of Sharon but 
be careful, so are hypericums, 
which are a totally different 

kettle of petals!
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 TIP Hardy hibiscus come into leaf  

 late in the year, so don’t think they’re  

 dead and dig them up! 

TRY THIS!
Float cut blooms in a water 
feature or a bowl filled with 
water for a tabletop display

BEST BUYS



H
arness the bionic powers of this
stout-hearted shrub and save your
garden from the evil villain of boring
monotony! There are wildly

different types of hebe, and they’re incredibly
tolerant, so you can use them in all sorts of
creative ways in your garden. From muscly
heavyweight ‘Midsummer Beauty’ that’ll
hedge the edge of decking with stylish might,
or the lithe ground-cover guardian of hebe
‘Pagei’ that will rescue you from the horrors of
bare soil, there’s a hebe to save the day.

Some varieties produce small leaves and
tight growth, which is perfect for clipping into
domes or balls. So, if you like your
superheroes to be shaped and toned, then try
some topiary with Hebe rakaiensis, which

This INTREPID EVERGREEN

is tough enough to look after itself  
and instantly perks up a bare spot

summer, but transform into a burnished 
purple-red (think Wonder Woman’s costume 
in Justice League) as temperatures drop.

✽ PICK A HEALTHY PLANT
Some varieties are available from garden 
centres, nurseries and even DIY stores, while 
others are best sought out online. Choose 
bushy plants with numerous strong stems, 
clothed in healthy leaves. Anything with 
yellowing or discoloured leaves and sparsely 
covered stems should be left on the shelf.

✽ KEEP IT ALIVE
Hebes prefer a sunny position, but will grow 
in partial or very light shade, and they thrive 
in almost all types of soil, as long as it doesn’t 
stay overly wet in winter. Dig in lots of bulky 
organic matter, planting compost, peat-free 

...superhero

HEBE
grows to 90cm high and is clothed with 
bright green leaves and short spikes of white 
flowers; or for a more compact spot, Hebe 
pinguifolia ‘Sutherlandii’ grows to 15cm high 
with grey-green leaves and plumes of 
beautiful white blossom. Both will keep a 
tight shape with little clipping – just trim over 
them in late spring and again after flowering.

If you prefer your heroes to come with a 
dash of well-dressed style, then the latest, 
greatest varieties have stunning two-toned 
leaves that change colour throughout the 
year. ‘Burning Heart’ has grey-green leaves 
with pale pink margins that are the perfect 
foil for its purple summer blooms, then take 
on a darker guise in autumn and winter. And 
the leaves of ‘Ruby Port’ are a rich green in 
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MINI MARVELS

Their squat, bushy, evergreen growth 
makes hebes a hassle-free choice for 
pots that’ll look good year-round. 
For maximum impact, plant varieties 
with different coloured pastel
flowers in matching pots.



compost or soil improver before planting, 
and add sharp sand or grit if it is heavy clay.

✽ HELP IT THRIVE
Hebes are happy in dry summers, but may 
need watering during a long spell without 
rain. Give your superhero a boost in spring 
with a controlled-release fertiliser such as 
Miracle-Gro Rose & Shrub Continuous 
Release Plant Food (£6.50/1kg, homebase.
co.uk) and a 5cm-thick layer of compost or 
mulch around the base. If it needs a trim, then 
mid to late spring is the best time for a chop.

 

 TIP Keep your hebe looking tidy by   snipping off the flowers once they’ve   faded in late summer 
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BEST BUYS

 RIDE THE WAVE

Use the architectural beauty of 
low-growing hebes to full effect  
by letting them spill over 
different levels. To produce 
this effect, plant them close 
together (approximately 
60-90cm, depending on the 
variety’s spread). Keep them in 
shape by lightly trimming every 
year in April.

Try 
omethin  

ifferent

BOX REPLACEMENT

If you love the idea of box spheres
but not the worry of pests and
diseases that come with them, try
using hebes instead. They’re easy
to trim into simple shapes and 
aren’t prone to problems.

EXPECT  

TO PAY

£10.50/2L pot



Slender vervain
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 TIP Nerines make great cut flowers  

 – cut the stems diagonally and place  

 in lukewarm water 

 MIX & MATCH

Think nerines are old-fashioned? Think again! 
As well as looking brilliant as stand-alone 
statement plants, nerines blend in beautifully 
with mixed borders of late-summer and 
autumn-flowering cottage-garden plants, 
such as on-trend sedums and penstemons. 
They look best when their over-the-top 
flowerheads are matched with upright, airy 
blooms such as slender vervain (as shown 
here) – or try gaura or Verbena bonariensis.

SIMPLE 

ELEGANCE

The pure white
flowers of Nerine 

bowdenii ‘Alba’
flowers explode like 
fireworks out of this 
concrete container. 
For maximum patio 
power, fill containers 
with John Innes No3 
Compost (£5.95/ 
35L, homebase.
co.uk) and pack the 
bulbs as closely as 
you can without 
them touching.

 

 

 
 



W
e’re all big fans of the minimum 
effort, maximum effect 
equation that spring- and 
summer-flowering bulbs afford 

a modern garden. From snowdrops to tulips, 
alliums to oriental lilies, they fill our plots with 
zero-maintenance colour for the first half of 
the year. There aren’t so many bulbs that 
flower in autumn, but nerines more than 
make up for that with their outrageous 
flowers. These starbursts of pink, red or white 
explode throughout autumn, extending the
joy of summery blooms for a little longer.
Growing to 45-75cm high, their strappy
leaves don’t take up much room in borders
and will flower reliably for years to come.

Our favourite is Nerine bowdenii, which
is tough enough to grow in a warm spot
outside as long as it’s in a bed or border
– close to a sunny, south-facing wall is the
perfect spot. If you grow it in a patio pot,
then you may need to protect it in a severe
winter. Nerine bowdenii has brilliant pink
flowers on 50cm-high stems but if you’re not 
big on hot pink then ‘Isabel’ is a darker hue 
while ‘Nikita’ is paler, and ‘Stefani’ has white 
petals with tips of the softest baby pink 
you’ve even seen. If you don’t like pink, then 
‘Blanca Perla’ is bright white and brilliant in a 
modern garden. Combine any of these with 
a silver-leaved plant such as artemisia to set 
off the frivolous flowers to best effect.

Don’t buy nerines known as Guernsey 
lilies (Nerine sarniensis) by mistake – they 
won’t survive the winter outside.

✽ PICK HEALTHY PLANTS
At this time of year, you’ll be able to buy
either dormant bulbs or potted plants.
Nerine bowdenii is commonly available from
garden centres and nurseries, but if you’re
after one of the more subtle-toned varieties,
then you’ll probably need to buy it online.
Lightly squeeze the bulbs to check they’re
firm and check there are no signs of mould.

These autumn-flowering bulbs couldn’t
be EASIER TO GROW and now is 
the time to plant them

If buying a potted plant, choose one with at 
least four or five strong, deep green leaves.

✽ KEEP THEM ALIVE
Nerines need a warm, sunny, sheltered site in
very well-drained soil. Dig in lots of compost
or other organic matter such as Levington 
Organic Blend Soil Conditioner (£5.99, 
lovethegarden.com for stockists) and sharp 
grit or gritty sand.

✽ HELP THEM THRIVE
Nerines are very easy to look after. Just cut
back the flower stems after the blooms fade
in late autumn. From February onwards, feed
every two weeks using a potassium-rich liquid
fertiliser such as Levington Tomorite (£4.49,
crocus.co.uk) until the leaves begin to yellow.
Once brown, the leaves can be carefully
removed. Make sure the bulbs are kept fairly
dry during summer. If you live in a chilly part
of the UK, give your nerines a duvet of mulch
in the autumn.

ing

NERINES
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BEST BUYS

CHOOSE PLUMP BULBS

When buying bulbs, look
out for nice fat ones that are
firm to the touch. A little leaf
growth like this is fine, but
avoid those with lots of leaves.

Live life  
in full 
bloom

BRILLIANT BOUQUETS

If you can bear to snip them, 
nerines make delightful cut 
flowers. Stand a jar-full in a basket 
hooked over the back of a chair for 
the ultimate summer-living display.

EXPECT  

TO PAY

£9.99/2L pot
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Day 1
BUILD A FRAME
Getting this built early on allows plenty of
time for the wood stain to dry.

YOU WILL NEED

✽ Safety goggles, face mask and gloves

✽ 2x 45 x 95x 3600mm and 1x 45 x 95 x
2400mm timber, £11.02 each and £6.68
wickes.co.uk

✽ Tape measure

✽ Saw, ideally an electric jigsaw

✽ Stainless-steel wood screws

✽ Screwdriver

✽ Drill and drill bits

✽ 2x 75 x 75 x 1500mm fence posts,
£8 each wickes.co.uk

✽ Sandpaper

✽ Wood stain, such as Sadolin Extra

Durable Wood Stain, £23/1L diy.com

✽ Paintbrush

WHAT TO DO
1 Make the seat frame by measuring and
cutting the 45 x 95mm timber into two
1.8m-long and three 55cm-long lengths.
Screw together to make an oblong frame
with the third 55cm length placed in the
middle for extra strength. The 1.8m lengths
need to be arranged with their short side at
the top, whereas the 55cm long ones with
their long side. Line up the bottom edges.
2 Cut the fence posts into 75cm lengths for
the legs; this will give a final seat height of
45cm, but you may want to make it higher or

lower. Attach one leg close to each corner. To
make their outer edge flush with the frame,
you can either cut a recess in the top of each
leg or attach them using metal brackets.
3 Sand what will be the upper surface of the
seat to remove any likelihood of splinters.
4 Paint the wood, allowing a couple of hours
drying time before applying a second coat.
Pay particular attention to the base of the
posts where they will sit under the ground
to reduce the chance of rotting.

Day 2
FINISH OFF
This is a satisfying day as you’ll finish building
the bench and plant the grass.

YOU WILL NEED

✽ Garden fork and trowel

✽ Planting compost, such as Verve Soil
Improver, £4.37 diy.com

✽ Tape measure

✽ Brick off-cuts, large stones or gravel

✽ Spirit level

✽ 2x Postmix Concrete, £5.60 each
homebase.co.uk

✽ 10x black mondo grass, £7.99/9cm pot
gardenersdream.co.uk

✽ 45 x 70 x 3600mm and 45 x 70 x 2400mm 

timber, £9.19 and £6.12 wickes.co.uk

✽ 44 x 44 x 2400mm timber, £8.61 
wickes.co.uk

✽ Saw, ideally an electric jigsaw

✽ Stainless-steel screws

✽ Screwdriver 

✽ Drill and drill bits

 

WHAT TO DO 
1 Dig over the planting area, breaking up any 
compacted soil and removing the roots of 
perennial weeds. Dig in the compost.
2 Dig holes for each leg of your seat frame, 
measuring approx 30 x 30 x 45cm deep.
3 Place brick off-cuts, large stones or gravel 
to a depth of 15cm in the base of each hole, 
so that 30cm of leg will be underground.
4 Place the legs in the holes, check with a 
spirit level that the seat frame is level in both 
directions, and adjust as necessary by adding 
or removing the hole filling. Once it is level, 
fill with concrete and allow to set.
5 Position the mondo grass on the soil 
surface to get the planting positions right; 
for a good ground covering, they should be 
planted 30-40cm apart.
6 Dig a hole twice the size of the pot and 
mix compost with the soil from the hole. 
Remove the pot, place the plant in the hole 
so that the top of the root ball is level with the 
surrounding soil. Fill with the soil/compost 
mix and firm down using your fingers or the 
end of a trowel. Water thoroughly.
7 Cut the seat timber to size and arrange 
in place on the frame. Use a piece of scrap 
wood to space them equally 2.5cm apart and 
screw them in place. Give the whole seat a 
final lick of stain.

A
ll gardens need a bench: somewhere
to sit and contemplate what you’ve
achieved in your plot, take in the views
and enjoy a quiet moment. It’s lovely 

to have an extra seat in the shade, too, where 
you can recharge your batteries. And if you 
need to make the most of every inch of your 

garden, then this underplanted bench is perfect!
It’ll up your plant quota with a simple but
oh-so-stylish swathe of black mondo grass, as
well as providing a welcome perch.

You can easily make it a free-standing feature 
anywhere you like. If you’re using a wall or similar 
for support, make sure it’s level first, otherwise 

your bench will be wonky! Our bench easures 
1.8m long and 60cm wide. You can easily make 
it shorter if you’re tight on space, but if you want 
to make it any longer, then you’ll need more 
supports in the frame and more legs. If you 
have a corner space to fill, you could make your 
seating area L-shaped too.

Add a seat with a SEA OF STYLISH ben

WHAT IT COST
✽ Timber £52.64 ✽ Fence posts £16

✽ Concrete £11.20 ✽ Wood stain £23
✽ Compost £4.37 ✽ Plants £79.99

TOTAL: £187.20

£187.20



Done in a 
WEEKEND
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SIMPLE PROJECT

 TIP Drilling pilot holes before screwing   the wood together makes it easier and   reduces the likelihood of it splitting 

Black mon  

 

 

  



What to buy

S
ummer heat usually peaks 
in August, so take the time 
to enjoy your garden and 
be proud of what you’ve 

created. Early summer flowering 
plants are dwindling now, so it’s a 
perfect time to pep up a corner 
with this bright mix of blooms, laced 
with colourful yarrow, sea holly and 
the soft, straw-coloured, fluffy  
seedheads of Mexican feather 
grass. If Monet or Van Gogh saw 
this sublime combination, they 
wouldn’t hesitate to set up their 
easels! Ideal for a sunny border with 
fertile, well-drained soil.

Plant a 
PAINTER’S 
PALETTE 
CORNER
Every month we give you easy ideas for 
creating a special corner in your garden

A little 
 bit of 

heaven

YARROW ‘THE BEACON’

Perched on tall stems above grey-green 
feathery foliage, the flat heads of tiny 
tomato-red flowers fade slowly to orange. 
Height 45cm Spread 25cm. £5.95/1L pot 
gardeningexpress.co.uk

MEXICAN FEATHER GRASS

Wispy flowerheads waft in the breeze, 
adding gorgeous movement to a sunny 
border. Gently rake through in spring to 
remove old foliage. Height 60cm Spread 
30cm. £4.99/9cm pot knollgardens.co.uk

SEA HOLLY ‘JOS EIJKING’

Add beautiful texture and rare iridescent, 
metallic-blue colour with these thistle-like 
flowers. Wonderful for a wildlife-friendly 
garden and great as cut flowers. Height 70cm 
Spread 40cm. £9.99/9cm pot crocus.co.uk
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Three more picture-perfect combinations

GLOBE THISTLE ‘TAPLOW BLUE’

Irresistible to bees and butterflies, the prickly
leaves and spiky blooms are fabulously
architectural, perfect for the back of a sunny,
well-drained border. Height 1.8m Spread 60cm.
£5.20/9cm pot claireaustin-hardyplants.co.uk

KOREAN FEATHER REED GRASS

Super-elegant mounds of soft green foliage
produce stunning feathery plumes of greyish-
pink flowers, turning straw-coloured through
autumn and into winter. Height 1m Spread
90cm. £5.70/9cm pot bethchatto.co.uk

BROOK THISTLE ‘PINK BLUSH’

Get in vogue and look like a garden pro with
these ultra-modern white flowers, topped with
spiky, pink haircuts. It adds the wow factor and
is a great talking point! Height 1.2m Spread
60cm. £8.99/9cm pot crocus.co.uk

BURNET ‘PINK TANNA’

A seemingly impossible balancing act of pink,
bottlebrush-like flowerheads on slender, wiry
stems above fern-like foliage. Creates a
graceful, see-through effect. Height 60cm
Spread 75cm. £8.99/9cm pot crocus.co.uk

PALM-LEAF MARSH MALLOW

Light and airy, the large, deep-pink flowers
sway gently in the wind on tall, willowy stems.
Place near the back of the border in
well-drained soil. Height 1.5m Spread 60cm.
£6.70/1L pot bethchatto.co.uk

PERENNIAL PHLOX ‘ROBERTA’

Eye-popping, fragrant, magenta-pink flowers
are heavenly when mixed with softer pinks.
Provide support before flowers appear, and
mulch in spring. Height 60cm Spread 40cm.
£6.99/9cm pot rhsplants.co.uk

BERGAMOT ‘FIREBALL’

Whorls of deep scarlet blooms with a shaggy
dome of petals appear in profusion from
June to September. Liven up a salad with the
edible sweet, spicy petals. Height 60cm
Spread 40cm. £5.70/1L pot bethchatto.co.uk

GENTIAN SAGE ‘GUANAJUATO’

A star performer with ethereal, vivid blue,
parrot’s beak flowers on tall, scented foliage
from June to October. Mulch in winter to
protect from frost. Height 50cm Spread
45cm. £11.95/5 plants sarahraven.com

CONEFLOWER ‘HERBSTSONNE’

Large, daisy-like flowers with drooping,
sunny-yellow petals and bright green conical
centres add a brilliant splash of colour. Loves
a sunny spot but keep moist. Height 2m
Spread 90cm. £7.99/9cm pot crocus.co.uk

Romantic
MOVEMENT

Seedhead
SCULPTURES

Modern
ART
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EASY IDEAS



Walk an average of 2.73 miles a day and you’ll hit 

1000 miles in 12 months and transform your long-term 

health prospects. You’ll also have the time of your life.

www.walk1000miles.co.uk

1000
2020

Walk

miles 

FIRST 
STEP

Take your 

& don’t look back!



LOUNGER SET
How gorgeous is this?! Paint in a
colour to match your cushion.

YOU WILL NEED

✽ Exterior wood paint and paintbrush

✽ 2 small and 21/2 large pallets

✽ Extra strong waterproof wood glue,
try Titebond 1414 lll Ultimate Wood
Glue, £11.25/16floz amazon.co.uk

✽ Screwdriver

✽ 6 metal hinges, try 100mm Weighty
Straight Strap Hinges, £3.20/2 absolute

hardware.co.uk and 40 wood screws

✽ 2 lengths of strong metal chain,
try Zinc Plated Steel Welded Chain,
£7.89/2m wickes.co.uk

WHAT TO DO
1 Paint the pallets and leave to dry.
2 For the table, lay one small pallet on the
floor, apply the glue and place the other
small pallet on top. Press down firmly.
3 Lay the large pallets on the floor, planks
facing up, with the half pallet in-between.
Attach three hinges to join one large
pallet and the half pallet together.
4 Turn all the pallets over so the planks
are facing down. Attach three hinges to
the opposite side of the half pallet to fix it
to the other large pallet. You should now
have a Z-shaped structure.
5 Fix a screw to the two end corners (see
inset photo) and a screw each side of the
hinges at the other end.
6 Turn the lounger on its side, slip the
chain over the end screw, pull it tight so
it keeps it in a relaxed Z-shape and hook
over the screw. Repeat on the other side.

T
he humble wooden pallet has long
been a modern garden lover’s
must-have but the shortage of DIY
supplies at the start of the summer has

sparked a new surge in its popularity. There is a
myriad of ways it can be transformed into an
eye-catching feature, garden structure or comfy
piece of furniture, and you can now buy
ready-made cushions that fit a pallet sofa
perfectly. In some areas, you can still find pallets
for free and even if you do have to pay, it will

only be a small fee. Begin your search on your
community website, Facebook Marketplace
and Gumtree – if there aren’t any listed, then
add your request. It’s worth asking local
supermarkets and DIY centres if they have any,
too. If you don’t have any luck, then take a drive
around your local industrial area – you’ll soon
spot a business with a pile outside, so pop in or
phone to ask if you could have one. Don’t forget
to share your upcycled results on our Facebook
page – search for ‘Modern Gardens Magazine’.

Upcycle WOODEN PALLETS into
fabulous stay-at-home summer furniture

CHIC
Industrial
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SIMPLE PROJECTS

➣

Get
the look

 FOR  
LESS £36

.63

Add a

touch of

oveliness

GOOD IDEA!
Repurpose an old sun lounger 
cushion, or try Cotton Pad 

Replacement Cushion, £35.40 
gb.newchi



 TIP Use the top of the rack as a display 

 shelf for upcycled tin can planters 

 filled with seasonal blooms 
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BIKE RACK
No need to buy an expensive rack
to store your bikes with this nifty idea!

YOU WILL NEED

✽ Leftover exterior wood paint and paintb

✽ 2 small pallets or 1 large, sawn in half

✽ Screwdriver

✽ Wood screws

WHAT TO DO
1 Paint the pallet/s on all sides and leave to dry. 
2 Lay down one pallet and position the other one at 
a 90-degree angle, using the screwdriver to fix the 
screws from underneath. Make it easier by fixing a 
screw at each end, then turn the rack upside down and 
fix the rest of the screws.

RUSTIC D
This uber-cool tab
metal chairs to co

YOU WILL NEED

✽ Sandpaper or electric sander

✽ 1 large pallet

✽ Screwdriver

✽ 8 wood screws

✽ 16 metal corner braces, try Zinc-plated Corner 
Braces, £3.49/10 pack screwfix.com

✽ 4 lengths timber. each 70cm long, for table legs, try 
Studwork CLS Timber, £4.20/3m wickes.co.uk

✽ Exterior wood varnish, try Ronseal Clear Satin 
Wood Varnish, £8/250ml diy.com

WHAT TO DO
1 Sand the pallet and lengths of timber so they’re smooth 
and free of any splinters. 
2 Fix a brace to the top of each table leg on all four sides. 
3 Turn the pallet upside down and position a leg at each 
corner and screw into place. 
4 Varnish the pallet and legs and leave to dry.  

£19.18

FR
EE



https://avxlive.icu/


https://avxlive.icu/


Quick 
 and easy
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SIMPLE PROJECTS

TWO-TIER LOW-LEVEL TABLE
This patio table is so quick to make, but we love how stylish it is!  

YOU WILL NEED

✽ Exterior wood paint and brush or roller

✽ 2 large pallets

✽ Saw

✽ Screwdriver

✽ 12 extra long wood screws, try Silverscrew 
PZ Double-Countersunk Multipurpose 
Screws, L150mm, £5.49/50 pack screwfix.com 

✽ Wood screws

WHAT TO DO
1 Paint both the 
pallets and leave to d
2 Position one pallet o  p of the other 
as shown – you may need to cut the 
wood so the pallets slot together. Fix in 
place using the extra-long wood screws  
– six each side. 
3 Turn the table upside down and use the 
shorter wooden screws to fix the inner  
planks together. 

SWING SEAT
Add Ibiza-chic to your outside space 
with this boho-style swing. 

YOU WILL NEED

✽ Extra thick waterproof rope cut into 
two equal lengths, try 24mm polyhemp 
rope, £27.84/10m ropewarehouse.co.uk 

✽ 1 small pallet

✽ Length of washing machine drain hose 

✽ Strong hook 

WHAT TO DO
1 Tie one piece of rope to two corners of 
the pallet and repeat with the other length 
– see image.
2 Snip down one side of the drain hose 
and cut it into four pieces. Slot each piece 
around the section of rope that wraps 
under the pallet on each corner (this is to 
stop the rope wearing out).
3 Fix the hook where you want to hang 
the seat i.e. ceiling of a veranda, a tall, 
sturdy branch or pergola. 
4 Gather together the two loops of rope 
and knot over the hook so they don’t slip 
and slide, making sure the seat is level.

£5.4
9

£2
7.84

➣
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HERB WALL

PLANTER
Hang the pallet in a position that’s in part 
shade/part sun to ensure happy herbs.

YOU WILL NEED

✽ 1 large pallet with five or more planks

✽ Claw hammer 

✽ Saw

✽ Nails

✽ 2 hanging hooks

✽ Screwdriver 

✽ 2 wood or masonry screws

✽ Plant liner or strong plastic bags

✽ Compost

✽ Selection of herb plants

WHAT TO DO

1 Lay the pallet on the ground and using
the claw hammer remove two/or more of
the planks so you’re left with one central and
two outer planks. 
2 Saw each of the removed planks into four
equal lengths or so they’re wide enough to
be nailed onto the outside and central plank.
3 Nail the lengths onto the pallet – see 
image for inspiration – to create separate
planting ‘pockets’.
4 Turn the pallet over and fix the hanging
hooks to the top of the structure, then use
a tape measure and spirit level to fix the 
screws into the wall/fence where it will hang.
5 Position the pallet upright and fit a plant
liner into each ‘pocket’ and staple it to the
wood (or use drawing pins). Make a couple
of drainage holes in each one.
6 Fill each pocket with compost then add
the herbs, fill up with more compost and
gently firm down. 
7 Hang the planter on the screws and water
the herbs well.
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 TIP Try Woodside Replacement Seat & Back 

 Cushions, from £15.99, amazon.co.uk 

Project
patio

FREE



TRY THIS!
Make a home for beneficial insects
by stacking together a few pallets
and wedging old terracotta pots,
tiles, small rocks and foliage

into the gaps

SIMPLE PROJECTS

 SNUGGLE SOFAS
This comfy pallet project by @brookegeorgialucy is perfect 
for a stay-at-home summer.

YOU WILL NEED

✽ Exterior wood paint and 
brush or roller

✽ 3 pallets per sofa, each  
with 5 planks 

✽ Screwdriver 

✽ 24 extra long wood screws 
per sofa, try Silverscrew 
PZ Double-Countersunk 
Multipurpose Screws, 
L150mm, £5.49/50 pack 
screwfix.com

WHAT TO DO
1 Paint all the pallets and leave 
to dry. 
2 For each sofa, stack two 
pallets on top of each other.  

3 Use nine screws to attach 
the top pallet to the bottom  
– three at each side and three 
in the middle. Turn the pallet 
over and repeat.
4 To create the back rest, lay 
the pallet on its side with the 
planks facing forward and use 
the rest of the screws to fix it 
to the horizontal pallets.  

✽ You can now buy cushions 
made to the perfect 
dimensions for a pallet sofa. 
Try Diluma Outdoor Pallet 
Cushion, £26.99, amazon.co.uk. 
Do check the measurements 
of your pallet though, as both 
pallets and cushions come in a 
range of sizes.

TWO-IN-ONE TOOL TIDY
Keep a corner of your garden or shed looking pretty
and organised. 

YOU WILL NEED

✽ Leftover exterior wood paint and paintbrush

✽ 1 large pallet, similar to the one shown

✽ 3 hanging hooks

✽ 3 wood or masonry screws

✽ Stainless-steel S Hooks, £6.50/10 amazon.co.uk
 
WHAT TO DO
1 Paint the pallet on all sid      
2 Attach the hanging ho        f 
the pallet. Use a tape m        
screws into the wall/fe      
3 Hang the S hooks        
tools, plant holders  

WHEELED PATIO SET 
Adding swiveling castors to this armchair and table means you  
can follow the sun!

YOU WILL NEED

✽ 3 small pallets

✽ Exterior wood varnish, try 
Ronseal Clear Satin Wood Varnish, 
£8/0.25L diy.com

✽ Paintbrush

✽ Extra strong waterproof wood 
glue, try Titebond 1414 lll Ultimate 
Wood Glue, £11.25/16floz  
amazon.co.uk

✽ Screwdriver and wood screws

✽ 8 castors, try Select Heavy  
Duty Swivel Castor, £1.29 ea  
screwfix.com

✽ 1 salvaged chair frame, legs 
removed, and cushions

WHAT TO DO
1 Paint the pallets using the varnish 
and leave to dry. 
2 For the table, lay one pallet on the 
floor and apply the glue according 
to the instructions and then place a 
second pallet on top. Once dry, turn 
the table upside down and screw  
castor into each of the fou   
3 Use a pencil to m    
of the chair f       
rem i       

      
        
   

£5.4
9

£6.50

£2
9.5
7



Each issue we bring you easy ideas and quick makes. This month, 
we put a glut of herbs to good use with TASTY RECIPES

 love

FR
EE

30
MINUTES
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YOU WILL NEED 

✽ 25g fresh mint (leaves and stalks)

✽ 250g white sugar

✽ 250ml water

✽ Glass bottle with lid

WHAT TO DO

1 Wash the mint and dry thoroughly between 
sheets of kitchen paper. Chop roughly and 
place in a heatproof bowl.

2 Put the sugar and water in a saucepan, place 
on a medium-high heat and bring to the boil, 
stirring occasionally to dissolve the sugar. When 
the sugar has dissolved, remove from the heat. 

3 Pour the hot sugar syrup over the mint, using 
a spoon to submerge all the mint. Leave until 
completely cold.

4 Strain through a sieve or piece of muslin cloth
(£3, johnlewis.com), using the back of a spoon
to press the leaves to release more flavour.

5 Store the liquid in a sealed bottle in the fridge
for up to two weeks. 

✽ To sterilise the bottle, first wash it in hot,
soapy water and rinse thoroughly, then stand
on a baking tray for 10 minutes in your oven
heated to 160°C.

Use this delicious syrup 
as a base for your own 
botanical cocktail, or 
add to sparkling water for a 
refreshing summer cooler.

MINT SYRUP
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GOOD IDEA!

  

Add a sprig of 
sweet woodruff 

to serve

 TIP You can also make this syrup  

 using lavender flowers, or  

 rosemary or basil leaves 



    SUPERFAST MAKE!

CHIVE FLOWER VINEGAR

Pack 100-125g chive flowers into
a glass bottle with 500ml cider,
white or red wine vinegar. Use 
a spoon to ensure the herbs 
are submerged without any 
air pockets. Cover and leave 
in a cool place to infuse for 
two weeks. Strain, then return 
it to your cleaned bottle and 
seal. Store in a cool place and use 
within six months. Sprinkle it over 
chips for a delicious o i ny twist.

WHAT TO DO

1 Place the herbs and oil in a small saucepan
over a medium heat, making sure the herbs are
submerged. Remove from the heat just before
any bubbles start popping to the surface, as
overheating the oil will make the herbs bitter.

2 Leave to cool, then pour into a sterilised
bottle. Seal and use within two months.

✽ To dry your herbs, hang them upside down in
a dry, airy place for 7-10 days until crisp. You can
use fresh herbs too, just remove the stems and
leaves before bottling the oil.
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YOU WILL NEED

✽ 10 sprigs dried rosemary or thyme

✽ 1L olive oil

✽ Sterilised glass bottle with lid

HERB OIL

Brush over meat or fish on your 
barbecue or add a glug to mayo.

The  
taste of 
ummer
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SIMPLE PROJECTS 
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Q A&
GOT A QUESTION? We’ve got the 
answer, whether it’s about a plant, a tricky 
spot or a product you need

 I’M NEW TO GROWING 
BLACKCURRANTS. Why do
they taste so tart?

Sam Lowe, Hull

If you imagined they’d taste of a cordial
drink, you might be surprised at how sour
they are. They’re rich in vitamin C, however,
and with their tart flavour, are best used in pies
and jams. For most fruit, a hot, sunny summer
will make them sweeter as plants can
create more sugars in their leaves from
water and carbon dioxide. Fruit
grown in too much shade may
also not have the best flavour.

Q

I LOVE MY CHARCOAL

BARBECUE but I hate the

cleaning afterwards. Any tips?

Jules Parkes, Tyne and Wear

It can be a messy job, but it’s worth doing,

not only to reduce your risk of food

poisoning, but to extend the life of your

barbecue. Leave it to cool before cleaning,

then spray on a product such as Weber

Grate Cleaner (£9.99, weber.com), leave

for the specified amount of time to allow

it to loosen the grease and food residue,

go over it with a bristle brush and then

wipe clean using a wet sponge.

Q

MY BLUE FESCUE is looking like
straw underneath. Is this normal?
Michelle Bradshaw, Kent

As blue fescue ages, some of its silvery-blue
evergreen leaves die, the plant flowers and it
doesn’t look as nice. Wearing a rubber glove, ‘comb’ 
out the dead leaves and trim off the flower stems 
to the height of the tips of the leaves when they 
start to open. Next spring, cut the leaves back by 
two thirds then dig up, divide and replant.

Q

HOW CAN I TIDY UP MY CHINESE WISTERIA?  
Sue Cleaver, Bedfordshire 

August is ideal for a summer spruce-up. Any earlier and it will have to 
be pruned back again later. Remove any seed pods that look like runner 
beans and cut back any new whippy green shoots to approximately 
30cm or five or six leaves. In February, cut back the same growth to 
three buds, which ensures the foliage doesn’t block any flowers. 

Q

I’M TRYING TO BE MORE 
ENVIRONMENTALLY 
FRIENDLY. How can I use less 

water in my garden this summer?  
Phil Winstone, Oxfordshire

Adding a layer of compost around the base 
of plants will retain moisture and prevent 
evaporation during dry periods. Water in the 
morning or evening once the temperature
has cooled down a bit so the water doesn’t
just evaporate and only when the soil is dry
about a spade-deep down. Collecting 
rainwater in a water butt to use on your 
plants will also save you using water from a

hose or tap. If you don’t fancy trips back and 
forth with your watering can, the new Bosch 
GardenPump 18 battery-powered watering 
system (£149.99, shop.bosch-do-it.com) 
allows you to spray water from a butt 
using a standard garden hose, sprinkler
or irrigation system, up to 25m.

Q



OVER TO YOU
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JUST ASK!  
Want some design inspiration or got a garden question you’d like
answered? Get in touch, including a picture if you have one, by 
email at moderngardens@bauermedia.co.uk 

 I WANT SOME STYLISH WIRELESS

HANGING LIGHTS that I can easily move

around my garden where I want them. Any ideas? 

Jack Bailey, Cheshire

We love this Bolleke Spherical Lamp Light (£79, fatboy.com). 

It’s battery-powered with a silicone loop, so it can be used 

pretty much anywhere. The LED bulb has three light modes 

for your choice of ambience, and it’ll last 24 hours before it 

needs recharging via USB cable. It comes in taupe (pictured), 

red, light grey and industrial green.

Q

 WHY DO THE LEAVES of 
my new philadelphus plant have 
brown blotches on them? 

Sylvia Hodge, Derbyshire 

Too much sunshine and heat can cause 
scorching of leaves, usually on the sunny 

side of plants. Newly planted climbers, 
shrubs and especially trees suffer the 
most because it takes several years for their 
roots to become drought-proof. Try replanting 
your philadelphus in a partially shaded spot, teasing out 

the roots before putting it into the ground to ensure 
they grow out into the surrounding soil. 

Q

Hang it up or sit it down, this wireless, rechargeable light can go wherever you go

 I’M THINKING OF UPDATING MY 

PATIO with porcelain slabs. What’s new? 

Adam Brown, Cumbria

We love the latest Hardblue Grey Decor Porcelain Outdoor 

Slabs (from £37.99/m2, tilemountain.co.uk). The 

weather-proof range comes in four on-trend plain shades, 

dark grey, grey, graphite and white. They look stunning

teamed with the companion décor tiles featuring what look

like giant petals, in dark grey, graphite and grey. They’re great

for creating zones, edging a patio and highlighting steps.

 
Decor Porcelain Outdoor 

Slabs, £38.99/m2 

tilemountain.co.uk

Q

More 
 uxe, les  

fuss
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TOM HOWARD, DESIGNER

“
This heavenly hideaway is perfect for

after-work escapes with a glass of wine or for
lazing on a sunny weekend.

”

DESIGNER
Ask the

 

Each month we help sort out a reader’s 
problem garden with clever advice from  

the best experts in the garden design world

A BEAUTIFUL GARDEN IS
AN ENDLESS SOURCE OF
natural therapy, so having a leafy

corner with comfy seating to escape to is a
great idea. “For me, plants are key to creating a
sense of intimacy with lots of foliage providing
a variety of textures, and the soothing sound
of leaves in the breeze,” says garden designer 
Tom Howard (tomhowardgardens.co.uk). As a  
bonus, you’ll be attracting butterflies and birds 
into your sanctuary too.

“I was asked to create an informal seating 
corner as part of a redesign of a large garden.
This heavenly hideaway was intended for  
after-work escapes with a glass of wine and 
sunny weekend lazing.”

 The location was chosen away from the 
house in a corner that would be secluded but 
not entirely enclosed. An attractive planked 
path, part of a network that helps define and 
unite different elements of this garden, leads to 
and defines the cosy space. Tom explains: “The 
raised beds and the plants within it provide a 
sense of seclusion but not to a height that would 
hide it away completely, meaning while relaxing 
in this space, the owner can enjoy the views back 
over the rest of the garden to the house.”

✽ A sense of seclusion
Privacy is key for any sanctuary and here
pre-existing trees help block the view from
neighbouring properties. Tom’s plan brought
further screening in the form of bespoke
hardwood fencing, enhanced by a neighbour’s
stray bamboo. Hydrangea ‘Annabelle’, with its
large, showy white flowers, creates a striking
backdrop to the seating area, along with
three statement silver birches and red-barked
dogwood (Cornus alba ‘Sibirica Variegata’).

Deep borders surrounding the seating area,
along with the raised beds, are generously
filled with visually soothing greenery with lots
of evergreen elements, including holly balls,
to ensure this space is a pleasant place to be,
whatever the season. Restricting the colour
palette also helps to keep it a calm space:
other than the white of the hydrangea, there
are simple splashes of lime yarrow and purple
agapanthus and salvia.

✽ Soothing focus
The eye-catching centrepiece of this leafy 
lounge is a Corten steel fire table. Its vivid colour 
meant the seating needed to be a more subtle 

ne the calm of the setting would have
been lost had another bright colour been
chosen. “The muted purple cushions on the
bench complement the planting as well as the 
fire table,” says Tom. 

The fire table’s copper colour appears to 
radiate warmth even without the logs being 
alight, and it brings instant ambience to 
evenings when in use. The gravel is an ideal 
base, as Tom explains: “It’s lovely seeing the 
orange rust but, if placed on natural stone, the 
stone would become badly stained. Gravel is 
free-draining, so orange-coloured water can run 
off into it and if it starts to stain, you can just 
give it a reviving rake.”

✽ Texture trails
The square in the centre of the seating area is 
surrounded by smooth paving interspersed with 

A

 I want to create a secluded seating area 
at the bottom of my garden, where I can 

escape to and lower my stress levels! Can you 
inspire me? Sally Hunter, Suffolk

Q

With its ready-made privacy screen of trees, 

this was the ideal sanctuary spot

Before
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WANT SOME DESIGN INSPIRATION?
Email us, including a picture of your garden, at moderngardens@bauermedia.co.uk
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limestone gravel, which is also used throughout
the garden. Planked (alternately placed) paving
is both practical and aesthetically pleasing, 
being easier on the eye than a solid path. Tom
says: “The pavers lend themselves to breaking
up large spaces of lawn and can be interspersed
with gravel, which adds another texture, or with
low planting, such as sweet woodruff and thyme.
It’s more decorative than a solid path and can 
be more intricate too — the pavers can be given
different spacing, so you can be quite creative.
Planks also have the advantage of being easier
on the budget!”

✽ Straightforward seating
Tom deliberately kept the bespoke seating 
simple, with uprights for a back rest running 
around the corner, creating an intimate outdoor
sofa. Made from hardwearing hardwood 
Western Red Cedar, it’s the ultimate in flexible
seating as the cushions can be added to the 
entire length for larger gatherings, or left bare 

 TIP Use a gap underneath permanent seating  

 for storing logs or for planting ferns 

as a surface for drink trays and food, as required.
“Some people like to oil this wood, but for me, 
the beauty of it is that after a few months, it will 
start to silver,” says Tom. “The silvering of the 
wood, combined with white and purple flowers, 
offers a nice mellow feel. The muted tone of 
grey/brown paint on the raised beds also helps 
to enhance the colours in the planting.”

The joy of having a bolthole to escape to  
is being able to do it at a moment’s notice,  
so weatherproof cushions are a must. These 
tailor-made base and back cushions are from 
The Outdoor Cushion Company. “You can 
leave them out all year-round and jet-wash 
them if they get stained. They come in a choice 
of hundreds of fabrics covering a special kind of 
foam, which simply allows water to flow through 
it, so they don’t go mouldy,” Tom says.

Get the look
1 CUSHIONS Bespoke, from £53/50 x 50 x 
5cm outdoor-cushion.co.uk

2 FIRE TABLE Corten Steel Square Fire Table 
1.2m, £583.99 primrose.co.uk

3 PAVING Scoutmoor YorkStone, £180/m2 
marshalls.co.uk

4 PAINT Farrow & Ball Exterior Masonry in 
Mouse’s Back, £85/5L farrow-ball.com

5 PLANTS Silver birch tree £39.99/9L  
and red-barked dogwood £5.99/60cm bare root 
primrose.co.uk, hydrangea ‘Annabelle’ £16.99/2L 
crocus.co.uk, and holly balls from £17.86/20-
25cm boxtrees.com

6 GRAVEL White Limestone, from £119.80/ 
Bulk Bag stonewarehouse.co.uk

THAT’S CLEVER! 
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* I share my
garden with…
my partner Yvonne Murray
and our two rescue dogs,
Oscar and Douglas.

* Our space is…
a country garden with modern touches, where
we enjoy a G&T and a book or a glass of wine
at the end of a busy day at work. Our long,
narrow, third of an acre was wild when we first
bought the house and looked a lot shorter as
there was a huge laurel bush growing in the first
part of the garden. We had no idea that the
plot went past it down to a vegetable patch and
wildlife pond, and then to a tiny copse of hazel
trees with its very own 1930s pigsty! We could
see the potential once we finally got to the
bottom of the garden and saw the incredible
view of fields and woodland. We’ve built some

Our old decking is
still the perfect spot
for a morning cuppa

All is calm in this
suntrap and our

favourite reading corner

Just two gals
and our dogs

raised decking areas so we can follow the sun
around the garden, but we’ve left the end of the
garden completely wild, with plenty of bluebells,
butterflies and birds’ nests.

* Our inspiration… changes all
the time! Sometimes it’s quintessential cottage
garden styles, sometimes it’s the Great Smoky
Mountains of Tennessee! Like most Modern
Garden readers, we like flicking through
magazines and spending lots of time on
Instagram and Pinterest too.

* We use our garden for…
relaxing and keeping us entertained. We love
to spend time pottering and sowing too many
seeds than we have space for. We often get
stuck into projects to relax and forget about
stresses and strains. When my dad died, the
garden became a real therapy for me.

This month we take a peek over the
fence at Amy Hollier’s tranquil haven
with wonderful views in Worcestershire
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“I’m in the garden”
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GARDEN MAKEOVER

The garden in full bloom,
with lots of nectar-rich
plants to keep bees and

butterflies happy

Me with our first crop of baby
carrots soon turned into cakes

* Favourite plant
Sweet peas are so rewarding as you can keep
cutting them for the house and have a new
bunch every few days, plus they smell incredible. 
Yvonne’s favourites are all the ones she grows 
from seed for the cutting patch. We’ve really 
amped things up this year so hopefully we’ll have 
bouquets upon bouquets.

* Latest project
We’re going to convert the 
pigsty into a cool ‘she-shed’. 
We got carried away  
on Pinterest one  
night and it’s going 
to be epic.

* Top tip
Leave a space for 
wildlife – it’s so 
rewarding when 
they start sharing 
your garden.

* What our 
garden means 
to us
It’s a safe, tranquil haven, the best 
‘thinking place’ on earth and a source of good fun. 
As well as thriving with wildlife, it thrives with the 
sound of popping corks too! 

✽ Amy’s Instagram is @howdoesyourgardenglow

* Best garden moment
This was when we chopped down the hazel 
trees and discovered there was another third of 
the garden hidden away with an amazing view! 
Aside from that, every year gives us something 
new to celebrate – whether it’s blooming 
flowers, new crops of vegetables or just good 
times around the barbecue.

* Favourite area
The raised decking with an L-shaped sofa: it’s 
a real treat for me to have time to spend in this 
secluded suntrap with a glass of something 
nice and a book. It was my idea to do the raised 
deck as the view is lovely from there, but it was 
Yvonne’s idea to hide the ugly garage wall it 
backs onto using artificial hedge tiles. Yvonne is 
the creative one in our house, so she has added 
some design touches to the outdoor spaces and 
is very fond of a festoon light!

* Current obsession
We recently had our kitchen renovated and 
put in large glass doors, and Yvonne’s dad built 
us a great decking area outside them. We love 
sitting out there with the firepit going, watching 
bats fly around the garden.

* Best buy
This sounds ridiculous but it has to be our 
garden cart – it’s a game changer! Our garden 
is on a slope, so trudging things up and down 
it can be really tiring. It was from Aldi, so it was 
amazing value.

We don’t need
an excuse to have
dinner autside!

A little dabble 
with our 

paintbrushes 

A bouquet of cut
flowers from
our garden

Get in touch Tell us all about your garden by 
emailing moderngardens@bauermedia.co.uk

Our outside office 
during lockdown - thank 
goodness for the parasol

The perfect evening 
spot for sundowners! 
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PAWS& WHISKERS...
...FINS AND FEATHERS. We love to see  
your pets enjoying your gardens too!

Fun in the sun 
We have artificial grass so our dogs Daisy

and Rosie can play out all year round.

Rosie has seasonal allergies and no longer

scratches and bites her skin in summer.

The 40mm grass is lovely and soft, and

you still get the little insects in there,

which wagtail birds love  e ther Gibson

HAPPY HOUND 

Toby loves being in our garden, he

has his own parasol! He draws ou

attention to things we may otherw

miss such as birds on the fence.

Janice Scott

We bought our dog Rex a paddling pool from Argos so he can keep  cool while playing. Suzy Agnew

Bunny business 

Our rabbit Lily has 

full access to our whole 

garden, and there are 

areas where she is able 

to make little dens. We’ve 

got lots of leafy plants 

to give her shade in 

summer and we’ve put a 

bird bath on the ground 

that she can access for 

fresh drinking water. 

Diane & Amy Bootland

A dustbin lid of water is the
perfect bath for wood pigeons.
Lynda McBriarty Snowdon

can usually be found blending into his 
surroundings and sunbathing

        PET IN A POT

YOUR PRIZE!
✽ Andrea receives
a two-seater Peony
Pink Bench Topper,
worth £120, from
thelounginghound.
com, also available
in three and four-se
and bespoke – perfect for adding a
splash of colour to a summer garden.
Post your photos to facebook.com/
moderngardensmagazine 



PAINT
Project

Transform your plot for very little outlay with these 
ALL-NEW EFFECTS – no arty fingers required!
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CONCRETE CHEAT
Garden tables and benches made of concrete are a huge trend
this year, but they’re not cheap and can be pretty heavy to move
around. Cheat the trend and give your furniture this uber-modern
look by spray-painting it using Rust-Oleum Natural Effects
Concrete Effect (£9.99/400ml very.co.uk). It has a matt finish and
is lightly textured to replicate the feel of the real stuff and can be
used on wood, metal and plastic.

W
ant to bring your garden bang 
up to date this summer without 
spending a heap of time and 
money? Then these modern 

paint techniques are the answer. Don’t panic 
if you’d never normally reach for a paintbrush 
or entertain a paint effect as all these ideas 
are easy to do, as well as being on-trend, and 
they will create subtle, stylish effects that’ll look 
absolutely at home in your sleek garden. 

If you’re used to painting pretty much 
anything that doesn’t move in your plot, then 
these techniques will give you lots of new ideas 
to try. From pavers and decking to fences and 
furniture, there really isn’t much you can’t turn 
from drab to fab using a lick of paint!

MODERN
OMBRÉ
Blending different paint shades to create
an ombré effect is the stylish way to
disguise an uneven wall. You can choose
complementary shades such as pastel
and bright pink, or contrasting shades
like this wall. Use a large masonry brush
to paint the whole wall in the lighter
shade and let it fully dry. Next, using a
new or clean masonry brush, apply the
darker colour to the bottom section of
the wall. Mix a few dollops of the two
colours together in a separate tub, and
apply them to the middle portion of your
wall using a feathering brush, for a softer
gradient. Finally, run a clean masonry
roller along the divide to achieve a
seamlessly blended look. This wall is
painted in Sandtex Ultra Smooth
Masonry Paint in Gravel and Black,
£29/2.5L sandtex .uk

Harris Trade 
4in Flat 
Masonry 
Brush, £5.99 
screwfix.com
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Pur   
Elite  
Brus   
£12.7  
univar

DIP-DYE WEAVES
This is a big trend, and it’s so chic we’re certain it’ll 
stand the test of time. It works on all scales, 
from a little basket planter to a rattan sofa. 
If your object is small, simply dip it into 
an exterior garden paint suitable for most 
surfaces (try Cuprinol Garden Shades, 
£20/2.5L, diy.com) and then peg it out to dry 
with paper underneath to catch the drips. 
For a larger item, run masking tape around 
it to give you a line to guide you, then fill 
in below using a small paintbrush.

ProDec Trade Pro  
Bristle Blend Brush, £3 
wood-finishes-direct.com
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STENCILLED
DECKING
Interior designer Melanie Jade from
melaniejadedesign.com (@melaniejadedesign)
transformed her dull and dreary wooden
decking using a Valencia Tile Stencil (£7.98/4in,
dizzyduckdesigns.com) and Cuprinol Garden
Shades in White Daisy and Silver Birch (£11/1L,
wilko.com). You’ll need some patience, but the
effect is worth it! Clear and clean the deck
thoroughly and leave to dry. Choose a still, dry

day,
paint
Daisy p
dry, posi
the Silver e whole
deck is cov work from
side-to-side ckwards, so you don’t
smudge the s paint.

Annie Sloan Stencil
Brush, £7.95 kindlehouse.co.uk

GOOD IDEA!

 

COLOUR-WASH MOTIFS
A weather-beaten wooden garden table will 
take on a new lease of life with this stunning 
technique. You’ll need two tins of coloured 
exterior wood protection paint (we used 
Sadolin Superdec Satin Opaque Wood 
Protection in Polynesia and Sea Step, try 
buypaintsonline.co.uk, £18/1L), and a stencil 

(try dizzyduckdesigns.com, prices 
start from £5.98). 

First, sand the tabletop to a smooth 
surface and remove all dust. Use any brush 
to apply two coats of one colour, leaving to 
dry after each coat. Then fix the stencil to  
a straight edge of the table using masking 
tape, and apply a coat of the second colour 
over it using a stencil brush. Gently lift off 
the stencil, and wipe it clean before laying it 
down in line with the pattern. Repeat until 
the tabletop is covered.

Royal 4in Foam  
Mini Roller Pack, 
£3.77/2 fredaldous.co.uk
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 TIP Secure your stencil in place  using masking tape and apply the  paint in thin layers 
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TRY THIS!

Add interest to a plain 
wall or fence. Mark a 
horizontal line halfway 

up, apply a strip of 
masking tape along the 
top of the line and paint 
the bottom section. Leave 

to dry, then carefully 
remove the tape

INSTANT VINTAGE
Give a cheap and cheerful wooden bistro chair a per-cool
vintage look with minimal effort! Use sandpape d r
to remove any varnish or paint to reveal the ba
You’ll need two exterior wood paint colours –
one lighter. Pour 300ml of the darker colour 
disposable cup, add 100ml of water and sti  
a wooden stick (the mixture should be run
not too watery). Use a brush to apply it  
wood and leave to dry thoroughly – it’ll  
little longer than usual because of the 
water content. Next, mix the lighter  
as before, but this time use 200ml t  
create a wash. Use a foam brush t  
apply over the first coat, and leav  
to fully dry. Then, lightly sand
using a piece of fine-grit
sandpaper, or a sander.

TIP To make it look au

sand harder in areas that wo d

naturally wear more with use
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2in Poly Foam
Brush, £1.25

tcschandlery.co.ukGOOD IDEA!

Use a square stencil to 
get a tiled look for a 
fraction of the cost of 
laying new flooring



Small 
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MOROCCAN AVING
Whether you want to revamp a few or all of
your slabs, this technique transforms old pav
fast and brings this summer’s Moroccan tren
to your garden. Use it to bring new life to an
old patio, or upcycle a few old paving slabs to
add to an area of gravel. You’ll need to buy a
stencil that’s the same size as the slabs – try
Large Medina Floor Stencil by Nicolette
Tabram (£19.99, etsy.com). Choose a sunny
weekend for your project and don’t rush!

White
ncil Brush,
dover.co.uk

1 Use a wire brush to clean the slabs of all 
dirt and debris. Rinse using a hosepipe and 
leave to dry thoroughly.

2 Use a small roller to apply two coats of 
exterior masonry paint, leaving each coat  
to dry thoroughly.

3 Place the stencil over the slab and use a 
arge stencil brush to dab over the same 
aint in a different shade. Leave to dry 
efore carefully removing the stencil. If the 
abs are in an area where they’ll be

frequently walked on, add a coat of external
concrete sealer (try smartseal.co.uk, from
£5.95/150ml).

Harris 4in Seriously 
Good Walls & Ceilings 
Roller Set, £2.59 
toolstoreuk.co.uk
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TEXTURE 
ALCHEMY
Does your painted fence look 
a little too dominant in your 
garden and demand too 
much of your attention? 
Or do you want to create a 
subtly different effect on just one 
part of your fence to help zone 
your plot? Enter this clever ‘dry 
brushing’ technique, which will 
soften the look without taking away 
from the colour impact, and help to 
add depth and interest. Repaint 
your fence or wall in the colour of 
your choice and while it’s still damp, 
use a clean, dry, large paintbrush to 
paint over the fence again, using 
absorbent kitchen towel to 
regularly remove paint from the 
brush. This will lift paint to create 
areas with a thinner coat and a 
textured effect. To highlight the 
effect, add a layer of lacquer (we 
used Chalk Paint Lacquer, 
£21.95/750ml, anniesloan.com).

COLOUR-
BLOCK WALL
This is so easy to do, but looks amazing,
and creates an eye-catcher of a feature
on a plain wall. It’s a really useful way to
draw attention from old pavers or patches
of the garden that aren’t quite up to
scratch yet. Either paint the wall in a new
colour or just paint the block onto an
existing tone. Use a spirit level, pencil and
masking tape to create a square shape,
and it’s really worth paying the extra for
exterior masking tape for this project.
Paint inside the tape surround with your
chosen exterior paint and leave to dry
before carefully removing the tape.

Duck Exterior
Blue Masking Tape,
£7.99 amazon.co.uk
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Intelligent Exterior Eggshell 
Paint in Marine Blue,  
£35/1L littlegreene.com

Diall 4in Paint Brush, 
£8.23 diy.com
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Masonry Paint in Grey
Teal, £69.50/5L
littlegreene.com

3 more
awesome
illusions

Valspar Exterior Paint in
Vitamin C and Passionate
Peony, both £15/1L
d

Masonry Paint in Carys
and Mambo, £69.50/5L
both littlegreene.com

Exterior Eggshell in Lake
Red and Imperial Purple,
both £29/75ml
farrow-ball.com

OPTICAL BURST
Choose two colours that both fight for your attention 
and you’ll create a brighter-than-bright optical illusion. 
This technique works best with slatted furniture such as 
this bench against a wall, where Sadolin Superdec in 
Blue Peter is set against Crazy Daze to eye-popping 
effect (both £18/1L buypaintsonline.co.uk). Try it on a 
smaller scale with a pot on a table, too, where it’ll make 
the shape of the leaves into a real feature. 
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stylish



Growing, making, upcycling or SIMPLY ENJOYING. 
We love to see what you’re up to in your gardens

Mixing it up
We’ve created our own mini 

paradise at home with a 

bar made from pallets. My 

husband burned the top 

to make it look nice, and 

the sign was made out of 

a scaffold board. My son 

named it Cocktail Cove. 

Deb Aslin, Facebook

Raise the bar

Our new bar has 

replaced a raised bed 

that dried out quickly.  

It gets the evening sun  

so is the perfect spot. 

Nigel Armstead, Facebook

We can enjoy our bar whatever the 
weather! Shanice Finnegan, Facebook

HAPPY HOUR
We made a bar area at the side of our house, between
us and our neighbours, so we could talk to one another
during lockdown. It started off as one block of wood on
the fence and has now expanded to include a sail shade 
decorated with fairy lights, so we can use it come rain or 
shine, bar stools, signs and snacks. 
Jane Clapham, Facebook

YOUR PRIZE!
✽ Congratulations to  
Jane for sending us the best idea 
of the month. She receives two 
nourishing Sugar Hand Scrubs, 
worth £30, from Tam Mason 
tammason.co.uk – Bergamot 
& Blood Orange and Mint & 
Cedarwood – both  
wonderful to use  
after gardening.
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Garden  
bar  

SPECIAL
That’s clever!
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Pallet pub
When we sold our

hot tub, we were left

with a redundant

gazebo, which I have

converted into an

outside bar using pallet

wood. I thought if we

can’t go to the pub, I will

bring the pub to our

garden, ready for when

our friends visit. 

Mick Thurston, email

We love summer evenings spent at our
home-made tiki bar. Nigel Hayward, Facebook

My pallet bar is painted with Cuprinol ‘s Urban 
Slate and Johnstone’s Spring Rosemary. It has 
hooks for bottle openers and shelves for glasses. 
Lorna Tidbury, Facebook

Hair of the dog
Bert’s Bar is open for business.

Social distancing will apply!

Jill Veale, email
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GET IN TOUCH

Facebook Modern

Gardens Magazine

Twitter @Modern_Gardens

Instagram @ModernGardens

Ways to share your modern  

gar ns id as and pro ects with us...

My partner, son and I have 

been getting creative during 

lockdown and made this bar 

and stools out of pallets. We just 

need the sunshine to stay now! 

Kelly Mullins, email

Lockdown  
lock-in
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Enjoy quick and easy AL FRESCO FEASTS 
whether your budget is deep-pan or thin & crispy!

PIZZA!
PIZZ

ENJOY 
YOUR 
ARDEN 

MORE!

 TIP Prepare bowls of chopped peppers, pepperoni,  

 sliced mushrooms, olives and different cheeses, 

 and let everyone create their own dream pizza 



5 garden-tastic
toppings to try

✽ THE
ALPINE
MEADOW
Make your
own basil pesto,
then top with sliced
mushrooms, cherry
tomatoes and so
cheese, with a f
rocket thrown

✽ THE WAT
GARDEN
Spread a coo
pizza base w
crème fraich
chopped pa
and dill and
lemon zest
with smok
and a squ
lemon jui

✽ THE
Marinade fin
onion, cho
rosem
chil  
garli
olive
cove
spread
dough and
with mozzarell

✽ THE VEG P
Caramelise
choppe
shall
lit  

 
 
 

 
ch
and a
pine nuts

✽ THE GA
FRESH
Blitz caramelised
red onions with
just-cooked peas
and a squeeze of
lemon juice. Spread
on the dough, top with
feta and when baked, add
walnuts and black olives.

O
utdoor pizza ovens have been 
steadily gaining popularity 
during the last few years 
but sales have been on the 

increase over recent months, which is 
testament to our new-found appreciation 
for both home-cooking and garden-time. 
Even now that many restaurants are open 
once again, it seems that lots of us are 
so hooked on the garden-cooked pizza 
experience that we’re still opting to dine 
at home. And no wonder. Not much beats 
the wood-fired taste of freshly baked pizza 
– this is a food so good that songs have 
been written to celebrate it (if you haven’t 
heard The Jonas Brothers crooning Pizza 
Girl, now is the time to get on Spotify). 

But it’s not just the taste sensation of 
freshly made pizza that’s making this 
the trend of the summer; the freedom 
to create tailormade toppings, the 
make-your-neighbours-envious smell 
of dough baking and cheese sizzling, 
and the satisfaction of sprinkling on 
home-grown herbs all combine to 
happy effect. Oh, and let’s not forget 
the joy of eating dinner on a comfy 
deckchair in your beautiful garden!

The surge in popularity has meant 
lots of new products are now on the 
market, so there’s a pizza-in-the-
garden option to suit every budget. 
However much you’ve got to spend, a 
magical pizza evening can be yours.
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OUTDOOR LIVING

EASY ENTERTAINING

A pizza oven lets you cater for 
friends without any stress! Ooni 
Koda Gas-Powered Outdoor 
Pizza Oven, £249 uk.ooni.com.
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PIZZA STONE
If you’ve got a lidded
barbecue, then you can
make delicious garden p
with the help of a pizza stone or a baking steel. 
This is the cheapest way to cook pizza
al fresco and prices range from £15 – BBQ Pizza 
stone, homebase.co.uk – to £80-plus – The 
Original Baking Steel, £89, bakingsteel-uk.com. 

A steel will cook your food faster, so you get a 
crisper base, while a stone will stay warmer for 
longer, so you can cook more pizzas before 
needing to reheat it to the correct pre-cooking 
temperature. You can get pizza stones and 
steels that are designed for indoor ovens only, so 
make sure you’re choosing a stone that can be 
used outdoors on your barbecue. 

Both are very easy to use. Put the stone or 
steel on top of your cooking grate and let it heat 
up to at least 230ºC. It needs to be this hot so 
that when you put your pizza on it, the dough 
cooks instead of sticking and burning. Once the 
stone is hot enough, slide your pizza onto it and 

close the lid of the barbecue so that the heat
circulates and cooks the toppings. Wait for four
to five minutes, then check if it’s ready. 

GRILL-TOP OVEN
The downside of a stone 
or steel is that getting
your cheese grilled to
melted perfection can be a bit hit-and-miss.
Keeping the lid shut makes for the best cooking
temperatures, so you need to resist opening it
too often to check. For just a little more outlay, a
barbecue pizza oven solves the problem. These
compact gadgets sit on top of your hot 
barbecue, baking away while you grill. They’re
not as hot or as speedy as standalone ovens, but
you can still enjoy a beautifully cooked pizza in
3-4 minutes. If your barbecue is big enough, you
can use the rest of the grill as normal too. Try
Blaze Box Pizza Oven, £64.99, thompson-
morgan.com; Bakerstone Original Pizza Oven
Box, £79.99, therange.co.uk; or La Hacienda 
BBQ Pizza Oven, £90, homebase.co.uk.

£15

What’s your budget?

 TIP Lightly brush one side of the dough  

 with oil before you add the toppings 

 to prevent soggy bottoms 

£65

 

 

GOOD IDEA!

  

 

CHEAP AS CHIPS!

The most economical 
route to garden pizza is 
a barbecue-proof stone. 
Weber Grilling Stone, 
£38.99 weber.com
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STANDALONE 
PIZZA OVEN
If you’re going  
to be making pizza
regularly, then treat yourself to a dedicated
outdoor pizza oven. They’re reliable, simple to
use, hot and fast! It takes far less time for the
oven to heat up, and you can whip out your
crisped pizza after a minute to a minute-and-a-
half of cooking. They’re also small and portable,
making them easy to store and take round to
friends’ gardens, too, if you don’t mind sharing!

Gas-fired and wood-pellet-fuelled models 
are available: gas tends to heat up faster and is
more reliable at maintaining a consistent 
temperature, while wood delivers the traditional,
smoky, buon appetito taste. These compact
ovens can also be used to bake and roast other
foods, too, so if you like to experiment in the
kitchen, then this option lets you take your
culinary creativity out into the garden.

Ooni is currently king of the affordable,
portable, pizza oven market, so have a look at
Fyra Portable Wood-fired Outdoor Pizza
Oven, £229, and Koda Gas-Powered Outdoor
Pizza Oven, £249, both uk.ooni.com.

BLOW THE
BUDGET
If pizza is your passion
then splash the cash
and bring the authentic taste of a
Mediterranean pizzeria to your plot. There are
super-swanky portable ovens, such as those at
delivita.co.uk, from £1,195, which will cook your
pizza to chef standards. Or, opt for a fixed,
brick-built, wood-fired oven, which look great
and deliver a smoky taste that hits the pinnacles
of pizza perfection. You can pop your pizza in
and pull it out, perfectly cooked, in 60-90
seconds, but they can take a long time to heat
up, need a fair amount of TLC and, because
they’re fuelled by good quality kiln-dried 
hardwood, there are ongoing costs. 

There’s a wide range of different models,
sizes and materials available, so start your 
search by deciding your priorities. Do you want
your pizza oven to retain enough heat to keep
cooking for hours at a time, or would you prefer
one that heats up more quickly but doesn’t
retain that cooking temperature for long? For
most garden use, an oven with an internal 
diameter of 70-80cm will give you plenty of
cooking space and take less time to heat than a
bigger option. Build-your-own kits are available,
or opt for a bespoke, ready-made oven. Try
wood-firedoven.co.uk, valorianiuk.com and
bushmanwoodfiredovens.co.uk.

£229

TRY THIS!

For extra flavour, brush the
pizza base with oil bottled with
a few rosemary sprigs and a

couple of garlic cloves

OUTDOOR LIVING

FAST FEASTS

Standalone ovens
speed up the process.
The Ooni Fyra
Portable Wood-Fired 
Outdoor Pizza Oven 
takes five minutes 
to heat up and one 
minute to deliver the 
perfect crust! £229 

uk.ooni.com

RESTAURANT

RESULTS

If you’re after  
chef-standard 
pizza, a top-end 
oven will bring you 
years of culinary 
pleasure. The Blue 
Diamond Oven, 
£1,195 delivita.co.uk

BARBECUE UPGRADE

A small oven that sits on 
top of a heated grill is  
a cheap way to achieve a 
great-tasting result. La 
Hacienda BBQ Pizza Oven, 
£90 homebase.co.uk

£1,000+

ore lux  
less fus

Let’s  
eat out



OUTDOOR LIVING

TIP Dust your peel with polenta to prevent 

the pizza dough from sticking to it 

SHAPE YOUR PIZZA  

THE EASY WAY!
If your dough has been in the fridge, leave  
it at room temperature for 30 minutes so  
that it becomes more flexible. Flour a board 
and your hands. Put your dough ball onto 
the board and hold your hand above it. Use  
your hand to ‘dive’ down into the middle  
of the ball, separating your fingers as you 
touch it to stretch it flatter. Repeat, moving 
the dough clockwise, working outwards 
towards the rim.

6 essential buys

6

2

4

1 OXO Pizza Wheel for Non-Stick Pizza
Stones, £9 amazon.co.uk
2 Masterclass Oil Drizzler, £14.95 amazon.co.uk
3 Pizza Growbar, £12 notonthehighstreet.com
4 Pizza Peel, £25 johnlewis.com
5 Herringbone Pizza Boards, from £32.95
quinceandcook.co.uk
6 Pizzeria Sign by
ClassicMetalSigns,
£16.85 etsy.com

3

5

1

        MAKE THESE!

THE BEST  

DOUGH FOR 

OUTDOOR OVENS
Use this tasty dough 
straightaway or keep it in 
the fridge for up to two days. 

YOU WILL NEED

✽ 2 tsp active dry yeast

✽ 250ml warm water

✽ 500g ‘OO’ flour or strong  
white bread flour

✽ 1 tbsp extra virgin olive oil

✽ Pinch of salt

✽ Flour (for rolling) 

WHAT TO DO

1 Dissolve the yeast in the water. Put the 
flour in a bowl and make a small well in 
the centre. Add the olive oil, then the salt 
and mix in the water/yeast. 

2 Knead for 10 minutes until you can 
shape the dough into a ball. Put into a 
lightly oiled bowl, cover with a clean tea 
towel and leave to rise in a warm spot – 
this should take approximately two hours. 

3 Knead your dough again. If you want  
to store it, tightly seal in an oiled bowl 
with clingfilm and put it in the fridge.  
To use straightaway, flour a rolling board 
and divide into three or four parts, 
depending on how many individual pizzas 
you want to make. Shape the dough and 
leave for 15 minutes or so before cooking 
for best results.
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TOP TOOLS

You’ll need a peel to slide the pizza 
into and out of your outdoor oven. 
Make sure you buy one that fits 
into it but that’s still big enough for 
your favourite crust size.



UV-PROTECTION OIL EXTRA

www.osmouk.com

Perfectly protected against the sun.

UV resistant factor 12 in comparison to untreated wood

• For vertically structured exterior surfaces

• Very water and dirt resistant

• Reduces wood swelling and shrinkage

• Resists the growth of algae, mildew and fungal attack

• 4PJYVWVYV\Z��IYLH[OHISL�ÄUPZO�¶�KVLZU»[�JYHJR��WLLS��ÅHRL�VY�ISPZ[LY

• No sanding necessary for future applications
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You’ll be absolutely blown away by the
INCREDIBLE TASTE of these little
red gems plucked fresh from a patio pot

✽ ‘Rougette’ has 
globe-shaped 
roots with
colourful, bright 
red skins and 
crisp, succulent 
flesh. 99p/300 
seeds thompson-
morgan.com

✽ ‘Mirabeau’ has 
bright red, 
cylindrical roots 
with white tips. 
The roots have a 
crunchy texture 
and a peppery 
taste. 99p/250 
seeds thompson-
morgan.com

H
old on for just a minute! If you can’t be 
bothered with radishes, then chances 
are you’ve only ever tasted insipid 
supermarket-bought veggies. But 

grown at home and pulled straight from the 
ground, they’re juicy, crunchy and have a 
delightfully peppery flavour that’ll pep up your 
summer salads like nothing else. Their leaves are 
tasty too, eaten as they are or blitzed into the 
freshest-tasting pesto you’ve ever tried. And the 
seedheads make for a crunchy snack that goes 
perfectly with a glass of beer.

VERSATILE VEGGIE
Perhaps it’s time you gave the humble summer 
radish a second chance. You can choose from 
pink, purple and white varieties as well as red, 
and because the plants are so small and dainty, 
they take up very little room, so you can squeeze 
some in just about anywhere. They’re perfect for 
containers, even windowboxes. They’ll be ready 
to harvest in three to six weeks, so if you’re 
growing other veggies that are slower to mature, 
you can pop a few radish plants in-between and 
make use of otherwise wasted ground. 

Because they’re so fast-growing, sow a few 
seeds every 10-14 days, rather than all in one go, 
throughout the month. Position them out of hot, 
burning sunlight, keep the soil moist and water 
regularly during hot, dry periods. And don’t try 
to grow the biggest roots known to man – pull 
them up as soon as the root has swollen to a 
good size to enjoy their succulent taste.

If your plants get too dry or hot, or they’re left 
in the ground too long, then they’ll flower – but 
these are edible too! They have a milder flavour 
than the roots, making them brilliant for adding 
colour to a salad or sprinkling over cooked 
veggies for a hint of pepperiness. The seedpods 
have a milder spicy flavour and some varieties, 
such as ‘Munchen Bier’, are grown specifically to 
harvest these crunchy morsels. 

In Germany, radishes are a delicacy at beer 
festivals, but they’re also great to throw into a 
stir-fry or salad. And if you’ve got any seeds left 
in the packet by the end of August, then 
radishes also make excellent microgreens and 
are one of the easiest and quickest to grow on a 
window sill indoors, and they will be ready to eat 
within 10 days of sowing.

RADISHES
Summer
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EASY IDEAS

➣

 TIP Remove the leaves and store in a sealed 

 plastic bag in your fridge to keep your 

 radishes fresh and crisp for up to a week 

HOW TO GROW
Radishes will grow just about anywhere 
in the garden. Squeeze a few into beds 
and borders among your flowers!

YOU WILL NEED

✽ Garden fork or hand fork

✽ Planting compost, such as Verve 
Soil Improver, £4.37/50L diy.com

✽ Rake

✽ Radish seeds

✽ Watering can with rose

WHAT TO DO
1 Dig the soil to a depth of 10-15cm. 
Remove any perennial weed roots and 
mix in the compost.

2 Rake over the soil, breaking up any 
clumps until smooth. Lightly firm using 
the back of the rake and level the soil.

3 Lightly sprinkle the radish seeds over 
the prepared soil. Don’t sow too thickly 
– ideally, they want to be 2.5-4cm apart, 
so there’s room for the roots to swell.

4 Rake the soil again, so the seeds are 
just covered with soil.

5 Give the soil a thorough watering and 
water again whenever the soil starts to 
dry out.



 TIP Leftover pickled radishes will keep in the  

 fridge for up to a week. Add to salads, serve with  

 cheese and biscuits or use to perk up a sandwich 

RADISHES & HARISSA CHICKEN SKEWERS

INGREDIENTS

For the pickled radishes

✽ 300g radishes

✽ 8 tbsp white wine vinegar

✽ 1 tsp sea salt

✽ 4 tsp caster sugar

For the chicken skewers

✽ 750g skinless &  
boneless chicken thighs

✽ 150ml natural yogurt

✽ 1-2 tbsp harissa paste

✽ 1 tsp runny honey

✽ Juice of 1/2 lime

Serves 4

WHAT TO DO 

1 The night before, wash 
the radishes, dry them and 
remove the leaves and stalks. 
Finely slice the radishes and 
place in a glass jar or bowl 
(don’t use a metal one as it 
will react with the vinegar).

2 Gently heat the vinegar, 
salt and sugar in a saucepan, 
stirring until dissolved. Pour 
the liquid over the radishes, 
cover and leave to pickle 
overnight in the fridge.

3 Chop the chicken thighs 
into even-sized chunks and 
place in a bowl. Combine 

with the yogurt, harissa, 
honey and lime juice. Cover 
and leave in the fridge 
overnight to marinate.

4 On the day you want to eat 
your skewers, preheat  
your grill to its highest  
setting or light your barbecue. 
Thread the chicken onto four 
metal skewers and grill for  
15-20 minutes, turning 
regularly, or until cooked 
through. Serve with the 
pickled radishes, salad, and 
couscous made with chicken 
stock (stir a little ground 
coriander into it too).

        PICKLE THEM!
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EASY IDEAS

RADISH LEAF PESTO

INGREDIENTS

✽ 80g fresh radish leaves

✽ 50g pine nuts

✽ 30g Parmesan cheese

✽ 1 small garlic clove

✽ Zest and juice of 1/2 lemon

✽ 70ml olive oil (you may need a little more 
or less depending on how you prefer the final 
consistency of the pesto)

✽ Salt and pepper

✽ 1/4 tsp runny honey (if required)
 
WHAT TO DO 

1 Wash your radish leaves thoroughly and dry well 
between sheets of paper towel.

2 Add the radish leaves, pine nuts, Parmesan, garlic, 
lemon juice and zest to the bowl of a food processor 
and blitz to a paste. With the motor still running, add 
the olive oil until you reach the desired consistency.

3 Season to taste and, if there is a little bitterness, 
add the runny honey. Keep in a sealed container in 
the fridge and use within one week.

FLOWER-POT DIP

INGREDIENTS

✽ New terracotta pot(s)

✽ 300ml sour cream

✽ Bunch of fresh chives, finely chopped

✽ 1/2 clove of garlic, crushed

✽ 1 tsp lemon juice

✽ Zest of 1/2 lemon

✽ Salt and pepper to taste

✽ Aluminium foil

✽ Bunch of small radishes, washed and  

dried with leaves trimmed

✽ 25g poppy seeds
 
WHAT TO DO 

1 Wash the terracotta pots in hot, soapy water and 
dry thoroughly.

2 Combine the sour cream, chives, garlic, lemon 
juice and zest in a bowl and season to taste.

3 Cut out discs of foil and place inside each pot so 
they fully cover the bottom. If you’d prefer, line the 
pots fully with foil. 

4 Spoon the dip into the pots and level off.  

5 Insert a few radishes into the dip, leaving the top 
of the radishes visible.

6 Sprinkle the poppy seeds over the surface. Serve 
with the remaining radishes in a bowl alongside.

 TIP If you don’t have quite enough radish leaves, top up with basil or parsley 

 TIP Radishes taste great  

 with a humous dip too 

        BLITZ THEM!

          ARRANGE THEM!
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USE CLAY POTS

to display your plants at
their best. Not only
decorative, they will
lose moisture through

the sides, helping to prevent the
roots sitting in damp compost.
Emma, editor Modern Gardens
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S
ucculents and cacti are bang 
on-trend right now and we’re giving 
you the chance to start your own 
modern display, for FREE*! You’ll get 

six young succulent plants and six cactus 
plants in a range of colours in 5.5cm pots, 
worth £19.99, just pay £6.99 postage. They 
need little care, just give them plenty of light 
and a little water now and again. Plus, save 
£5 on pretty daphne ‘Perfume Princess’, 
save £5 when you buy two round planters 
and save £2 on Blooming Fast Plant Food.This fun, easy to grow collection of  

SUCCULENTS & CACTI is ready 
to go on a window sill near you now!

GET YOUR FREE* MUST-HAVE

PLANTS

FREE*  
plants worth 
£19.99 for 
very reader
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HOW TO ORDER 
✽  GO ONLINE yougarden.com/RMG132

✽  CALL 0844 6 569 569 quoting code RMG132. Calls cost 
5p per minute plus your phone provider’s access charge. 

✽  BY POST Fill in the form, cut it out and post it to the 
address below with your payment by cheque or provide 
your payment card details.

T&CS: Orders dispatched within 14 working days. Contract for supply is with
YouGarden Ltd, Eventus House, Sunderland Road, Market Deeping PE6 8FD.
Offer subject to availability, and in the event that it is oversubscribed, we reserve 
the right to send suitable substitutes. UK delivery only. Delivery surcharges may 
apply for the following postcode areas: AB, BT, DD8-11, GY, HS, IM, IV, JE, KA27-
28, KW, PA20-80, PH19-50, TR21-25 and ZE. Images show mature plants. See 
website for photos of plants as supplied. Full terms and product details at www.
YouGarden.com. Offer closes 30 September 2020.

ORDER FORM
Modern Gardens, Reader Offer RMG132, YouGarden, 
PO Box 637, Wetherby Road, York YO26 0DQ.

Title ............................................................. Initial ............................... 

Surname ................................................................................................

Address .................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................... 

........................................ Postcode .....................................................

Email .......................................................Tel..........................................

Payment details
I enclose a cheque for £.............................. made payable to  
YouGarden with my name and address on the back.
Or debit my Visa ■ Mastercard ■  

Card Number..................../..................../..................../....................

Start Date................/................ Expiry Date................/................ 

Signature .............................................................................................

Code Description Price Qty Total

800152
Houseplant collection x 12  
FREE, JUST PAY 
POSTAGE

FREE 11 FREE

510539
Daphne Perfume Princess 
SAVE £5

£14.99

130390

Diablo Round Planter  
– buy 1 for £14.99  
or 2 for £24.98 
SAVE £5

100062
Blooming Fast Superior 
Soluble Plant Food 
SAVE £2

£7.99

Postage (per order) £6.99 1 £6.99

Total £

Daphne ‘Perfume Princess’

Earlier and longer-flowering
than other varieties of
daphne, ‘Perfume Princess’ is
a must-have for wow-factor 
blossom. Flowers open from 
dark pink buds into large 
clusters growing up to 5cm 
across, and a three-year-old 
plant can have as many as  
10 clusters along each stem!
Said to be the sweetest 
scented of all daphnes, it’s 
also easy to care for. Slow to 
grow and compact, it’s happy 
in well-drained soil in sun or 
part-shade, whether in the 
ground or in a pot on your 
patio. Height 120cm Spread 
90cm. Buy yours now and 
you’ll get a well-established 
plant in a 2L pot for £14.99, 
saving £5.

SAVE  
£5

Blooming Fast Plant Food

The only plant food you
need for your garden,
Blooming Fast Superior is
pecially formulated to give 

you more flowers, better 
growth and your best results 
ever. Quick-working, it can be 
used on all plants except your 
awn. Each 5g scoop makes 5L, 
o this pack makes up to 100 

watering cans full of liquid feed! 
Order your resealable pouch 
now for £7.99, saving £2.

READER OFFER

Diablo Round Planter

This round planter, 
with its textured brown, 
pottery-effect finish, is an 
easy way to add modern 
style to your patio. Made 
from UV- and weather-
resistant plastic, it’s  
lightweight and easy to 
move around your
garden. It measures 38cm 
in diameter. Buy one for 
£14.99 or two for £24.98, 
saving £5. 

Buy 2  
& SAVE  

£5

SAVE  
£2
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AGAPANTHUS MAKE BRILLIANT 
flowers for cutting because they are 
so long-lived, lasting 10 days to two 
weeks in a vase if you cut the flowers 
before the buds are fully open.  

Emma, editor Modern Gardens

W
ith breezy and elegant cloud-like 
blooms atop lush, strap-shaped 
foliage and majestic stems, 
agapanthus will create an 

elegant statement throughout summer until 
the first frosts. Their mass of petals will 
sparkle in summer sunshine before maturing 
into attractive, dark green seedheads. Despite 
their delicate appearance, these are tough 
plants and will be happy in well-drained soil. 
They’ll keep going even if you forget to water 
them and their stems won’t snap or need 
supporting, even in the windiest spot. Plant 
them now in a border or pot and come next 
summer, you’ll be enjoying an impressive 
display. Buy two plants, saving £14.98. Plus, 
save money on ribes (mixed currant).

Treat yourself to stylish agapanthus 
plants to create a gorgeously relaxed 
SUNSHINE VIBE in your garden

ADD SOME SUMMER

SPARKLE

SAVE 

£14.98
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New Agapanthus Everblooming

Ribes (mixed currant)

HOW TO ORDER
✽ GO ONLINE www.hayloft.co.uk/ROMG

✽ CALL 01386 426 245, quoting code ROMG20-31

✽ BY POST Fill in the form, cut it out and post it to the
address below with your payment by cheque or provide
your payment card details.

T&CS: All plants will be despatched in 14 days unless stated
otherwise. Online orders will receive an order acknowledgement
via email with approximate delivery date. All items are subject
to availability. Offer available to UK addresses only. Reader
offers cannot be used in conjunction with any other promotions 
or discounts. Please tick here if you wish to receive our
newsletter [ ]. Offer closes 26 August 2020.

ORDER FORM
Please fill in and send (with your payment) to:
Modern Gardens Reader Offer, PO BOX 2020,
Pershore, WR10 9BP.

Title ............................................................. Initial ...............................

Surname ................................................................................................

Address .................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................

........................................ Postcode .....................................................

Email .......................................................Tel..........................................

Payment details
I enclose a cheque for £.............................. made payable to
Hayloft with my name and address on the back.
Or debit my Visa ■ Mastercard ■

Card Number..................../..................../..................../....................

Start Date................/................ Expiry Date................/................

Security code......................................................................................

Signature .............................................................................................

Code Description Price Qty Total

YAW1 Agapanthus Everblooming
‘Summer Love White’ x 1 £14.99

YAB1 Agapanthus Everblooming
‘Summer Love Blue’ x 1 £14.99

YAM2

Agapanthus Everblooming
‘Summer Love’ Mix x 2
(1 of each)
Double up for 1p more

£15

PCM1 Ribes (mixed currant) x 1 £9.99

PCM2 Ribes (mixed currant) x 2
Double up for 1p more £10

Postage (per order) £4.95 1 £4.95

Total £
‘SUMMER LOVE BLUE’ ‘SUMMER LOVE WHITE’

Double up for just 1p more!

READER OFFER

These long-flowering, evergreen varieties of agapanthus will ensure 
your patio is an oasis of colour and interest throughout summer 
and into October. Why not grow them in large feature pots and 
underplant them with winter-flowering bulbs to make your display last 
even longer? Height and Spread 40-50cm. Buy your ‘Summer Love 
White’ and ‘Summer Love Blue’ plants now for £14.99 each or double 
up for 1p more and get two plants (one of each) for £15, saving 
£14.98. Supplied as jumbo plugs in 14 days. 

Ever wanted to grow your own currants or make your own sweet 
cordial? Well now you can! Plant in a well-drained, sunny spot and you’ll 
be enjoying juicy fruits every summer. Height and Spread 1-1.5m. Buy 
yours now for £9.99 or double up for 1p more and get two plants for 
£10, saving £9.98. Supplied in 3L pots in 14 days.

SAVE 

£9.98



Who needs to jet away on holiday when you can enjoy a  
SUMMER STAYCATION in a garden like this?

OUR GARDEN CRUSH 

T
his dreamy garden is situated in the 
Surrey countryside, surrounded by 
trees, fields and hills. The owners 
wanted something modern that would 

make the most of the views beyond and be 
comfortable, calming and natural. They called 
on the expertise of garden designers Debbie 
Roberts and Ian Smith of Acres Wild, based in 
West Sussex (acreswild.co.uk). “The brief was  
to redesign and open up the whole garden for 
family living and large-scale entertaining, while 
retaining the existing, albeit refurbished, 
swimming pool and tennis court,” says Debbie. 

The pool was retiled and edged with pale 
brown limestone coping stones to match the 
paving, and a stylish curved slide and a diving 
board were added, transforming what had been 
a less attractive area into an elegant focal point. 

“Cedar decking defines the pool area and 
breaks up what would otherwise be an expanse 
of paving,” says Debbie. “A cedar hot tub and 
sunloungers are located on the east side of the 
pool to exploit the view west to the Surrey Hills.”

OUTDOOR LIVING
The garden has a modern and chic outdoor 
kitchen and dining area, set beside sweeping 
stone steps. These steps provide additional 
seating for guests at the owners’ larger events 
and are perfectly positioned to enjoy the 
stunning views. “Limestone paving defines the 
dining space and the brick retaining wall of a 
raised bed accommodates the outdoor kitchen,” 
says Debbie. “The whole area is contained 
within a planted ‘wrapper’ that takes up the 
change of level.”

STYLISH SPIRES
Low box hedging on two sides of the pool 
fronts a flowerbed planted with English climbing 
rose ‘Wollerton Old Hall’, while elsewhere are 
beds and borders containing the lavender-hued 
blooms of catmint ‘Walker’s Low’, geranium 
‘Rozanne’ and spires of Salvia sylvestris 
‘Mainacht’, together with alliums and 
agapanthus. Blue-green moor grass, Sesleria 
caerulea, forms tidy clumps and bears spires of 
dark purple flowers in late spring. The straight 
lines of the plant beds are broken up by clipped 
domes of Rakai hebe.

New terracing was designed to make the 
most of the panoramic views that can be seen 
to the west, while a meadow area at the bottom 
of the garden links it seamlessly to the beautiful 
landscape, giving it a sense of place.
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The outdoor kitchen 
includes a barbecue, sink 
and a bar table, which is 

nto a retaining wall. 

Topiary box balls are 
dotted around the 
decking and dining area.
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GARDEN MAKEOVER
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